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PRELIMINARY. 

The enquiry into the glass industry was referred to the Board 
in the Government of Inuia, Commerce Department's Resolution 
No. 458-T. (2), dated 20th October, 1931. The terms of the Reso
lution are as follows:-

"The Government of India have received representations 
from certain glaos manufacturers requesting that protection 
may be e"tended to the glass industry in India. In pursuance 
of paragraph 3 of the Resolution of the Government of India, 
Department of Commerce, No. 3748, dated the lOth July, 1923, 
they have decided to refer to the Tariff Board for examination 
these .representations along with any others of a similar nature 
which may be brought to its notice . 
. 2. In making its enquiry, the Tarift' Board will be guided by 

the principles loUd down in the Resolution adopted by the Legis
lative Assembly on February 16th, 1923, and will consider-

(1) whether the conditions laid down in the Report of the 
Indian Fiscal Commission are satisfied in the Case 

.of the industry, and to what extent, if any, and in 
respect of what articles, or class or description of 
articles, protection should be aft'orded; 

(2) in what form and for what period protection, il any, 
should be given; and 

(3) how its recommendations, if any, will aft'ect other 
industries. 

3. Firms and persons interested who desire that their views 
should be considered bv the Tarift' Board should address their 
representations to the Secreta.ry to the Board." 

The Board issued a Press Communique, dated 20th October, 1931, 
calling upon all firms and persons interested in the enquiry to make 
written representations not later than 20th November, 1931. 
Mr. F. W. Hodkin, B.Sc.; F.I.C., who was appointed by the Gov
ernment of India, Technical Adviser to the Board, for the pUl'pose 
of this enquiry, arrived on November 13th. On November 21st, the 
Board issued questionnaires for nlanufacturers and imjlOrters. Re
plies were received from factories and from manufacturing asso
ciations. nepresentations were also received from a large number 
of finns interested in the \lse of glass bottles and containers. We 
made a tour of inspection of glass factories beginning at the end of 
Noyember, the pl'o!<,l'amme being as follo'\\'s:-

Nov. 23rd.-Visit"d Kandivli Glass Bangle Factory. 
N01J. 25th.-Visited Paisa Flmd Glass Works, Talegaon. 
Nov. 26th.-Visited Ogale Glass Works, Ltd., Ogalewadi. 
Dec. I.t.-Left Bombay. 

! • ) 
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Dec. 2nd---5th,-Arrived Agra. Visited Firozabad bangle 
factories. 

];)ec. 6th.-Visited Upper India Glass Works, Ambala. 
Dec.7th.-Visited United Provinces Glass Works, Ltd., 

Bahjoi. 
Dec. 8th-.--lOth.-Visited Allahabad Glass Works, N aini. 
Dec. llth.-A:!Tived Calcutta. 
Dec. 14th.-Visited Bengal Glass Works, Ltd., and Mr. P. M. 

N. Mehta's Bangle Factory .. 
Dec. 15th.-Visited Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, Ltd. 
Dec. 22nd.-Visited Kumardhubi Fireclay and Silica Works 

(Messrs. Bird and Company, Ltd.). 
Ian. 2nd.-Visited the Potteries, Jubbulpore (Messrs. Burn and 

Company, Ltd.). 

While at Allahabad we invited Mr. J. L. Sathe; I.C.S., Director of 
Industries, United Provinces, and Dr. H. D. H. Drane, D.Se., 
Principal of the Harcourt Butler Technological Institute, Cawnpore, 
to meet us, ·and we had the advantage of -a discussion with them on 
matters affecting the industry. In Calcutta we took oral evidence 
from the Bengal Glass Works, the Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works 
and Mr. P. M. N. Mehta on the 11th and 19th December. The 
Board's office opened in Bombay on January 2nd, 1932, after the 
Christmas holidays. The following oral evidence was taken in 
Bombay:-

Ian llth.-United Provinces Glass Works, Bahjoi. 
Ian. 12th.-Allahabad Glass Works, Naini. 
Ian. 13th.-Upper India Glass Works, Ambala. 
Ian. 13th.-Mr. Yeyer NiBsim, Bombay. 
Ian. 14th.-Ogale Glass Works, Ogale'wadi. 
Ian. 18th.-Kandivli Glass Bangle Factory. 
Ian. 18th.-Paisa Fund Glass Works, Talegaon. 
Jan. 19th.-Glass and Bangles Industrial Association, Firoza

bad. 

We wish to express our appreciation pf the courtesy and hospitality 
which was shewn us by the proprietors, managers and staff at all the 
factories we visited. . 

We desire also to acknowledge the services rendered by our 
Technical Adviser, Yr. F. ·W. Hodkin. ",hose co-operation has been 
of the "rea test assistance to us in the elucidat.ion of the technical 
and pr:ctical aspects of the g'lass industry in India. His accurate 
and detailed knowledge has greatly facilitated our investigation of 
the problems connected with this enquiry. Tn the inspection of 
factories. in the examination of witnesses and above all in the 
preparation of the materials on which our Report is based, his 
co-operation has proved invaluable. His close acquaintance with 
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the glass industry in other countries and his thorough grasp of the 
commercial as well as scientific questions involved in it have enabled 
us to appreciate the position of the Indian industrr. with greater 
accuracy and clearness than would have been l'oss1ble otherwise. 
While for the actual findings and proposals contaIned in this Report 
we hold ourselves entirely responsible, both in the manner in which 
they are stated and explained and in the marshalling and inter
pretation of the evidence on which they are based we have benefited 
greatly by his clear perception and expert criticism and judgment 
and by the untiring energy which lie has devoted to his work. 



Report on the Glass Industry. 

CHAPTER I. 

'The Present Position of the Gla88 Industry in India 
and its Methods of Produotion. 

Dr. C. S. Fox of the Geological Survey of India in his" Notes 
·on Glass Manufacture" published in 1922, observes that there is no 

evidence of the existence in India in early 
The past. hiotory ?' times of a great and flourishing glaBS indus

·~~i. gla.. 1I1dustry In try. "The first Indian (Ceylon) references 
. . to glass are in the Mahavamsa, the chronicles 

of the Sinhalese Kings (B.C. 306), wben glaBS mirrors were carried 
in proc~ssions. Crude glasswal'e and ornaments of glass of about 
the early Christian era have been found in various parts of India, 
but there is no evidence for supposing that a flourishing industry 
·existed in India at that time." He adds that though it is known 
that glass decorated with enamel was made in Delhi during the 
seve.nteenth centw'y, the glassilldustry throughout its histo'T in 
IndIa appears never to have approached the proportions attaIned 
·during the war yea.rs 1914-1918. Mr. (now Sir Alfred) Chatterton 
in his article on "The manufacture of glaBs in India" in the 
Indion Munitions Board Handbook I'egards it as cerlain " that in 
the sixteenth century there was an established industry which had 
no~ !,dvanced be~'ond the stage of producing a very inferior material, 
utlhsed almost entirely for the manufacture of bangles and, to a 
very limited extent, for small bottles to hold perfumes and for flasks 
in which to store Ganges water". He also quotes Buchanan's 
reference to the art of glass making as practised at Muteodu, which 
he visited on a journey from Madras through M ,"sore at the begin
ning of the nineteenth century; " the glass mak'?r's furnace here i. 
ratber better than thnt of Chenna-pattana; but aim it is extremely 
crude. The manufacturers sav that when the army of Lord Corn
wallis left Seringallatam, they' gathered with much 'pains a number 
of broken bottles which they found where he had encamped. These 
they thoup:ht a treasure; but. after having been at the expense of 
brin/!,ing the bottles to Muteodu, they found that their furnace was 
not sufficiently Stl'OIl/? to liquif~' European /?lass. The bottles were 
then reduced to powder and mixed with alkali, but these mat.,rial. 
produced only a usel.ss white lll"'S. Our glass, therefore. is consi
dered bv them as useless as our cast iron: for neHher of these 
.substances Qre ill a state upon whi"h their fires have anv effect ". .. 



CBAl"'l'ER I. 

2. The manufacture of glass and glass articles on modern lines 
started in India in 1892. Between 1892 and 1900 five modern 

E 1 
. factories were established, two of which did 

ar y experIments on t 1 . Of th h h II f modern lines no ong surVIve. e ot er tree, a 0 
. which were under European management, 

a.Risted by men trained in European glass works, and two of which 
were equipped with lal:ge modern furnaces and plant and were not 
stinted for capital, one worked from 1892 to 1$99, another from 1898 
to 1902 and the third from 1900 to 1908. A final attempt was made 

. by Europeans in Madras in 1909; but this Company also ceased 
operation afte~' three years' work and we~t into. voluntary liqui~a
tlOn. The faIlure of all these concerns IS ascnbed by the Indian 
Industrial Commission (Appendix E) to the inadequate technological 
skill of the European experts, who were further handicapped by the 
demand for quick results before they had had time t{) acquaint 
themselves with local conditions, such as the influence of the climate 
and the potentialities of the local raw materials and.1abour. 

3. In spite of these failures the industry appears to have had a 
special fascination for Indian enterprise; for between 1906 and 1913, 

D 
16 factories were e"tablished under Indian 

evelopments before t' t d t' b E and during the war. managemen , aSSlS e some Imes y urOpean 
trained glass workers wh!> stayed on in the 

country aftel' the earlier ventures had .failed, and sometimes by 
Japanese working under the control of Indians who had been to 
Japan to learn the business .. Unfortunately these undertakings do
not seem to have profited by the experience of the earlier bilUl·es. 
In no case were such preliminary investigations carried out as arE> 
generally deemed essential before a new industry is started; ana 
at the outbreak of the war in 1914 only three of the factories were· 
in operation and not one of them was making a commercial profit. 
The outbreak of the war at once stopped the flow of imports from 
Germany and Austria. To supply the need thus created new fac
tories came into existence; and It was estimated that in 1918 about 
twenty factories were at work, of wbich se .... n at Firozabad were 
engaged entirely in the manufacture of glass for bangles, and the 
others produced mainly lampware and to a less extent bottles and' 
carboys. Under the stimulus of the demands of the Indian Muni
tions Board several fact{)ries had with some degree of success pro
duced glass tubing, flasks, beakers and test tubes of non-resistant' 
glass. The capital invested in glass works, apart from the bangl ... 
trade, was estimateJ at about Rs. 15 lakhs. and a very rough esti-· 
mate valued the outturn of bangles at nearly Rs. 20 lakhs a year' 
and that of other glassware at a similar amount. Other countrie~ 
besides India had developed their glass making resomces to rueet 
the conditions and demand. ar;,ing out of the war; and when these· 
con(lition8 were withdrawn. many of them were in a position t{) do 
a big export trade. Some countries erected .new factories to meet
the growing demands of the tJ'ade which they had established; in· 
other countries, of which India was one, the serious competition from 
abl'onJ forced the factories either to close down or to reduce theil" 
cost of pro.i uction. 
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4. The struggle against competition with imported ~oods has 
continued till quite recently when the industry has receIved some 

assistence from the increase of the revenue 
th,;t'h~d.\'.r::;nt .cope of duties from 15 to 20 per cent. in March 1931 

" and to 25 per cent. in September, and from 
the recent alterations in Japanese and European exchange. From 
various sources we have received information of the existence at 
present of fifty-nine factories,twenty-six of which are engaged 
entirely in the manufacture of bangles and one in the manufacture 
of false pearls. The Glass Manufacturers' Association, which does 
not concern itself with the bangle making part of the industry, has 
given us a list of twenty-two iactories. A list supplied by the, 
Director of Industries, Bombay, olllits four of the factories men
tioned by the Association, but includes fourteen additional factories, 
ten of which are bangle factories. The Firozabad Glass and Bangles 
Industrial Association mention twenty works engaged in the manu
facture of bangles at }'irozabad; the:)' omit three mentioned by the 
Director of Industries, Bombay, but lUclude fifteen works which are 
not in his list. Dr . Drane has given us a list of sixteen factories, 
other than bangle factories, which includes two factories in or near 
Bombay which have not been mentioned by the Bombay Director of 
Industries. Finally four manufacturers (one at N aini near Allaha
bad, one at Dacca, one maker of bangles in Calcutta and one maker 
of false pearls in Bombay) who are mentioned in none of these lists, 
have made their existence known to us either in person or by letter 
()r by both methods. The distribution of the fifty-nine factories is 
.. hown in the following Table:-

TABLE 1. 

Gluaand Director of 
Glow _I" Indmtriee, Dr. Drane. Allao111'C'8ll. 

Manufao- Indwtrlal Bow .... 
..... n AMociatioD • 

Provinoo or State. Assocl.- Firolllbad. 
tloD. (~I' Bangle Bangl .. 

, fo.etor eI). ',0- Otben. Bangles. Othell. an' Otum - ''''', Pearl>. -
~.b . . 1 .. .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 

IUnlted ProVIDCfJI 8 10 8 7 ... " .. 11 

il8DgAI • .. .. 7 .. • 1 10 

'Hom", , .. • , .. 6 • • 
-central Provinces . I .. .. I .. • .. • 
'BlknnIr 1 .. .. .. .. • .. .. 1 

'8. E. H. thn NIMm', .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. 1 
DominlolU. 

--
To..,. Il! 10 10 II .. , . 17 •• 

. it is evident from the fore!(Oing statement that there' has been a 
"onsillerahle e",pansion of the glass industry in India in recent years • 

• FQrot.rtI. two or tbne of wblcb 1DI.7 be Ib ODe rutor,-. 
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Of the twenty factories represented by the Glass and Bangles Indus-· 
trial Association, Firozabad, sixteen have been started since the year 
1925. We have been informed that it was only then that the 
manufacturers learnt how to produce coloured glass of such a quality 
~s to enable them to imitate the coloured and decorated bangles 
lmported from Japan and Czechos~ovakia; and the industry has in, 
the last sh:'years expanded rapidly in this direction. New factories 
have also been established for the manufacture of blownware, while 
in two of the older factories modern machinerv, in one case for the 
manufacture of sheet ~tass and in the other cas;' for the manufacture 
of bottles, has been Installed during the same period. The most 
recent development is the starting in 1931 of a factory for the 
manufacture of false pearls from glass and chemicals and with 
machinery all imported from J ayan. While the value of the annual 
output of bangles in India has Increased from about Rs. 20 lakhs in 
1920 to upwards of Rs. 115 lakhs, there has also been an increase in 
the value of other kinds pf glassware manufactured which is now 
estimated at about 25 per cent. higher than the Rs. 20 lakhs at, 
which it was put in 1920. For six of the thirty-two factories which 
produce glass other than bangles, we have received no information 
as to the nature of the ware manufactured. Sheet glass is made in 
one factory in the United Provinces; and another factory also in the 
United Provinces is equipped with plant for the manufacture of' 
ribbed and figured sheet. Bottles and phials are made at twelve 
factories, three in the United Provinces, seven in Bengal, and two· 
in Bombay. Lampware, globes and chimneys are made in twentv
four factories, that is to say, in all except two of the twenty-six 
factories the nature of whose products has been reported to us; the· 
two exceptions are a factory in the United Provinces and one in 
Bombay both .of which are reported to make nothing but bottles or' 
phials. 

5. We have received representations on behalf of twenty bangle 
factories at Firozabad, and of two other manufachuers -of bangles 
R "'t" . d ancI one manufacturer of' ialse pearls; from 

epresen Ions receive. foul' bang-Ie fadories whose existence has 
been reported t<> us we have heard nothing. Both t,he manufacturers. 
of sheet glass have stated their case before us. We have received 
representations from six manufacturers of bottles and from nine 
manufacturers of lampware. Besides the six factories of which we 
have heard nothing beyond the mere fact of their existence. there 
are six manufacturers of bottles and fifteen manufacturers of lamp
ware who have neither made written representations nor apreared 
before us to give oral evidence. We understand that many 0 these, 
factories are at present closed. Thus our study of the present condi
tion of the industry has been confined to information supplied by 
thirty-two· out of the fiftv-nine factories whose existence has been 
reported t<> us, to detailed' answers to our questionnaire prepared by 

• 29 manufaoturers of bangl.. and faloe pearls, II manufacturers of sheet : 
gl .... 6 manufaeturers of bottles. and 9 manufaeturera of lampware. The two . 
manufacturers of .heet glass and six of the manufacturers of lampware also· 
make bottl ... 
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the bangle industry at Firozabad and by ten other fact<>ries and to· 
. the inspections and discussions mentioned in the preliminary para-· 
graphs of this Report. 
i 6. The production of the Indian glass factories is at present 
f:onfined to soda lime glass, and consists mainly of containers, lamp-

Th 
ware, bangles and sheet glass. The opera-· 

a manufacture of t' £ th d t' f 1 glB88 :-1. Raw materials. Ions necessary or e pro llC lOP 0 g ass· 
are:-

(1) Selection, preparation and mixing of the raw materials. 
(2) The melting of the resulting' batch' in a furnace. 
(3) The manipulation of the melt~d glass .either by hand or by' 

machinery. . 
(4) The process 'of annealing. 
(5) Finishing operations. 

The selection of the raw materials is determined by the nature of' 
the glassware which the manufacturer wishes to produce; and for' 
the manufacture of the glass now made in India the principnl raw 
materials are silica sand, sodium carbonate (soda ash) and lime. 
In the manufacture of common bangles a mixture is sometimes used 
which consists of clay, sand and what is called' Reh " an efllores-" 
cence from the soil consisting of carbonates, sulphates and chlorides 
of sodium and potassium. For the successful production of glass it 
is necessary that the manufacturer should know the exact properties 
of each of his materials, should mix them in suitable proportions 
and should mix them thoroughly. We shall consider in our next 
Chapter how far the glass manufacturer in India can obtain in the 
country materials posse.sing the qualities which he requires; in this 
Chapter we propose to give a brief account of the methods of manu
facture at fresent employed in Indian factories. A simple form of 
mechanico 'mixer' is commonly but not universally employed .. 
In the United Provinces Glass Work. at Bahjoi where sheet glass is 
manufactured by the Fourcault process, and in the Allahabad Glass. 
Works at N aini where bottles are made on O'Neill and Lynch 
machines, the materials are used in the proportions recommended 
for operation bv the.e particular processes. But elsewhere the 
Indian glass manufacturer uses a high proportion of soda ash in his 
composition. By this meanS he produces a glass which melts at a 
comparatively low temperature and is easy to work; on the other 
hand an excess of soda ash affect. the durability of the glass, and, 
since soda ash is the most expensive of the principal raw materials, 
adds greatly to it. cost. Tills excessive use of Boda ash is specially 
noticeable in the bangle industry, in which the bateh compositions, 
commonly approximate to one of the three types shown below:-

• TABLI~ II. 
Sand 100 100 100 
Soda aah 49 45 46 
LimeatoDe 24 
Slaked lime 4 10 
Saltpetre 9 6 
Boru: 1 10 go. 
Zino oxide III 
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A mixture' in which the proportion of soda ash was limited to 35 
parts for every 100 parts of sand would produce a more durable and 
a cheaper glass and would also pToduce flie correct' tinkle' in the 
bangles, ,which the Indian banglemaker now complains that he 
cannot get. In the case of manufacturers of blown and' pressed ware 
,the proportion of soda ash used is not so great and the durability of 
their glass is satisfactory, though there is room for improvement in 
this respect in this branch of the industry also. 

7. Since however, any lowering of the soda content of the glass 
will necessitate a higher temperature to melt it, the furnaces will 

2 F ' need lIuch improvement as to render them 
. urnaee.. bl f d' th h' h ' capa e 0 pro ucmg at Ig er tempera-

ture. The furnace in a glass works may be either a pot furnace or 
a tank furnace; in' a pot furnace the glass is melted in pots or 
~rucibles placed in ,the furnace chamber; in a tank furnace the lower 
walls of the 'combustion chamber itself serve as the container for 
the molten glass. A pot furnace is employed for the production of 
glass of specially high quality, or of different colours or varieties 
when the quantities or types required do not warrant the use of a 
tank furnace. A tank furnace is used when quantity is the main 
",onsideration, and especially when glass is formed into articles by 
machines which require a uniform and steady supply of molten 
glass. Furnaces may be direct fired, semi-direct fired or fired by oil 
-or producer gas. Most modern furnaces have their heat provided 
by the combustion of gas produced from coal in an apparatus termed 
a gas-producer which is separate from the combustion chamber. As 
'the ~as reaches the entrance or entrances to the furnace chamber it 
is mned with the necessary amount of air for combustion. The air 
is preheated on its way to the furnace by making use of the heat 
borne by the outgoing products of combustion. Preheating may be 
effected either by the regenerative or by the recuperative system. 
In the regenerative process it is usual to preheat the gas as well as 
the air. The air (or gas) on its way to the furnace is heated as it 
passes through a regenerator, a deep chamber, usually rectangular, 
containing an open-work arrangement of firebrick checkers which 
retain the heat left by the hot gases on their passa~e from the 
furnace. At the entrance to the furnace the heated aIr meets the 
gas from the gas producer which has also been preheated by passing 
'through a similar regenerator. The mixture enters the furnace in 
a state of combustion; and after passing through it the exit gases 
'are led through other regenerators in which they leave some of 
their heat on their way to the chimney'. In order to maintain a 
high temperature in the furnace it is necessary at "egular intervals 
to reverse the direction of the current, so that the air (or gas) on itR 
way to the furnace may pass t.hrough a "reltenerator which still 
retains the maximum amount of heat from the exit gases. In the 
recuperative process this reversal of the direction of the current is 
unnecessary, for the process is continuous. the air entering t.he 
furnace through vertical channels and the exit. gases leaving through 
horizontal passages of the same recuperator; nor is it usual to pre
~heat the gas before it enters the furnace chamber. If gas is passed 
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through the recuperator on its way to the furnace, the comparatively 
slow rise in its temperature as compared with the rapid rise in the 
case of the regenerator may Cause dissociation of the gas, impairing 
its hentin~ value and tending to clog the recuperator passages with 
soot. It IS usually passed direct from the producer into the furnace, 
care being necessarv to prevept it carrying in an excessive amount 
of dust. Either system caD be used to economise the heat produced 
in either a pot furnace or a tank furnace. Recuperators occupy less 
space and are cheaper to instal than ,regenerators; .the recuperative 
process being continuous requires less attention than the regenera
tive which \. intermittent. and it i. easier to keep the furnace 
temperature regular with the continuous recuperative system. On 
the other hand special refraotory materials are necessary for the tubes 
in the recuperative svstem, and special care is required to prevent 
leakage. Since there is a greater reserve of heat in a regenerative 
furnace, it is more suitable for very large installations, either pot 
or tank. . 

8. A gas-fired furnace, with eithe~ a recuperative 01' aregenera
th'e system of preheating, has many advantages over a direct fired 

furnace, in which the fire box fOl'ms an it;te
Advantage. 01 gas.fired gral part of the combustion chamber .. The 

lornac... I aI ffi' • d' fi' . . t lerm e' clency 0": a U'ect red J.urnace 18 
low for several reasons: there is a loss in heating the large excess 
quantity of air necessarr to obtain combustion; there is uo means of 
regulating the supply 0 air; the gases are drawn so swiftly through 
the furnace that they only part with a small fraction of their heat; 
much of t.he fuell'emains unburnt in ashes and exit gases; and only 
1\ small proportion of the heat carried away by the exit gases can be 
recovered by the use of air fiues round the fire box .. A gas fired 
furnace on the other hand needs only a slight e"cess of air to burn 
the gaseous fuel completely; the heat'carried away by the exit gases 
can be largely transferred to the incoming gas and air; the gas ilf 
burned and the heat is produced in the furnace exactly where it is· 
required instead of partIally in a fire box distinct from the furnac" 
chamber; the proportions of fuel and air can be controlled exactly, 
and since the mcoming gas and ail' are preheated before combustion 
higher temperatures can be attained. Moreover, since the fuel can 
all be gasified at one place in the works, there is no need to carry 
fuel from plnce to place and the works can consequently be kept 
deaner and freer from dust; an,1 gas can be produced from the 
lower grades of fuel which cannot; be used econOlhically for direct 
firing. 

9_ Furnnces in which the gIns. i. melted in pots or crucible .. 
may be circulal' or rectangular. In a en'rulnr furnace the pots are' 

P t 1 
' set round a central fire box or, .in a gns-firetf 

o urbaces. f dtl" Th b . urnace, TOun 1e e~·e. e urmng 
g ••• s pass from the fire box or • eye' round the pots. and are then 
led from the furnace through ftuu arranged neRr the wall of th .. 
furnace in front of or between the pots. In the old English type of 
furnace. the exit fiues took off in front of the bottom portion of each 
pot aud led the exit gases upwards into a high c·on. which was built 
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·over the furnace to serve as a chimney. In the Japanese type of 
furnace, common in the Indian glass works, the exit ports are 
.arranged between the pots and the exit gases pass downwards into a 
;flue towards the base or surrounding the base of the furnace by which 
'they are led to the chimney. We have seen one rectangular pot 
furnace in which six open pots line ,each long side of the furnace. 
A fire box is placed at each end, while exit flues are arranged simi
larly to those in' the circular furnaces. We have also seen one 
rectangular gas..fired re!l'enerative pot furnace, which produces a 
;temperature distinctly hIgher than any o~ the direct fired type .. 

10. In the smaller bangle factories the 'Reh' composition or 
'block glass bought from other factories i. put into small boot shaped 

I'0ts-each holding about 28Ibs.-and melted 
Pots. . 1D a circular furnar.e built of ordinary red 

brick. These Iactories produce only the cheapest type of common 
bangles. The other pot furnaces usually employ pots capable of 
holding 600 or 800 Ibs. of ' batch'; and a circular furnace may be 

;built to hold 7, 8, 9 or 10 pots. One factory has used pots with a 
capacity of 1,600 lb. for the manufacture of figured sheet glass. 

'Some factories still import their pots from Japan, but a gradualily 
increasing number are making their own pots from Indian fireclays 
;and are getting better service from these than from the imported 
,article .. 

11. There is at present one factOl'Y in India in which new pots 
,",re set while the furnace is maintained in operation. If a raw pot 

~ t A h is introduced directly to the high tempera-
o rc, ture of a working furnace it will fly to pieces 

immediately. It is, therefore, necessary to heat it up gradually to 
. \I. temperature between 1,0000 and 1,3000 C. when it can safely be 
set in the furnace: This preliminary heating occupies frOlll five to 

; seven days and requires careful regulation. It is done in an auxi-
liary furnace" termed a " pot arch", which may he of the kiln 
type, in which the heat is derived from a fire box in the furnace; 
but the gas-fired type of pot arch is generally preferred, for in it 
the regulation of the temperature is easier and a higher final tem
perature can be attained. 

12. Tank furnaces are employed in three of the Indian factories. 
At the United Provinces Glass Works, Bahj oi, the llass for the 

T k f 
Fourc8lult machines is melte in a tank 

an urnsc... f f300 d d . h 'ty t urnace' a t.ons ea we1g t ca pac1 ; a 
the Allahabad Glass Works, N aini, the bottle machines are fed from 

'tank furnaces of capacities varying from 50 to 140 tons; and at the 
Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, where bottles are made by hand, 
the glass is melted in three small tank furnaces with capacities of 
15, 18 and 35 tons. All the furnaces are of the 'cross-flame' 
regene1'ative type. A' cross-flame' furnace is one in which the 
ports are arranged along each side of the tank above the glass level, 
those on each side becoming alternately entry and exit ports . 

. These furnaces a1'e all of fairly modern design and are far more 
'efficient than the pot fmnaces. Their orlIiciency might be further 
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im proved by scientific control of tbe las production and by some 
adJustments in furnace dimensions an operation. 

13. After the glass is meltsd in the furnace there are a variety 
<>f ways in which it may be manipulated and we shall now brie:fly 

3. Ma.nipulation. 
describe the methods applied to the different 
kinds of glassware manufactured in India. 

14. The manufacture of bangles has been carried on in India 
:for centuries, and at Firozabad near Agra the older methods of 

manufacture are carried on side by side with 
(aJ Bangles: the old more modern practices There are a certain 

tnethod of manufacture. .: 
number of factor1es whlCh only make" Block 

Gla •• ", either colourle •• (usually of a greyi.h tintl or coloured. 
The melted glass is ladled out on to metal plates, al owed to cool, 
.and broken into pieces measuring about 4" x 4" x 1". These pieces 
·are sold to other factories, where either by themselves or with the' 
.addition of fre.h batch and colouring materials they are remelted 
nnd manufactured into bangles. Iii. the more primitive factories' 
·common bangles are made by craftsmen who work in pairs. . One 
of them gathers a lump or ' gob' of glass on the end of a pOlllted 
iron rod; pressing the glass with a knife against the point of the 
rod he makes a hole through the middle of it, and then works the 
glass Into a ring which he transfers to a fireclay cone held by his 
partner. The glass is then pressed down this cone, expanded to the 
desired size and shaped by pressure between the cone and a fireclay 
block, in which a groove of the req\1ired width has been cut. In 
.. orne cas.s both the cone and the block are quite plain; but more 
often both the groove in the fireclay block and the cone are carved 
with patterns which by the pressure applied are impressed on the 
bangle. 

15. For the manufacture of better banltles, comparable with the 
, re,hmi ' bangle imported from Japan, slmple machinery is used. 

The glass is gathered on a rod and shaped 
first into 8 round lump; it is then rolled on 

a polished plate or marvel' into the form of a cone. and pointed either 
by heRting it with a :flat steel tool.or by plunging it downwards into 
8 mould, If it is shaped with the tool it will always need reheating, 
which is done by inserting the glass, still on the rod, in a coal fired 
fumBos or "glory hole" ; shaping in the mould is a quicker opera
tion and glass trented in this way may not need reheating. When 
sufficiently hot it is taken to a windmg plant which consists of a 
~ylindrioal steel ~oller wh!ch is usually operated by hand, though 
m one case elect"c power 1S employed. Under the roller is a heat
ill/( d.vi,'e which may be shallow coal fire or a row of small gas 
jets. 'With a pair of pincers the l0int of the glass cone is pulled 
out into a thin strand and wrappe round the roller. The roller is 
then rotated ot a hi/(h speed and the glass is wound on to it in the 
form of R spiral. The thickness of the strand of /(Iass fOl'ming the 
spiml will depend upon the temperature of the lump of glass from 
which it is wound and the distance between this lump and the 
roller. In one factory an iridescing solution is sprayed upon the 

Reshmi bangles. 
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glass while it is being wound on to the roller. The glass spiral is 
removed from the roller, and when cool is separated into .;n~le 
circlets by the scratch of an emery or carborundum stone or 01 a 
steel knife. The broken ends of each circlet are then brought iuto 
t~e same plane and joined in the fiames of kerosene oil or gas blow 
pIpes. 

16. These bangles may be of plain colours, they may be iridesced 
as described above, or a light silky appearance may be given by 

Fancy bangles. stirring a chemical such as potassium 
cyanide into the glass before it is gathered. 

There are countless other varieties of fancy or decorated bangles. 
Hollow bangles may be made by gathering the glass on a tubular 
iron rod, blowing it into a hollow bubble and winding it on to the 
roller in the form of thin glass tubing. These hollow bangles are 
specially adapted to forms of decoration such as silvering, which is 
performed by introducing a. 'solution into the circlet before its ends 
are joined. Any variety of shape may be given to the bangles by 
manipulation of the glass at its first gathering. 'Parti-coloured 
bangles, plain or twisted, are made hy suitable manipulation of the 
glass before it is wound on to tbe l·oller. DecC'ration may be given 
t{) any bangle by cutting facets on its surface and marking it with 
designs in enamel or 'li'Juid gold'. Bangles decorated in this 
way have to be heated agam to fire or fix the enamels: this is done 
in a muJlle furnace with three chambers eacli heated' to a different 
temperature, the trays of bangles being moved from one chamber 
to another. . 

17. Globes and chimneys are always made by hand processes. 
A boy gathers a small quantity of glass on a blowing iran and 

b L blows it into a round bubble which is 
() ampware. allowed to cool; more glass is then gathered 

on the bubble and the whole is shaped by blowing and the use of 
the marver or water block; the blower then takes the iron and by 
swinging and blowing the glass elongates it into a pearshaped 
bubble which he inserts in the mould. The mould is of iron, in 
two parts joined by hinges, and may be shaped for the blowing of 
one, two, three or four globes or chimneys at a time. It is opened 
by a boy who hangs a strip of wet paper inside one or both parts 
of it. When the blower places the glass between the open halves of 
the mould and the bubble is sufficiently elongated to stretch almost 
the whale length of the mould, the boy closes it and holds it shut 
while the blower blows the glass to the shape of the mould. The 
wet paper serves as a lubricant providing steam and carbon which 
prevent th" glass sticking. The mould is then opened and the blown 
glass laid on a tray and cracked from the blowmg iron and carried 
to the annealing kiln. 

18. Bottles and phials are made by hand and also by machinery. 
The hand process is the same as that just described for the manu

(c) Bottles and phial.: facture of Jampware up to the removal of the 
(.1 by hand. blown 'hape irom the mould, except that 

for small hottles there is only one gathering 
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of glass and only one bottle is blown in a mould at one time. 
When the bottle, still adhering by the neck to the blowing 
iron, is removed from the mould it is received in a shalled 
receptacle on the end of a rod (punty) and the· blowmg 
iron is oracked away. The bottle is carried on the punty to a 
glory hole and the neck is softened. Then by the use of' a 
pincer like taol, which has a spindle to go inside the neck of the 
bottle and a mould to press on the outside, the mouth of the bottle 
is formed, the punty being rotated rapidly during the operation on 
the two lengthened arms of a chair. The bottle is now ready for 
the annealing kiln. Wide-mounted jars are made in very much 
the 8ame way; but to form the mouth of a jar it is usual to add a 
thin strip of molten glass round the neck before using the finishing 
tool. 

19. In the Allahabad Glass Works there are four O'Neill 
machines and one Lynch machine complete with Miller feeding 

n b hi devices and at the Calcutta Glass and SHi-
I> Y mac DOry. cate "'arks there is an O'Neill machine 

which has not yet been worked. The operation of the two types of 
machine is similar. Proje.cting from the working end of a tank 
furnace is a feeder chamber or ' boot I into which molten glass can 
flow freely. A plunger thrust downwards at regular intervals into 
the.' boat' forces out through an orifice at the bottom lumps or. 
, gobs' of glass of constant shape and size. These gobs of glass are 
cut off immediately below the 'boot' by automatically operated 
sheares and are received in moulds set upon a horizontal revolving 

. table. As the table revolves the mouth af the bottle is formed in the 
mould and the glass is blown into a pear shaped bubble. At this 
stage, the glass is transferred automatically to one of a series of 
bottle shaped moulds on another revolving table and blown to its 
full size. The mould then opens and the bottle is removed either 
automatically or by hand for annealing. These machines will 
produce up to 35 bottles a minute according to the shape and size of 
the product, but as operated at the works in India have not yet 
attained an output of more than 20 battles a minute. . 

20. The market for pressed ware is limited, and the articles made 
consists ~hiefly of tiles, tumblers, smail dishes and jars, inkstands 

(d) P d and paper weights. The gatherer draws on 
ress!! WB1'e. h d f . teen 0 an Iron. rod mora molten glass 

than i. required to fashion the article to be made. He then lets the 
~Ia.s flow into the mould, and the presser, when he thinks that there 
,. enou~h glass in the mould, cuts off the flow' with a pair of shears. 
The mould i. placed below the plunger of a press, and the presser 
hy operating a lever brings the plunger down upon the surface vf 
the glass in the mould. Skill is required to determine the exact 
amount of pre,.ure needed. The article, the under side of which 
hus tnken the shape of the mould and the upper side the shape of 
the plunger, may be taken straight to the annealing kiln O'r, in order 
to remm·e a dullness produred by contact with the mould and 
pI ull!!'.r. it may first be roughly fire polished by a short insertion in 
a glory hole. 
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21. In one factory the same glass as that used for bottles and', 
lampware is made into glass tubing for the manufacture of test and 

( ) Gl t b' specimen tubes or syringes. The' glass is· 
, ass n mg, gathered an a hollow tube or blowing iron 

and shaped by blowing and rolling on the marver into a bubble of 
the right size. The bubble is then attached to a piece of glass held 
on a rod (punty) by a boy and is drawn out into a long tube as the 
blower and the boy walk away from one another. The tubing ill· 
fashioned into the articles required in th.e flame of a blow pipe. 

22. Sheet glass is manufactured at one factory by the Fourcault 
process. The glass is melted in a large tank furnace, with a capa-· 

(f) Sh t I city of about 300 tons, at the end of whICh 
ee g ass. four Fourcault machines are operated. 

Below each machine, floating in the glass is a refractory block 
called a • debiteuse '. In the middle of the block for almost its 
whole length is a slit with highly polished sides. The debiteuse is 
pressed down into the glass which is forced up through the slit, and, 
naught up by a drawing fork or bait. This bait consists of an iron 
£:ame th.e s~me length .as the slit and is fitted with f6r~ ~r fin~er
like projectIons to whlCh the glass adheres. The baIt IS ralsed' 
verticaliy through the machine, which consists of a series of pairs of 
asbestos covered steel rollers, drawing after it a sheet of glass of the 
same width as the length of the slit. Since the pressure of the 
debiteuse is continually forcing glass up through the slit, and the 
glass is drawn away as fast as it rises, the process is continuous. 
The thickness of the sheet is controlled by the temperature of the· 
glass, the pressure on the debiteuse and the speed of the drawing: 
Abov~ the top pair of rollers the sheet is scratched with a hard ste~l 
cutter and then bent, so that it breaks along the scratch. The roeets 
are then sent to the cutting department where they are cut to the 
sizes required and defective parts removed. 

23. One factory is equipped with a machine for the manufacture 
of figured or ribbed sheet. The melted glass is ladled by hand 
.. '. into the machine where it is passed between 

(g) Ftgured and rtbbed. rollers bv which the desired pattern is im-
gI.... • .' • h f f pressed on It. It come,$ out m t e orm 0 
a sheet on to a table lrom which it is transferred automatically to 
the annealing lehr. 

'24. If glass is chilled or cooled l'apidly it becomes strained. It 
is therefore necessary to control the, rate at which ~lass articles are 

4 A r cooled after they are. fashlOned; otherwise' 
. nnea mg, they would either break while coolin'" or the 

majority of them would be so badly strained that a slight .'hock or 
~hange of temperature would shatter them. As glass cools it 
becomes more and more viscous till it reached a state of rigidity; if 
it is heated it becomes less vis~ou. or softens; the softer the glass the 
eosier it is to remove the strain. At the lowest temperature at which 
strain can be l'emoved-" the lower annealing temperature "-the 
rate "f removal of strain or t.he rate of annealing is very slow. As 
the temperature is increased the rate of annealing increases until a 
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temperature is reached known as the "upper annealing tempera. 
ture ", above which no residu .. l strain is possible. It follows that 
the quickest w .. y to remove str .. in is to maintain the glass at its 
upper .. nnealing temperllture. In practice gl .... article., after they 
have been fashioned, are immediately transferred to a chamber 
where they are brought to the upper annealing temperature. Th~e 
the strain is rapidly removed and the .. rticles are then cooled as 
-quickly as is possible without again introducing any strain. If the _ 
article. are cooled too quickly the auter portion. of glass will become 

-so much cooler than the inside that strain will develop. The 
actual rate of cooling as well ... the upper .. nd lower annealing 

-temperatures vary with the composition of the glass ana can only 
be determined by experiment. _ The annealing process is carried out 
either in a kiln or .. series af kilns or on a travelling or continuous 
form of lehr. In some cases the method by which the glass is 
manufactured renders ,a sep .. rate process of .. nnealing unnecessary. 
-Thus bangles which are wound on to a roller over coal or gas fires 
need not be separately annealed; and in the Fourcault process of 
making sheet glass the temperature gradually coals as the sheet is 

.. drawn up through the shaft which houses the rollers so that by the 
time it re .. ches thQ last pair of rollers it is almost completely 
-annealed. But the anneahng process has to be done separately for 
-all such articles as lampware, pressed ware and bottles. In most 
of the factories in India annealing i8 done in kilns or ovens, in 
wbich the hat glas.ware is packed in tier.. When full the i<ilns 
are closed up and allowed to cool. When they have cooled down 
-the door. are opened and the good. removed to be finished or to be 
-cleaned and packed. A. few of the Indian factories are equipped 
with annealing lehra in which the good. are placed upon a tray 
which i. moved slowlv from the heated end of an arched tunnel 
-througb a g-radually falling temperature to the cool end of the tunnel 
which is kept open. '1'he time occupied in traversing the length of 
the lehr varies according to the nature of ware being made. 

25 It is only in the rase of lampware that any considerable work 
bas to be done after the annealing process is over. In the blowing 

5 F- - h- of globes or chimneys whether Blngly or in 
. tntl 109 processes. . -..2 h . I 

.. sefles U~ two or more t ere IS a ways 
a certain amount of glass to be removed first at the point 
where the blowing iron has been cracked alf, - .econdly hetween 
ARch article of a series and thirdly at the bottmn of the moulded 
series where tbe .. nd, which has to be closed in' order to 'permit of 
blowing, needs to be opened out. This process i. done m Indian 
fa,'tories by chipping With a knife, which mevitably produces globe. 
or 'Chimneys with rough jagged ends. These ends are then gronnd
fiat upon a rotating iron wheel covered with wet sand. In most 
I""tone. the grinding is done by han~labour: but one works is 
<,quipped with an automatic grinder. 

26. The brittle nature of Itl .. s.,,'are add. a special importance to 
tho manner in whirh it is parked for transport to the market and 

6 P k- involves the manufacturer in considerable 
. .. mg. expense under this head. Sheet !rla.s i. 
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packed in wooden boxes. The most up-to-date bangle 'factories pack 
bangles first in paper and then in cardboard boxes: but the more 
general practice is to pack bangles loose in baskets with a little 
straw, or even to put them loose into a railway wagon without any 
protection beyond some straw between them and the floor and sides of 
the wagon. Other glassware is usually first Wl'apped in straw and 
then packed in wooden cases, in bamboo crates or in bundles of 

, matting or gunny. 
27. This completes our survey of the processes of manufacture at 

present employed in Indian factories. At a later stage in this 
s report we shall discuss the advantages to the 

ummo'1. industry of extending the use of machinery, 
particularly in the manufacture a£ botties, and we shall note other 
particulars in which we think that the Indian practice might be 
Improved. For the present it is sufficient to say that it is clear that 
in recent years the industry in general has made considerable pro
gress in the methods of production, in the kinds of ware manufac
tured and in the adaptation of the refractory material~ available in 
India to the manufacture of crucibles and furnace blocks. 



CHAPTER II. 

Natural Advantages possessed by the Indian Glass 
Industry. 

28. The first of the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Cammis
sion which should be satisfied by an industry applying forprotec

tion is that it must possess natural advan-
The Fisca.l Commis· t . th f f b d t I f ,ion'. fir,t condition. ,ages In e orm 0 an a un an . supp y 0 

raw materials, cheap power, a sufficient 
supply of labour or a large home market. It is therefore necessa"¥ 
ta consider how far the glass industry in India satisfies this condi
tion. 

29. The raw materials used in the manufacture of glass may be 

R M 
. Is classified under the heads of:-

&W aterla. 

(1) Essential glass-forming substances-
(a) Acidic oxides. 
(b) Basio oxides. 

(2) ·Oxidising agents. 
(3) Reducing agents. 
(4) Calouring agents, 

The materials used by Indian manufacturers of glassware are, 
among acidic oxides, principally silica which is obtained from sand, 
sandstone or quartzite rock, and to a small extent boric oxide which 
is used in the form of borax. The most important of the basio 
oxides are sodium oxide which is generally introduced in the form 
of sodium carbonate (soda ash) and occasionally in the form of 
sodium sulphate (salt cake), and calcium oxide, obtained from lime
stone, quick lime or slaked lime. Other basic axides occasionally 
used in India are zinc oxide which is employed only in the manu
facture of selenium red glass, and barium carbonate which is used 
by one manufacturer of bangles to add brilliancy and weight to his 
glass. Oxidising agents are introduced to serve various purposes; 
they may he required to decompose organic matter and so prevent 
discoloration of the glass or they may be used to maintain oxidising 
conditions in substances which would otherwise. be reduced too 
quickly; the material most commouly used for these purposes in 
Indian g-lass factories is potassium nitrate or saltpetre. The only 
reducing agent at present used in Indian glass factories is zinc dust 
which is used in some bangle factories in order to produce the 
oonditions necessary for the formation of selenium red glass. 
Several colouring a!(ents are employed, espeoially by bangle-makers, 
the most important being selenium and cadmium sulphide. It may 
be noted that colouring agents are not only used to produce colour 
in the glnss; when the glass is discoloured by impurities in the 

( 15 I " 
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materials, it is a common practice to add to the batch such colouring
agents as will neutralise the discoloration and so produce colour-
less glass. 

30. Silica, which is the principal cClllstituent of commercial 
glass, is obtained from sand, sandstone or quartzite rock. Wher

ever it can be obtained sand is preferred 
Sand :-Qualities of because its use saves the expense of crushing 

gla.smaking .and.. stone or rock to the degree of fineness re-
quired. The term • sand' connotes not a 

substance of some particular composition, but a substance which 
cClllsists of -grains of a particular size, the limits being generally
regarded as ()'1 mm. diameter for fine sand and 1 mm. diameter for 
coarse sand. When sand cannot be obtained sandstone or quartzite 
offers a suitable substitute; but the sand obtained by crushing stone 
or rock, even if it be washed and graded after crushing, is not SO 
even as sand graded by natural means; and of course the crushing
and any subsequent treatment tend to increase the cost. The choice 
of sand far glass manufacture should depend upon its purity, its
grading, and its cost; and the relative importance of these thre .. 
considerations will be determined by the quality of glass to be 
manufactured. The best quality of glass ~an only be made from 
the best kind of sand; and the standard of purity for the best sand 
is that it must contain not less than 99 per cent. of silica and not 
more than 0·05 per cent. of iran oxide or other iron compounds
equivalent to that amount. The objection to the presence of tron in_ 
the sand is that it colours the glass as shown below:-

P.roen~. of 
Colour of gl ..... iron oxide in 

thegl .... 

0'02 Colourless. 

• 0'02-0·05 . , Almost colourless . 

0'0&-0'10 Very pale green. 

G-l-O'S Pale grean. 

0'8-1'0 Green. 

1'~2'0 Dark green. 

When the iron oxide content of the glass does not exceed 0·1 per
~ent. it is possible to neutralise the green tint by the introductlOn 
into the glass batch of material. which tend to produce a pttrple 
or reddish purple colour, and the result is a colourless I(lass, 
but slightly less bright and transparent than if no colouring 
materials had been emploved. Where the iron content exceed8 
0·1 per cent. attempts to decolourise merely result in giving 
the glass a !It,Il and I!'revish appearance, which is more unpleasan~ 
than the greenish colour caused by the iron oxide. It is tIlUSO 
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evident that the presence of iron oxide in excess of 0·1 per cent. 
makes the manufacture of bright colourless glass impossible. The 
limits beyond which the presence of iron oxide renders sand un
suitable for the manufacture a£ the various kinds of glass may bE> 
st.<.ed as follows,-

TABLE Ill. 

Type of gI .... 

For best glas-s, optical and table ware 

For pressed tableware, white bottles and 
jars, mirrors, hest sheet and plate. 

For chemical glassware 

1,'or pale green glass for bottles, jars, 
common plate and sheet. 

For dark green or I1IIlber 

For poorest quality: glass-black 

Peroentage of 
iron oxide 
admiSElibJe. 

leo. than 0'03 

les. than 0- 06 

Ie .. than 0'10 

less than 0-80 

Ie .. than 1'00 

up 110 7'00 

Sand may contain impurities other than iron oxide; these are not 
necessarily harmful in themselves; but their presence in consider
able quantities indicates the possibility of inequality in the com
position of the deposit from which the supply is abtained. ThE> 
regular grading of sand i. important, because unevenness may 
result in irregular melting and the preeence of blemishes in the 
glass. It i. even more important that there should be no very 
large or very fine grains than that the general average of grain .. 
should be fine; and since the finest grains alway. tend to contain 
a higher proportion a£ iron oxide, it is all the more necessary t.o 
remove grains below 0·1 mm. in diameter. At least 70 per cent. of 
the sand should consist of grains between 0·25 and 0·5 mm. in' 
diaJ;lleter, or, to adopt the terms of another standard, all the sand 
should pass a 20 mesh sieve, 95 per cent. passing a 30 mesh sieve 
and remaining on a 120 mesh sieve; sand passing a 120 mesh sieve 
should he re.iected. A 30 mesh sieve is one containing 30 hales or 

.meshes per linear inch, and the standard sieves employ wire which 
is exactly the same size as the mesh. 

31. All the sand used in Indian I1lass works i~ obtained from 
liepo.its in the country. From the pUblications of the Geological 

D . ! d' Surve" of India, from information supplied 
.poSlt. 0 SAn miD' D d fr h 'd f h India. ,;.." r. rane aD om t e eVl ence 0 t. e 

Irla .. manufacturers we have ascertained that 
deposits of sand, sandstone or rock suitable for use in the manufac
ture of I1lass have been located in every province of India, except 
the North-West Frontier Province, Assam and Burma. Particular!> 
are l1iven in the folJowing statement ,_-
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TABLE IV. 

Deposits of sand suitable for glass making. 

Province or State, 

Panjab 

Uolted Provinces • 

Do. 

Do. 

Delhi 

lIalputnno
leJpur State 

BuDdl Stat. 

Bihar and Orlaaa • 

Do. 

Central Proylnces • I 
I 

I 
· I 
· I · , 

Baroda. State 

Do. 

" ..... 
Do. · : 

Location. 

181Joo (near 
Jullunder). 

Loghra (near 
Nalnl). 

Bargarh (near 
Nalnl). 

Panhal (Banda 
Diotrlct). 

Sawnl Madhopur 

Barodhla 

lIangai Bat 
(RaJmabal 

Billa). 

Patrnghatta 
(RaJlnAhal 

Bills). 
Jubbulpore 

Pedhaml 

Sankheda 

E ..... 
Ennanore 

N"ture 
of 

deposit. 

Bock' 

Rock-

Do. 

Do. 

Not known 

Bock' 

"Grlt" 

Sandstone-

Do. 

Sand 

River sand 

Sandstone 

Sand 
Do," 

Source of Information. 

Dr. Drane. United Pro
vinces Glau, Wora 
and other fadorlel!l. 

Mr. G. V. Hobson 
(Records or Geologl
ca\ Survey of India, 
Vol. LIX). 

Several factories. 

Hr. O. V. Hobson 
(Records of Geologl. 
enl Survey of India, 
Vol. LIX). 

Dr. Drane. 
Several factories. 

Dr. Drane, 
Unltffl Provinces Glass 

Works, etc. 
Dr. Drane 

Dr. Drane. 
United Prov1Jl.ces Glass 

WOI'kiI. 

Mr. O. V. Hobeon 
(Records ot Geologi
cal Sun"~y of India, 
Vol LIX). 

Mr. O. V. Hobson 
(Records of Geologi
cal Surt'ey of India, 
(Yol. LXIV). 

Do. 

HI'. G. V. Hobson 
(Records ot Geologi
cal Survey of India, 
Vol. LIX). 

Do. 

Do. 

Dr. Drane 

Do. 

Factories supplled. 

Upper India Glau 
Works, Ambala.. 

Ogllle Glasa WorkB. 
Paisa Fund GIIW 

Works. 
KandlvU Bangle Fac

tory. 
1"Irozabad BDDgle Fac

to_. 
Bardeo Glasa Works. 

Dacca. 
Allahabad. Glaaa Works. 

Nalnl. 
Calcutta Gltw and SUl· 

cate Works. 
P. ll. N. Mehta 'J Bangle 

Factory, Calcutta. 
United Provtnce& Glasa 

Works. 
Flrombad Bangle FaCe 

toriea. 
Rardoo Glas/i Worb. 

Dacca. 
Bengal Glass Works. 

Calcutta. 
Calcutta. Glasa and Sid .. 

cate Works. 
Calcutta Glass and SW .. 

cate Worb. 

liotJmown. 

United Provinces Glasa 
Works. 

Flrombad Bangle Fac
tories. 

Hardee GIa&!J Worb, 
Dacca. 

Not known. 

Do. 

Do. 

Shrl Onama au 
Works. 

l{ot known. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

. • Mr. I. D. Vanhnel of tM t~nltd Provinces GlIUI8 Worka and President. or the All-India Gla.u 
M"anutocturen Association &ass th3t tbe matE'rlru. at theBe pint'el occnrs in tbe form of large bowden 
Ilaturally dec:ayed and sort eCOUBh to cnauble wltb the fingE'ts. 

t BeOf'rdI 01 l1li be GeQIQglcal Burny of Ir.dlB. ,",olum. LXII, UI:O, page aa. 
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ture. The iactories at Ambala and Firozabad, those at TalegaoD 
(neal' Poona) and Ogalewadi (Satara District) in the Bombay Presi- . 
dency and one of the factorIes in Calcntta have stated that they 
can get in their immediate neighbourhood supplies of sand suitable 
for the manufacture of certain qualities of glass. We have also 
seen a reference to deposits in Bikanir and sand suitable for glass 
making, but have not been supplied with particulars of their nature. 

32. We have not been able to obtain any information regarding 
the extent of sand deposits in India; but since so many of the 

. . factories get the~r ~u'pplies fram Loghra aad 
Q~anht.y Bnd price of Bnrgarh. Dear N aInl, the absence of com-

IndIan .... d. I . h h . h b . d b p amts tat t e prIce as een raIse I 
competition indicates that these deposits are very extensive and 
that the present demands can be met without difficulty. The cost 
at site has been variously stated by different factories at figures 
between 3 and 5 annas a maund, or from Rs. 5 to Rs. 8-12-6 a ton. 
The difference in price is apparently due to the fact that some facto
ries themselves work quarrIe. which they have taken on lease, while 
others get their supplres £1'<1111 contractors. A factory situated near 
the depoeits, like the Allahabad Glass \Vorks at N aini, which work. 
it. own .quarries, can get its supplies delivered at the factory for 
Rs. 8-6-0 a ton. For sand obtained from some of the other deposits 
we have been given even lower estimates of cost. The transport 
of sand fram Naini to Calcutta involves the charge of freight on a 
railway joumey of more than 500 miles, and'to Bombay the distance 
is over 800 miles. Thus the cost of Loghra or Bargarh sand at a 
factory in Calcutta is a bout Rs. 15 a ton, while a factory near 
Bomb"y has to pay more than Rs. 25 a ton. The fact that these 
heavy freight charges do nat prevent the use of this sand at such 
distant places is sufficient evidence that the actual cost of the sand 
is not uneconomical. 

33. We have next to consider how far the quality of the Indian 
sands which we have found to he available in sufficient quantiiy 
•. . and at moderate prices, justifies their claim, 
uhomleal analys.. of to be considered suitable raw material for the 

lands. I . d -"1 If ass m ustry. Professor P. G. H. Bosw", 
in his" Memoir on BrItish Resources of Sands and Rocks used in 
Gl~ss Making" gives the chemical analysis of four Indian sands 
WhICh he says are the best of nineteen samfles of Indian sands sup
plied to him by the Director of Geologica Survey af India at the 
mstance of the Indian Industrial Commission. In 1917, Professor 
W. E. S. Turner of the Department of Glass Technology at Sheffield 
tTniversity made an analysis for the Director of Industries, United 
Provinces, of sample of sand from the deposits near Naini. Dr. 
Drane has analysed 10 .ands from samples supplied by provincial 
Directors of Industries and by glass factories, which may be taken 
as typical of the sand actually IIsed by the industry. :And three or 
fOllr factories have given us analyses of the sands which they are at 
present using. The results of all these analyses are set out in tba 
follo"'ing ta hle:-
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Chemical .1nalyse. of Indian Sands. 

"" 

N .. o.1 MoO. 
Looo - 810., TIO •• A. ... o •. Fe,O,. CaD. )(gO. K,O. Mn,O,. el. B,O. AI .. on Igol· TOTAL. " 

B,O. "on. ---I---- .--- ---- - -1-dfMllPu modi bJI Mr. fl. M~ (Bull. 
o/lrtdian I~.and lAIIour No, ,g, 
IgZB. p. 12). 1 

PatraghaU& 90'00 1'}6 trace trace t .... '·00 
I 

0'26 100'00 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -AlUIlllsa madI 6,1 Prof. Bo.well (BuU. 1. 
Indian lruJu.1/.fta GIld .LGbtnw No. B • 
P. 1'1). 

lialnl' · , 98·95 0". 0'89 0·02 0'11 .. 0-.. 0·02 .. .. .. .. .. 0·38 99'99 
.-mll · D8'10 0'17 O-S'" 0 ... 0'16 0"7 .. .. 0'08 .. .. .. .. 0·68 100·08 -- · 90·89 0·07 0·" 0'04 0'15 0'01; .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'20 100-0, - . · . , 97'59 0·09 1·02 0·04- O·tS 0·t8 0'88 0'2. .. .. trace .. .. 0:35 90091 
.d~,. rnIItU 611 Prof. 'l'urner, Deparlmmll. 

oj (J14u 7'uJmoloqu. BMDldd UtdflM'-"'v. lialnl • 99·'O .. 0-41 0'087 0'" 0 ... . " .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'" 100·817 
,.jrtalj/I. frUJd~"" Dr. lJ.rt&M (BuUn 

Tuhnologieoll,£MUltle. OaIllIlJXWfJ). , 97·58 0·16 trace O-t8 10')040 Bargarb . • . . . • .. 1'52 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0· .. ~ 

labblllpore 98'M 0'" 0'91 Doa trace 0-09 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 99-81 
( , 99·00 0·14 0·86 0·10 0·05 0-11 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'16 9!J'90 

.'atjoo .j • 98·30 0·07 0'82 0'26 0·06 0·17 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0·14 99'81 

l 3 96'64 0'" "00 O·S. 0·11 0'" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0-40 99·.,. 
Btowallladbopur 1 98-44 .. 1·17 0·88 0·09 tr ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0'<8 100·46 
/'oDIIaI . 97,60' .'08 1,0& 0'11 0 .. 5 0-05 .. .. .. .. .. .- .. 0-20 ..... 

" . llellli . 87'22 HO 0'86 0'21 0·16 - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
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0 
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I H(1IlIM. Aliporl. ..... ~ 
,Jabbulporet Green I8Dd 91'05 .·78 "62 1-152 ""CO ..... I-tO oo oo oo " ! oo H. 100'52 
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To facilitaw. comparison analyses of typical European a~ Ameri"
can sands are given in a separate table below:-

TABLE VI. 
Chemical Analyses of European and American sands. 

Lo .. - SIO,. Al,o •• Fe-O,. Cao. MgO. AlkalI. on fgni-
tlon. 

Total. IilRR1UBKB. 

---------------
BrilUh. .' 

L!'IID 98,82 0'5(1 0'06 0'16 0'02 .. 0'S3 00'96 
", .... ..,a .... '" 
llolun's Double-

French. 
wuhed. .:... 
...--~. -

Fontainebleau. 9U'SO 0·28 O'OS .0·22 90·98 
... _.c.._.-... 

" ,. ,. I., .... ,,,OI~ __ •.. , 

Belgian 98·&1 0'63 0'06 0'31 0'13 0-4.5 O.o.J.2 100·34 
.---_ .. 
... b.:.. .... ...:.. . .. ..... 

GmnDn. iI .• ':1 ... 

Hobeuboeka 99'70 0·35 0·05 " " " 0'10 100·20 . -
AmerilcJra. 

B"kl.V 8prlDga 09'65 0'11 0·02 0·12 tr ... " I 0," 100·18 Crushed rock.. 
W. a. -We have ah'eady seen that for the glass manufacturer one of the 

most important things to know about his sand is its iron oxide con
tent. Hence the analyses which do not show the iron oxide con
tent separately ITom tha.t of alumina are of little or no use to him. 
Of the samples analysed, those dealt with by Professors Boswell 
and Turner compare not un favourably with t)J.e European and 
American sands. And the difference between tfteir results and 
those obtained by Dr. Dra.ne and the analysts employed by the 
glass works suggests that the samples !,nalysed by Professors 
Boswell and Turner must have been subJected to some form of 
purification before they came to them for examination. This' 
mference is confirmed by a letter from Professor Turner to the 
Director of Industries, United Provinces, in which he says that 
the sand which he ana.lysed appeared from microscopic examina
tion to have Ibeen washed before it was sent to hinl, A considera
tion of all these analyses, and especially of the four samples ITom 
Bar/l'arh and the three from J aijon, suggests tha.t the deposits from 
which the factories draw their supplies yield sand's which vary con
siderably in composition from one consi/l'nment to another and 
indicates the necessity, if the manufacture of /l'lass of /l'ood 
quality is to be sucoessful, ot selecting the sand with care, and of 
washing and grading it before use, in order that the impurities of 
whirh the analy"ps disclose the presence may be removed. ThO' 
Allaha bod Glass Works testify to tHe improvement made by wash
ing their sand; for thev info'rm us' that a. whiter or less coloured 
/!,Inss is in this way obtained for the manufaC-turin/l' of lampware. 
W'hile Dr, Drane's anaIvses indicate that the sond' as now used in 
/l'IMS works is not suitabie for the manufacture of /!,lass of the hiC'h
est qUl\lity or colourless /l'lasB-a conclusion whirh is confirmed bY' 
the appearance of the finished articles at the various works which 
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we have visited-it is established by the anaI,Yses made by Pro
'fessors Boswell and Turner that there is ss,nd lD India which by 
suitable treatment can be rendered fit for the manufacture of the 
best glass, ' 

34. The other point for consideration in determing the suit-
1l>bility of sand for the manufacture of glass is the evenness of ito 

, grading, Here again Professors Boswell 
MechsDlcal analyses of and Turner give results for Ind'ian Bands 

•• nd.. bi 'hE dA' com para e WIt uropean an merlcan 
sands. ' 

TABLE VII. 
Meohanioal analyses 0/ Sands-. 

TotR! tand - 71 mla.. 70'6 70'25 70'1 70'01 LO·Ot. Grade 
Ll'D. LO·5. LO·26. L'1. 70'1 mm. 

]folnl " F,w 91·1 .,' 0" 0·' GD-5 

PedhnmU • 0" 
grains. 

11'6 6 ... 10·8 ... ... 9N~ 

'Sallkhoda • " 
g.g 70·7 17·7 0" , .. 08·! 

Fontainebleau " 
Figures for IlI.ndli for eom~r1soll art-

.• 70-8 ·8 0·0 0" 98'6 

LynnD. W. " ," 90·8 .. , 0" 0-8 99·5 

Belglu.n 0" 6·. 91'0 '"' 0·' " 99·6 

Berkloy &prlD8I • " ... {17'1 0" 0" 0·' 90·4 

Professor Tu'ner s,nd Dr. Drane have expressed the results of 
their analyses in terms of the percentage of sand retained on meshes 
~f different sizes as shown below:-

TAI>LE :VIII. 
Mechanical an<1l!!,.s of Indian sand. and crushed rocks. 

\ 
PIROIlK'lAOB OJ' SU'D U',U,INBD SVCCISSlYZL'f OR 

Throngh - , 
.~ 

MN' 
M"b M ... MMb M"b J,{esh '00 • • • 80. 60, 80. 90. 100. 

• 
Aft.'1/1iI mild, b~ Pro/fUfIr , ""'". lIal11l • 0·66 80-43 " .. 17,1 1·56 

Ana1r"' ",ad, 6¥ Dr. Dna"" 
0" Panha • • • • 8MI BO·6 ,.. N ... 

.{ , 0·, '1'6 2Hl .. , 0'6 80'1 
JaUon. • 28·0 ,3·8 '0" ••• ••• 15-' • 0·' , .. 10·8 .. , .., 75·8 
BlI.r'Itft,rh 11·8 .... 1808· ••• , .. 18'0 
])(>1111 84-1~ '0·8 8" , .. 0·. g., 
$.!\WllI MndbopUf : " .. f1Ni 8·9 .. , 0·6 19-1 
Jubbulpore. • . ]8·8 tl6·j 8'S H 0" , .. 
Ennore ,.., 18·8 0·. Qol Qol 0-< 
Ennan ... 88,' .... 0·. 0·, 0" 0,' 

.AftGl~'" mild. tor PafH F.,fId 
Iftll Wor" br RtnUJd. 

lllltitWf • .Poem .. 
Baraorb " .... .. ,g·l " 8·. 

II 2 
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For the purpose of rough approximation it may he assumedl 
that grains above 0·5 mm. will remain on a 30 mesh sieve and that 
grains smaller than 0'1 mm. will pass through a 120 mesh sieve. 
Adopting this method of expressing Professor Boswell's results in 
the terminology of the test used by Professor Turner and 
Dr. Dra.ne, we arrive at the following comparison:-

TABLE IX. 

Appro",imate mechanical analyse. oj Sando and C1'ushed Rocks •. 

Above 30 Between 30 Through 
Mesh. &nd 120. 120 Mesh .. 

(1) European and American Sands analysed by P'o,essOf' B03Wtll-. 

Fontainebleau 
Lynn D. W. 
Belgian 
Berkeley 

6-5 
1-5 

98-6 
99·5 
92·4 
97-9 

(2) In(lian Sands analysed by Professor B03Well-

Naini 
Pedhamli 
Sankheda 

Few grains. 
11-5 
9'9 

99·5 
85'2 
88'4 

(3) Indian Sand anal.ysed by Pro'essor Turne7'-

. Naini 0'65 97'98 

(4) Indian Sands analv .. d by Dr_ Drane-

Panhai 66·8 82-5 
Jaijon 1 0'1 69'8 
Jaijon 2 28·0 56'S 
Jaijon 8 0'2 24-0 
Bargarh 11-8 70'5 
Delhi 84'5 56-0, 
Sawai Madhopur 14'4 66'5 
Jubbulpore 18'S 76'S 
EMor. 79·7 111'9 
Ennanore 88-7 16'2 

(5) Sand analysed 'or Paisa ]<'und Class Works by 
IMtitute, Poonar-

Bargarh Not determined About 96'5 

• 

o·t 
H 
o·t;. 

1'2 
30-1 
15'2 
7~·8 
18-0 
9·5 

19'1 
H 
1T4 
0'1 

Ranade T •• h"ioal· 

8'5 

The only inference which can be drawn from these resulb. as 
shown in Tables VII, VIII and IX is the same as that suggested 
by the chemical &Dalysis of the Indian sands. The results given 
lly Professors Boswell and Turner indicate that there is sand in 
India a8 good as the best of the European or American sands; 
Dr. Drane's results show that the sand as supplied to the glass 
works is too uneven in grade to permit of regular melting and "I 
the production of glass free from blemishes caused by seeds or 
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bubbles; and they emphasise the necessity f01' careful selection at 
the source of supply, and for systematic grading as well as wash· 
ing of the sand -before use. 

a;;. We are satisfied by the information to which we h .. ve had 
acce •• that there are in India abundant supplies of sand availab!e 

,. . at moderate prices and suit .. ble for use in 
PUrlficatlOn of Indl.n the manufacture of the inferior oualities of 

.and.. 'f h 'd " glass. In the Interests 0 t e III ustry It 
is desirable that the various sources of supply should' be systemati
cally examined, the extent and composition of the deposits ascer· 
ta,ined and an accurate estimate formed of their true values. It is 
possible that such investigation mi~ht bring to light deposits of 
such pure and constant compositIOn as to be suita/Lle without 
further treatment for the manufacture of the best glass. But even 
without such a discovery it is evident from the analyses made by 
Professors Boswen and Turner that the deposits now being worked 
produce ... nd which, by proper treatment before use, can be brought 
t~ a state of puritv and evenness of grade comparable with that of 
the best Europe~n and American sands. If a manufacturer 
wishes to obtain sand suit .. ble for the manufacture of (white' 
glaso. he must first see that the sand is collected from a deposit of 
asrertairied quality, and he must also wash and grade it helore 
making use of it in his factory. These oper .. tions will of course 
ndd to the rost of his sand. But if by the additional expenditure 
the desired im.provement in the quality of his glassware can b. 
effected anel higher prices obtained, it is certainly worth t.he manu 
fact.urer'. while to make 11> careful study of the question. The 
following'very rough calculations will give an indication of the 
manner ill ,,,hieh the problem might be approached. The .and 
may be heat.ed either at. the quarry or after delivery at the {"",tory. 
We first assume treatment. at the factory. and ma.ke a rough esti
mate of the rost of the plant necessary to tre .. t 5 tOllS "f sand a dnv 
at. a fapfor~·. The ma('hinery, washer. drier and sifter. may cost 
£2.100 or Rs. 28,000. Intere.t at )0 per eont. on this capital 
.xpenditure will be Rs. 2,800 and deweeiation at 10 per rent. will 
be Rs. 2.~OO. The extr .. l~our required to work this plant may 
cost Rs. 12.000 R veal': and the same amount should su'llice for the 
fuel and water req·uired. We thus get an annual expenditure of:--

fntiPrest 
DfOpreciation 
Labour 
Fuel and 'Wa~1' 

or approximately 

It •. 
2.800 
2.800 

12.000 
12,000 

99.600 

30.000 

5 tim. of sanel a dav for ~OO davs make 1.500 ton. used in the ypal" 
the ext\-... rost rom~. t·o R •. 20 per ton of sand. If we ... ume that 
about 1.700 lh •. of sand are required to produce a ton of melt.a 
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glass, a ton of sand will produce about 2,950 lbs. of melted glass. 
In the process of manufacture there is a loss by wasta~e, breakage, 
a.nd in other ways of 25 to 30 per cent.; but all. the loss of sand 
except about 5 per cent. can be recovered and added to future glass 
batches in the form of cullet. Thus deducting 5 per cent. from 
2,950 lbs., we get about 2,800 lbs. of finished glassware as the 
yield from a ton' of sand. And if, as we have' been informed, 
40 gross of small sized phials weigh a.bout a ton, we get 50 gross 
as the yield from a ton of sand; and since the extra cost per ton 
of sand is Rs. 20 the extra cost per gross of phials will be 6'4 annas. 
But if manufacturers were to combine with the owners or lessees of 
large quarries like those a,t Log-hra and Bargarh to instal the plant 
and treat tbe sand at the quarry the extra cost would be greatly 
reduced. In the first place, the expenditure would not all be in 
excess of that now incurred; for the sand at Log-hra and Ba.rgarh 
occurs in the form of soft rock, which now has to be crushed 'before 
the sand can be sent to the factories; and the expenditure incurre,l 
on this operation sbould be set off against the expenditme now 
proposed. Further,. the two largest and best equipped factories in 
] ndia. are the Allahabad Glass Works at N aini and the 'C' nited 
Previnces Glass Works, Bahjoi, which are situated sufficiently 
near each other an,t to the sand deposits to undertake the treat
ment of the .and jointly at the quarry. Their total capacity is 
not Ie .. tha·n 15.000 tons of glass a year. On the assumption that 
the 11,250 tons of sand required annually for this output of /!,la8s 
is supplied from one quarry. the cost of the machinery, crusher. 
washer, drier and sifter, might come to £7,500: adding £1,500 for 
contingencies. we get a figure of £9.000 or Rs. 1.20,000 for the 
capital expenditure required. Interest on this amount at 10 per 
cent. comes to Rs. 12.000 a year. a.nd depreciation at 10 per cent. 
to a similar figure. For supervision and labour expenditure of 
Rs. 50.000 a vear might be necessary; and fuel and water might 
cost Rs. 50.000 a year. Thus we !!,et an .nnua,l expenditure of:-

Interest 
])epreciation 
Labour 
Fuel and water 

,. 
Rs. 

12,000 
12.000 
50,000 
50,000 

1,24,000 

The extra ('ost for 11.250 tons of sand comes to Rs. 11'02 a ton, 
les8 the amount now spent on crushing. If a ton of sand may be 
taken a. equivalent to about 2,800 lbs. of finished /l:lass, or 50 gross 
of phia,ls, the extra cost of a Itro.s of phials will be 3'52 annas. 
But even if a joint arrangement for the treatment of sand at the 
quarry prove impossible in the illlmeniate future. the calculation 
we have ma,te for the treat.ment of sand at the factorv shows tha;t 
at on extra ro.t for .and of little more than ~ix annas per gross of 
phials tbe manufacturer ought to be a.ble to produce white glass; 
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and there can he no doubt that the additional price he would obtain 
for white as opposed to coloured bottles would compensata him for 
this additional expenditure on sand. It will also be realised tha.t 
the production of white glass by the Indian manufacturer will 
enable him to undertake the manufacture and sale of several claeses 
of superior glassware which are not now made in the country and 
the production of which will assist consideraibly in extending his 
output and reducing the general level of costs. . 

36. The only ..,idic oxide, other than silica, to which reference 
need be made is horic oxide, which i. generally introduced in the 

form of borax, the use of which involves the 
addition to the glass batch of sodium oxide 

as well as boric oxide. It is therefore necessary to know exactly 
the chemical composition of the Iborax used, and to ma·ke a 
reduction where required in the quantity of soda ash included in 
the glass hatch proportionate to tile quantity of sodium oxide can
tailled in the borax. Borax is twice os expensive as sodn ash and 
consequently is not used in exc ... of the qu",ntity necessary to pro
duoe the effect desired. It is often used in coloured glasses as a 
solvent of oolouring olo:ides, and it is alsQ used in order to reduce 
the co-efficient of expansion of the glnss, or to increa" its tough
ness and chemical resistence. One factorY. which has st.ated the 
qllantities lIsed. adds about 10 pa.ft. of borax for every 100 parts of 
sand. Borax is imported into India from Tibet, and thus. though 
not actually a prOfiuct of India, is obt.ainable so easily and in such· 
lar!!,e qu",ntities that the nearn .. s of Tibet, the source of supply, 
may be conRidered as a natural advantage of the glass industry in 
India. 

Doric oxide. 

37. Tbe sodium oxide required for the manufacture of glass 
may b. introduced in tbe form of sodium carbon",te (soda ash) or 

sodium sulphat.e (saltcake). We have seen 
Soda alh and S.ltcak.r. that slUall quantities may also be intro-

duced hy the use of borax. Modern manufacturers generally pre
fer to use soda Mh, which does not require such a high temperature 
in. the furnace as saltcake and consequently makes for economy of 
fuel; soda ash, moreover, does not make so seVere an attack upon 
the refractory materials in the furnace; nor is it so liable to pro
duce hlemishes or discolouration in the glass. While salteake is 
not so expensive a material as soda ash. it gives oply 43'7 per cent. 
oE Rodium oxide as compared with 58'5 per cent. !!,iven by soda 
ash; to produce 1\ stat.ed quantity of sodium oxide it is thArefore 
neoessary to use about 33 per cent. more saltcake than soda ash 
and anv saving effeded by the lower price of saltcake in India is 
not sufficient to cover the cost of the greater quantity wllich has h 
be used. In tank furnaces however it is generally advisable to add 
a small quantitv of 88!teake in order to avoid the formation of a 
SCUIll on the su~faee of the glass, thou!!'h in slllall tanks snch as 
those used bv the Calcutta Gln.s and Silicate Works this is proh
aMv unnecessary. Thus it is onlv in the t'nited ProTinees Glass 
Works at Bahiai and the Allahabad Glass Works at Naini, where 
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the glass is melted in la,rge tank furnaces, that any sahcake is used; 
and even in these factories it is used in addition to and not as a sub
atitute for soda ash. Another fdrm in which sodium o.xide is used 
is the salt earth obtained from the' Reh' deposits in the Unitel! 
Provinces; this is employed only for the manufacture of the cheap
eot form of bangles a.nd is not of sufficiently good quality to be used 
for anything better. The main function of sodium oxide in glass 
manufacture is to act as a flux; and the higher the proportion of 
soda the mol''' readily the glass is melted and the more easily it is 
worked. On the other hand, a. high soda content decreases the dur
ahility of glass and renders it more liable to attacks by the atmos-

, pbere and by liquids with which it comes in contact. Glass 'con
taining more than 18 per cent. of sodium oxide is attacked quickly 
~n exposure, becomes dull and dirty in a.ppearance and containers 
made from it are likely to contaminate their contents. We have 
alreacly seen that a common feature of Indian glass manufacture, 
especially in the ba.nl!"le making industry, is an excessively high per-

5entage of sodium oxide caused !by the use of large- quantities of soda 
ash in ord~r to facilitate meltinl!"' The coml'ositions used in bangle 
making which have been given in paragraph 6 proauce glass of a.p
proximately the following composition:-

, 

TABLE X. 

Silica 
Sodium oxide (including K,O 
. from saltpetre) . 
Calcium oxide 
Boric oxide 
Zinc oxide 

69·8 

20'5 
9·4 
0·3 

67-6 

19'9 
2·1 
2-4 
8·0 

67'8 

22'1 
5'2 
4.9 

The sodium oxide contents are too high in all_these g-Iasses; all of 
them are subject to attack by the atmosphere; and a.1I of them are 
unnecessarily costly. 

.. 38. Deposits of sodium carbona.te and sodium sulphate occur in 
different. parts of the country. Crude sodium carbonate, con-

, taminated with varying amounts of common 
h,dln. sources of supply. salt and sodium sulphnte. is found as an 
effioreRcenoe in certain districts in the hot weather. We ,have seen 
th",t, the alkaline earth or • Reh ' is collected and used for the 
nlanuf8etur~ of common ban",le. at Firozabad. During the war 
the exploitation of these deposits was stimulated. by the high prices 
of the imported article and fai~ly pure ~odll1m carbonate was 
extra.et.ed both in the U nit-ed Provlllces and III l!vsore. But when 
pl·i"". fell the methods of extraction employed ceased to be economi
CAL' In Sind and especially in the Khairpur ~tnte there are con
siderable deposits of sodium carhonate-al~o III some. cases cr~de 
and mixea with cMoride and sulphate-whICh occur III t~e basms 
of cert.ain lakes; and similar deposits bave been found ~n .Berar 
alH1 in Rajputana. A more promising source of supply IS m the 
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• 
Shri Shakti Alkali Works recently established by the Dhra.ngadhra 
State in Kathiawar, wbere soda ash is manufactured from the 
abundant supplies of salt in the brine wells of the Runn of Cutch 
by \\'hat i. known as the a.mmonia-soda process. In this process a 
reaction between ammoniated brine and carbon dioxide produces 
sodium bicarbonate, which is converted by calcination into soda 
ash. This factorv ... ·orked for about six month. in 1930. Most 
of the glass f&cto,:ies tried its soda ash and found the quality satis
factory. Financial difficulties forced it to suspend operations 
early in 1931, but preparations for restarting it are almost com
plete and it is expected to resume work about the end of this 
month. "e are informed that the plant is designed to produce 60 
tons a dav and if worked to capacity should produce not less than 
18.000 toD. a year which i. far more than the ~la.s industry needs 
at present. Sodium sulphate is produced in falTly large quantities 
as a by-product in the manufacture of hydrochloric acid. But it 
is by no means certain that the glass industry can count on sup
plies from this source. For. as we observed in paragraph 55 of 
our Report on the Heavy Chemical Industry, that industry it.elf 
will require for the manufacture of other chemicals practically the 
whole of the salt cake likely to be produced when the pradul'tiofl 
of hvdrochloric arid re"",hes its maximum. Most of the fact·,.ie • 
• t pres.nt !ret their supplies of soda ash from Imperial Chemical 
Industries. Limited, who import their own manufactures and also 
Roda ash obta.ined from natural deposits at Ma/!,adi in Eost Africa: 
but R.ussian soda ash has recently been placed on the Indian. 
market bv the Havero Trading Company and has been used by 
Rome of the /!,lass works. The total qu&ntity and the avera!!:e value 
of thA imports of soda ash in each of the last five years ha.ve 
been:- . 

TADLl'l XI. 
Quantity Average value 

om •. per cwt. ex duty. ' 
Re. 

1926-27 990,178 5'87 

1927-28 1,061,185 5·85 
1928-29 1,076.634 5·80 

1929-30 1,204:,059 5·90 

19S().31 1,052,164 • 6·13 

Full data are not available on whien to calculate how much of 
thee. imports are used in the /!,Iass industry. The actual quantity 
of !(lasB prod'uced by the Indil.n factories 's not definitelv known. 
Nor does the quantity of soda ash us~d in the manufadure of glass 
alwavB constitute the same proportIon of the batch. But if we 
... ume a total produdion of 20,000 tons of glassware .. war and if 
25 per cent. of this represent. the quantity of soda ash 'used in its 
manufarture, the industry would require about 5.000 tons of soctn 
•• b 1\ veaf or about l/lOth of the total quantity imported. 
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39. When the glass industry applied fur protection in 1921, it 
was suggested by the Government of India that the industry could 

not be said to enjoy any natura~ advantage 
Dependence on import. while it was dependent on imported soda 

ed materials not a bar to h b h f d h f d protection. as. ecausl? t e cost 0 so a as orme a 
iarlre percentage of the total cost. The 

Fiscal Commission, in laying down their first ",ondition, recognised 
that the relative importance of the natural adv!>ntages mentioned 
in it would vary according to the cU'cumstances of each industry 
and that in examining the claim of an industry to protection it 
was essenti!>l to determine the relative importance of any natural 
advantages which might be lacking. Soda ash is at present 
imported by the Indian glass industry although, as we have point
ed out, the materials required for manufa-cturing it are present in 
India and there is already a well-equipped plant capable of pro
ducing a substantial proportion of India's requirements. Even if 
the industry was confined permanently to the use of imported soda 
1lSh, we should still be hardly justified in rejecting the claim to 
protection unless it was found that on the balance the industry did 
not possess sufficient natural advantages. Judged by the quantity 
(If the principal raw ma.terials used. soda ash does not exceed 25 
per cent. of the total quantity according to the practice followe.! 
lU the more efficient factories in India. Sand represents the larg
est proportion of the raw materials used and constitutes in fact the 
bulk of the material contained in finished glass. If the import
ance of the various raw materials is considered with reference to 
the proportion in which they enter into the composition of glass, 
soda ash is of much 'less importance tha.n sand. 

40. Soda ash, llOwever, i. an essential ingredient in the manu
facture of glass and in every country its cost is higher than that of 

the other materials and forms a. considerable 
Proporti?nate cost of proportion of the total cost of production. 

f::u~~h 10 gla .. manu· The proportion of the cost of soda ash to that 
. of other materials in the sheet glass industry 

in different countries is shown in the following table. the quantity 
of each material per unit of glass being Rasumed to be the same as 
in the Indian industry:-

TABLE XII. 

Indian. Engli.h. Belgian. German. 

S~nd 17 24 9 13 
Soda ash 65 50 74 71 
Salt cake 12 8 13 8 
Lime8tone 6 18 4 8 

100 100 100 100 
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On the same assumptio:' the percentage costs of materials in the 
bottle industry are approximately a. sbown below,-

TABLE XIII. 

Indian. English. Belghn. German. 

Sand 23 27 9 19 
Soda ash 67 61 87 79 
Lime 10 12 

or 
Limestone 4 8 

100 100 100 100 

The percentage of the cost of soda a .. h per unit of glass varies so 
widely accOl'ding to,the location of the factory and to some extent 
also according to the kind of glassware made that it is almost impos
sible to estimate definitely the relative importance of sod ... ash in the 
manufacture of glass in India. Where a factory is situated at 8 dis
tance from the sand deposits, the higher cost of sand will reduce the 
proportion borne by the cost of soda Mh. On the other hand, if It 
factory i. located inland, the freight on soda ash from the port will 
raise its cost proportionately. We find', for example, that in fac
tories situated near Bombay, the cost of soda ash is generaUy not 
more than 30 per cent. of the total cost of materials, while in fac
tories situated in Calcutta it i. 40 to 45 per cent. and in the United, 
Provinces it is as high as 70 to 75 per cent. It would be entirely 
misle ... ding to infer from this that the factories in Bombay were 
more favourably situated in respect of natural advantages. Sand 
is I!'~nerally obtained in Bombay £rom the ,deposits in the United 

.Provinces and the freight add. so considerably to the cost of sand 
1<1 to raise it proportionately to that of other materials. Naturally 
the cost of soda ash is relatively highest in the United Provinces 
where tbe sand is the least expensive. That tbe percentage cost 
of soda ash is a misleading test of the importance of its presence 
in tbe country as a natural advantage is further evident when we 
examine it in relation to the total cost of production. It is again 
in factories on the Bomlbay side thst the proportion is lowest, 
generally not exceeding 10 per cent. In Calcutta it approxim ... tes 
to 15 per .cent. while in the United Provinces it ranges from 20 to 
25 per cent. The United Provinces factories have the advantages 
of cheap sand and of low lahour costs which result in a higber pro
portionate cost of sod ... ash. On tbe Bombay sid'e botb sand and 
conI are considerably more expensive and labour costs higber with 
tIle result tbat the cost of soda ash is lower in proportion. III 
attempting to determine t,he relative importance of soda ash hv tho 
test of percents!!,e cost, it i. easv to overlook tbe fad that tbe pro
portionate coot of soda ash i. rbieflv determined by tbe other ele
ment. in the cost.. It i. variation in tbese elements rather than in 
tIle cost of soda ash which lar,l!ely accounts for the differences ;.. 
tbe "ercenta!!,e cost of the latter. 
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41. That India pays more for its soda II.sh than glass manufac
turing countries in Europe cannot be denied. At the same time 

H ' h f d India has considerable compensating advant-
.g cost 0 80 a ash h' h h Id b k . . in India. ages W Ie s ou e ta -en Into account In 

estimating the position of the industry in 
regard' to the claim to protection. The follo'\'ing table exhibits in 
approximate figures the percentage costs under 'materials', 
, Power and Fuel' and' Labour' in sheet glass factories in India 
and in other countries using the same process:-

TABLE XIV. 

Indian. Belgian. AmeriNlO. German. 

Soda ash and salt cake 28 20 15 16 
Other materials includ-

ing packing 22 21 22 20 
Power and fuel sa 21 13 24 
Wages and salaries 11 32 50 40 

100 100 100 100 

'l'he position in respect of blownware made entirely or mainly by' 
hand is illustrated by the following table:-

TABLE XV. 
Indian. Germa.n.. American. 

Soda ash 19 13 6 
Other materials 15 14 23 
Power and fuel 18 14 6 
Wages and salaries 48 59 65 

100 100 100 

The large proportion of the cost of soda ash in Indian factories 
i. partly due to the much higher rate of import nuty in force in 
Iu.lb alln in the case of blownware is partIv nue also to the exces
.ive use of soda ash in Indian factories. If the nutv is reduced to 
the normal rate and if. as we have suggested in this report. Indian 
fadories reduce their consumption of soda ash, the proportionate 
""st would not be so high.· , 

42, We have shown that the proportion borne by the cost of 
soda ash to the total cost does not bv itself afford a correct indi-

, , cation of its' relative importance in the 
. Cl~.m to protection not manufacture of glass in India and that in 
mvahdated, 'd" h . . • hId' etermmmg t e 'pOSItion 0, ten laD 

;nnuRtry as compared with that of other countries. it is necessary 

• The high cost of fuel in Indian factories 8S shown in the statements 
is to be nttl'ilmted mainly to the excessive consumption of ront ,due to the 
~wovhlion of inadequate furnace arrangements. If our suggestions in t,bis 
,'ospect are C'orriE'd out by the factories, a large reduction nlay be expectE'd. 
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to consider the extent to "'hich the disadvantages in respect of soda 
ash is counterbalanced by advantages in other respects. We have 
already explained the favourable position which the Indian industry 
holds as regards supplies of sand, and .... e shall show later that it 
possesses also considerable advantages in other respects, such as 
fuel, labour and extent of market. Wbether the sum total of 
these advantages is sufficient to offset the disability resulting from 
imported soda ash can only be determined by an examination of 
the future costs of the industry. We reserve the question of costs 
for detailed examination in the next chapter. Meanwhile it may 
'be stated that the estimates of costs set forth in that chapter 
,support the conclusion that if reasonable improvement. are effected 
in equipment and proce.ses of manufacture and if a larger output 
'can be secured, the Indian glass industry will be able eventull1ly 
to meet foreign competition unaided. In these estimates the cost 
·of soda ash is taken at the price at which it is now imported into 
India. If at this price of soda ash the Indian glass industry may 
be expected ultimately to dispense with protection, it necessarily, 
follows that the handicap imposed on the mdustry by its having to 
import soda ash is sufficiently balanced by the advantages wliich 
it possesses in other respects. On this view of the case, we hold 
that the fact that the Indian glass industry is now dependent on 
imported soda ash does not invalidate the claim to protection, 
·especiallY when there is a reasonable prospect that the manufacture 
·of the material in India will be "esumed almost immediately. 

43. In addition to sodium oxide, a second basic oxide is needed 
to give stability and resistance to glass. For this purpose manu· 

L' facturers of glass in India employ calcium 
1m.. oxide, of which in the form of calcium ear., 

bonate (limestone) abundant supplies are available. Calcium 
oxide may be introduced into glass mixtures either in the form .:If 
limestone, or in that of quick lime, obtained br applving strong 
heat to limestone, or in that of slaked lime which is obtained by 
bringing quick lime into contact with water. Pure quick lime 
·contains 100 per cent. calcium oxide; slaked lime 75·7 per cent. 
,and limestone 56 per cent. The impurities which may be contained 
in the limestone are not removed by converting limestone into 
9,uick lime; and quick lime anrl to a lesser extent slaked lime, are 
hable to rapid change of composition .... hen exposed to the atmos· 
phere. They are therefore not so suitable for use in gla •• manu. 
facture, where it is necessary to know the exact composition of 
the material at the time of u.e, as limestone which does not change 
its composition in storage. However, under certain conditions, 
and particularl ... for glass melted in pots, quick lime and slaked 
lime may show'to advantage over limestone when the rate of melt. 
inll' is ronsirlered. It is therefore necessary for the glass manu· 
fal'turer to determine whether the advantages obtained by the 
increased rat .• of melting compensate for the cost of calcination 
pnd for the loss of constancy in composition. The impurities most 
commonly found in lim.estone are iron oxide, alumina, magnesia 
.. nd silira; and, as in the case of sand, it i. iron oxide which is the 
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most deleterious to glass; but as limestone generally constitute .. 
less than one-fifth of the glass batch the presence of iron oxide 
in the limestone does not have so marked an effect .on the glass 
as the same percentage present in the sand. Limestone used in 
the manufacture of 'white' glass should contain less than 0·1f>. 
per cent. of iron oxide and for pale green glass the hon oxide con-
tent should,be less than 0·3 per cent. ' 

44. Supplies of limestone can be obtained almost anywhere in 
India. Dr. L. L. Fermor of the Geological Survey of India in th ... 

Lime.tone deposits in Indian Munitions Board's Industrial Hand
India. book (pages 232-233) has given analyses of 
limestone from about 40 different places. From the glass manu
facturers' point of view it is unfortunate that none of these analyses 
give the iron oxide content of the limestone separately from that 
of alumina. One of th~ glass works has given us an analysis 
of limestone from Katni, where the supplies are said to be 
"practically inexhaustible, composition somewhat variable in 
difl'erent places but uniform locally", which compares not un
favourably with analyses of English limestones:-

TABLE XVI. 

Lou Caco, - Cao. ""a. AI.O,. S1O,. Fe,O,. P,O,. so,_ co,. B,O. OD Ignl· + 
t}OD. MgCO, 

-- -- ------ -------- ---
KAt .. 80"0 2'82 0·72 8·85 0·82 0'08 0·50 3·92 18'2' .. 92·Sf. 

Bft,lid, 

1 66'00 007 0-< 0·2 0'08 .. .. .. .. 'S'7 99:' 

2 52-78 '0-20 O'OS . , 0-08 .. .. .. .. 41·62 "'60-

a M·93 0'" 0'10 .. 0'76 .. .. .. . . 42·58 07076 

., ISAoSO 0'11 0·69 .. 0'18 .. .. . . .. 42·88 97-79 

There can be little doubt that with 'reasonable care in tha 
selection of supplies free from high percentages of impurities, 
the glass factories can obtain as much limestone as tb~y need of 
the hest quality. The price too is low; we are informed that th .. 
present cost of limestone 'at Katni is 6·5 annas a maund or about 
Rs. 11 a ton f.o.r.; and one factory states that it can !!"~t supplies 
from 1.Iaihar in Central India at a f.o.r. price of 1,66 annas a 
mnun,l or less than Rs. 3 a ton. 

45. The only other basic oxide used by glass manufacturerS' 
ill India is zinc oxide., Its use in India is confined to the ball!!"l ... 

Other material. ,_ industry and to the makin&" of selenium 
Zinc oxide. reel !!In<s. In ordinary practice the propor-

t;on of z;nc oxide should s.Mom exceed I) 
parts to every 100 parts of sand. But one maker of bangles whl> 
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has given particulars of his composition uses such a large propor
tion of soda ash that he adds 12 j>arts of zinc oxide for every 100 
parts of sand. This of course adds greatly to the cost of his glass. 
Zinc oxide is not ohtainable in India and is imported from abroad. 

46. The ~xidising agent commonly used in Indian Blass wor~s 
is potassium nitrats or saltpetre. There are supplIes of. th,s 

material in Bihar, where it has for many 
Sallpetre. years been collected for export, and manu-

facturers have no difficulty in obtaining it in the country. 
47. Zinc dust is used as a reducing agent in some bangle 

factories to produce the conditions necessary for the formation of 

Z' d t selenium red glass. It is not obtainable in 
IDC n., I I' d" . t d lle 18 an IS Impor e . 

48, The colouring agents most frequently used are cadmium 
.mlphide and selenium: others used by Indian manufacturers are 

C I '" I' 1 the oxides of cohalt, copper and uranium. 
oonrlug ma erlO.." d' 'd' d d I ' lJ'Lsnganese lOX 1 e IS use as a eco ourlser 

in pots, ana in tank furnaces the decolourisers used are selenium, 
cobalt oxide and arsenious oxide, Great care is needed in using 
these materials to see that the principal raw materials are as free 
as possible from impurities, that the temperature of the furnace 
;s high and constant, and that the glass batch is I,'laced in the 
furnace ,at regular intervals and in regular quantit,es; bnt with 
proper attention to these matters the decolourising materials can 
be very effective. The only colouring agent which is now pro
duced in India is manganese dioxide. The rest are imported. 
Though the quantities of the various colouring agents used are 
small, the cost of these chemicals is so high that in the bangle 
industry it forms a very considerable proportion of the cost of the 
raw materials and of the total cost of production. In one bangle 
factory the cost of the colouring agents amounts to 45,75 per cent. 
of the total works costs; in this factory the cost of these ag:ents is 
as much as 73·30 per cent. of the cost of the raw materials. In 
(lthel' bangle factories the colouring agents represent 44·12 and 
41·68 per cent. of the total cost of raw mutermls, or 15·52 and 
3·13 per cent. of the total works costs. These figures point to the 
need for investi~lItion whether euitable colouring materials cannot 
be obtained in India or manufactured from materials available in 
the country. At present the most costly in!j'redient, selenium, is 
obtainable directly only in America. The h,~h proportion of the 
<'ost of colourin~ materials in the Indian bangle industry is suffi
dently counterbalanced by advantages. in other' respects, I,'arti
('ulady the cost of labour and the fact that India conshtutes 
pl'lIcti('allr the whole market in the world for glass bangles. As 
we .how III Chapter III, hut for the prejudice which exists in the 
market against Indian bungles, even now the industry would be 
nble to dispense with protection. 

49. So for we have considered the various ,'aw materials which 
may b. required for the composition of the glass batch. This 
Refractory Materials. hatch has to be melted in a furnace the 

temperature of which may have to be as high 
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as 1,4500 C.; even higher temperatures may be required in the
manufacture of special classes of glassware which are not now 
made in India. It is of supreme importance to the glass industry 
to secure refractory materials of suitable quality; for upon these· 
depends in large meaSUl'e the life of the furnace, the hfe of the 
pots, the quality of the glass and the consumption of fuel. It. 
is therefore important that the manufacturer of glass should he· 
ahle to specify exactly what he requires and that the manufactUl'er' 
oj the refractories should be in a [osition to supply. materials to. 
meet the specifications. The chie refractory materials required 
by the manufacturer of glass are made from fireclays or silica 
and to some extent from hauxite, sillimanite and cyanite. Since 
glass tends to be acidic l'ather than hasic in character, such basic 
refractories as lime or magnesia cannot be used; but· glass is not 
sufficiently acidic to be allowed direct contact with such highly 
.iliceous products as silica bricks, the use of which must be confined. 
to parts of the furnace where the glass will not come into direct 
contact with them. Fireclays in general are neither acidic nor
basic and are therefore employed in contact with ·glass. 

50. The qualities which must be investigated in determining 
the value of refractory materials are their density, porosity, expan-

. . . sion or contraction on exposure to change of 
Ch.~Ical ComposItIon tem~erature, mechanical strength and heat 

of Indian fireclay.. . ., Th l't' d d con uctlVlty. ese qua lIes epen part.· 
lyon the chemical composition of the materials and partly on their 
phvsical condition. It is therefore necessary in judging the suit-. 
ablIity of refractory materials for use in glass furnaces to know 
both their chemical and their physical properties. The chemical 
analysis of clay is also important as an indication of the presence of 
impurities. Clay is the product of the decomposition of rock 
and may contain any or all of the impUl'ities present in the original 
rock. A pUl'e felspar would decompose into a pure clay composed 
of silica, alumina and wat~r. But most clays contain also such 
impurities as titania, lime, magnesia, iron oxide, potash, soda, 
carbonaceous and other .matter. It is only by chemical analysis. 
that the presence of impurities can be detected and the suitability 
of the clay for use in glass works determined. We have already 
seen that the presence of iron oxide is harmful to glass; and as. 
attack by glass may cause solution of clay in the glass, a clay con
taining a high percentage of iron oxide should not be used. Lime, 
magnesia, potash and soda increase the :fluxing tendencies of the
clay and should not be fresent in large guantities. The following 
table shows the chemica analyses of IndIan fireclays and firebricks 
together with those of English clavs' and the famous German 
Grossalmerode clay .. The analyses of the firebricks may not b& 
strictly comparable with those of the cla~s; but they serve to indi
cate the nature and. quantities of the Impurities present. Some
of the Indian analyses are not complete.-



TABLE XVII. 

Chemical Analy ... 0/ Fireclay. and Firebrick •. 

-- BIO._ AI.O .. 1'8,0 •. TlO,. CoO MgO. K.O. Na-O. Tota' Loao. 
Oxide', IgnIUOD. 

1 62'1! 41-11 Z'81 1'87 .... ...... 0·08 1'07 88'87 18'27 

• 68'70 88'86 0'80 1'" D"., 0·28 2'07 0'07 85·88 If,'" 

• M'13 ...". 0·00 Hi? ..... ..... 1-20 0'71 OO·eo .... 
• ..... S9"7 "61 1'88 0'21 0'61 1·t8 0'20 "'OS 10-" 

• n·oo ..... . ... 1·17 0'17 0'" o·n 0·t2 03-26 7'" 

I • '16'60 10-26 2'80 1-27 0-18 0'40 0-89 0'18 98'08 7-85 

·1 
7 ..... 20'" .'40 .... I' 0'24: 0'" 1-21 0'31 90'00 9'40 

Bnglhbola, . 
74--8& 10-02 .... 1'17 0'26 0'" I-DO ... " 98'26 .. .., 

8 
I ..... 87-15 . ... 1'" .... 0· .. "88 kane 81)011 10'77 
, • 
; 10 6tH"- 86'&6 4..cJ'1 1-81 0·20 0'" 1· .. 0'" .. ·00 IH~2 

'11 ..... 17'04 ...0 l'S9 0'" 0-88 0'00 ..... 91'00 .'20 

I 

l: ..... .. ... 1·88 l·ft 0'" 0-55 1-18 0'04 OO'94 9'46 

61HZ 86'81 .·n 1'54 0'" O'M, 1-67 0'" 86·86 U·D6 

.. ...78'68 21-70 1·a9 1,.,8 0·84 0-29 0·85 D·n 98'04 7'61 

r08U1merodo clay • 76'18 ID'og; 1'70 2'00 0'" 0'" 0·77 0·17 93'91 .... 
o 

ItrdtlJ" Ol4,., 

-{; 
69-85 27'87 1'19 .. 0'" 0'82 o-a, 00'78 9-3& 

wela, n'Bl 24'40 HiO 1'62 NU 0-82 0'85 92-00 7-95 

86'66 ..... 1'" 1'68 0'" 0-69 1'27 911-86 7-29 Ba 

.. 
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The Indian clays compare very favourably with the English 
!lnd German clays. 'I'he iron oxide content in. the case of the 
Jubbulpore clays is markedly low, and so also are the proportions 
of the Jiuxing impurities. The analyses indicate that the Indian 
clays are eminently suitable for the manufacture of glass furnace 
refradori... It is true that the specification for tank block and 
pot clays suggested by the English Society of Glass Technology 
requires a higher proportion of alumina to silica than the Indian 
clays show; but many of the English clays also fail to meet this 
specification, and for pot making some manufacturers prefer the 
higher silica content. Several Indian glass manufacturers are in 
fact making their own pots and crucibles from J ubbulpore clay 
mixed with grog obtained fromeused pots. Though the experi
mental stage has hardly been passed, it does appear that the. home 
made pots are cheaper and more durable than those imported from 
Japan and that the clay is quite suitable for this purpose. The 
fact that the life of pots in India is not so long as it is in England 
is due mainly to the wide variations of temperature to which they 
are subjected in the Indian direct fired furnaces. 

51. The available information rel!'arding the physical proper
ties of the fireclay goods made in India is scanty. The clay after 

weathering is sufficiently plastic for pot and 
Phy.ical 1'.'Op •• ~i .. of tank block manufacture and enables a 

Ind •• n fireclay.. . f '1 h' h b satls acto1"1 y Ig grog content to e 
attained. The density o~ the materials is expressed as " propor
tion of the weight of an equal volume of water taken as unity, 
The average density of English clay materials after firing at 
1,4000 0'. is about 2·50; tbat of a brick made from Jubhulpore clay 
is 2·52, or almost identical with that of English clays. The poro
sity of bricks is expressed as the percentage borne by the hollow 
parts of the brick to its total volume. Firebricks and tank blocks 
'!Sually have " porosity between 20 per cent. and 30 per cent. 
The porosity of bricks made at Kumardhuhi has been ascertained 
to be 29·1 per cent., 26·0 per cent. and 20·5 per cent. The 
refractoriness of the clays mentioned in Table XVII, or the tempera
ture at which the clays soften, has been ascertained to he between 
1,6500 and 1,6700 C.-which is a satisfactory figure. Thus thE> 
fireclays now being used in India reach the chemical and physical 
standards of the English materials, and we are satisfied that goods 
of the requisite quality can be made fl'Om Indian fireclay. Any 
complaints by glass manufacturers are cBused b~ their failure to 
see thnt the goods which they buy are of the best quality, and 
by their allowing themselves to be persuaded hy immediate finan
rial cOllsiderntions to purchase infedor materials. 

52. Silica lll'i('ks of excellent quality are ohtn'inaMe and find 
geneml use for furnace crowns. Annlyses are /th'en o{ the 

saccharoidal quartzite from which they are 
made and of two typical hricks. Silic& bricks. 
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TABLE XVIII. 

A nalyses* 0/ Quartzite and Silica Bricks (Kumart/hubi). 

SiO, 
·AlaOs 
Fe,Os 
CaO 
MgO 
Alkalies 

Porosity . 
Specific gravity (powder). 

Quartzite. 

98'12 
0·60 
0'42 
0'21 
0·12 
0'50 

119·97 

Silica Bricks. 

A. B. 

95·26 95·60 
0-87 0·76 
0·45 0'68 
2'26 1'92 
0'25 0'21; 
0'86 0'&; 

99'95 99'86 

19'7% 22'6% 
2'338 2·365 

53. The presence in India of deposits of cyanite and sillimanite, 
the raw materials required for the manufacture of what may be 
• III ll't' f to' termed M ullite refractories, places this 

u , • re rae r,ee. t' t' II f bl coun ry In an excep IOna y a voura e 
position for the development of their use. There are deposits of 
cyanite in Singhbum (Bihar and Orissa) and of sillimanite in 
Assam and in Rewa State. 'rhe exploitation of these deposits may 
enable. India to take a leading part in the production of the 

.so-Cllilled 'Super-refractories', and incidentally to benefit her 
own giass industry. . 

54. Coal is used in Indian glass "factories to heat the furnaces. 
In most eases the coal is applied directly; but in a few of the 

better equipped factories the heat is pro-
Coal :- duced in the furnace by the use of producer 

Calorific value of gas which is "'enerated from coal. Heat is Indian Coal. t:-
also needed. at the 'glory-holes', in the 

annealing process, and for other operations such as the joining of 
bangles, and the finishing of lamp chimneys and globe.. Wood 
is occasionally used to provide the heat required for the annealing 
pl'Ocess. For the various finishing processes some factories use gas, 
which is either obtained from a public supply or generated from 
petrol, and some of the smaller bangle factories obtain the heat 
required to join the bangles from the flames of oil lamps. But in 
all the factOl'ies the principal fuel is coal; and it is therefOl'e neces
sarv to ascertain how far the sort of coal which can be obtained 
in 'India has the qualities necessary to meet the requirements of 
a glas. works. For this purpose it will be useful to see how it 
compares with the coal commonlv used in modern glass furnaces in 
England. Since coal is used {or the sole purpose of producing 
heat, the ultimate criteri,on of its value must be the amount of 
hent which it gives out when burned, or its calorific value; this 

• From Messrs. Bird and Company, Kumardhubi. 
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depends upon its composition and upon its comparative freedom 
from ash and moisture. "When the ash and moisture contents 
are high, the manufacturer is paying for a .considerable proportion 
of material which is not only useless, but which may also prevent 
him from obtaining the maximum heatin~ value from the rest 
of the coal. Other factors to be considered III estimating the value 
of a particular coal are its coking or non-coking properties, the 
nature of the Hame which it produces, the compositIOn of the ash, 
and of course the cost. Practically all the Indian glass factories 
use Bengal coal; we have been· told that considerations of freight 
have led one or two of the iactones in the Bombay Presidency to 
try coal from the Central Provinces, but that the saving on freight 
did not make up for the inferiority of the quality of the coal. We 
shall therefore confine our attenbon to the coal obtained from the 
J haria and Raniganj coalfields. From a very large number of 
analyses made at the Government Test House either for the Indian 
Coal Grading Board or for. suppliers of coal we have arrived at the 
following average compositions for the two fields:-

Jharia 
Raniganj 

TABU XIX. 

Volatiles. Fixed Oa.rbon. 

23'6 
32'0 

63·0 
66'0 

Ash. 

13'6 
13'0 

Moisture. 

1"5 

"0 
and we compare with these the following analyses of various coal 
which has been regularly used in glass works in England:-

TABLE XX. 

Analys .. of English Coals. 

Vola.tiles. Fized Ca.rbon. Ash. Moisture. 

A. Rough or Slack 30'58 57·65 11'77 6'5 
B. Washed eoals-

1. 85·99 59'64 4047 8'28 
2. 85'16 60·98 3'86 8'29 
S. 31-25 61'99 6·76 4'27 
4. S7'17 58'30 4-53 10'60 
6. 36'05 62·28 2·\11 3'lS 

We note that the ash content of Indian coal is generally 
higher than that of English coal while in respeot of moisture the 
Indian coal generally has the advantage. But tha ash and mois
ture content owe their chief importance to the efiect which they 
produce upon the calorific value of the coal. The calorific power 
of a fuel IS defined as .. the number of units of heat produced by 
the complete combustion of unit· weight of the fuel". Thus a 
coal is said to have a calorific value of 13,000 B. T. U. (British 
Thermal Units) ,.hen one pound of coal on complete combustion 
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produces enough heat to raise the temperature of 13,000 Ibs. of 
water 10 F. Since the economic- value of coal to a manufacturer 
must depend upon the· relation between its calorific "alue and its 
cost, we have formed an estimate of the average calorific value 
per anna of cost for average Indian and English coals. After 
making allowance for freight in the one case to Calcutta and in 
the other case to London, for loss in transhipment between the 
colliery and the factory (8 per cent. in India and 1 per cent. in 
England), and for moisture, the average works out to 185,000 
B. T. U. per anna for Indian coaf (Jharia 185,300 and Raniganj 
184,200) and 100,940 B. T. U. per anna for English coal. The 
clifference is mainly due to the greater cost of English coal in 
London as compared with that of Indian coal in Calcutta and to a 
small extent to the lower moisture content of the Indian coal. 
The adnntage of the Indian coal in these respects is however 
partly discounted by its higher ash content, which affects its burn
ing qualities and creates difficulties in stoking. Further, since 
the principal glass factories are located not in Calcutta, but in the 
United Provinces, the freight charges payable by the factories will 
generally exceed those to Calcutta, and so the value of the coal 
per unit of cost will be reduced. The following table shows how 
the heating value of coal per unit of cost declines as the price per 
ton is raised by higher freight charges. 

Calcutta 

Allahabad 
Firozabad 

Bnhjoi 

Ambala 

TABLE XXI. 

Comparative Coal Values. 

Price 
per ton. 

B.T. U. 
per annw. 

• These rates do not include the 15 per cent. surcharge r.ecently imposed. 
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to bear the handicap of the higher ash content. Moreover, the 
greater the distanre the coal has to be transported the greater the 
risks of loss on the way, and an allowance of 8 per cent. would 
probably not be suflici~nt to cover the loss of coal between the 
<lolliery and Bombay. Up to a distance of about 1,000 miles from 
the coalfields the lower cost and the lower moisture· content of 
Indian coal give it an advantage when compared with English 
coal, in spite of its lower calorific value and its higher ash content. 
l'he factory at Ambala is on the border line, and the glass works 
in the Bombay Presidency owing. to the higher freight charges are 
",t a disadvantage compared with factories in England. 

55. In other respects also Indian coal bears comparison with 
representative English coal. The composition of the ash is im. 

. . portant because fusibility in the ash, which 
Other qu.htles of increases with the proportions of calcium, 

Indi .. coal. . d' 'd h f magneSIum an IrOn OXI es to t ose 0 
alumina and silica, causes clinkering which adds to the stoker's 
labour, blocks the fire, causes blow holes by which cold air may be 
admitted, the heating value of gas reduced and damage caused to 
pots, and may also lead to injury to the furnace bars and firebox 
refractories. The following Table shows the composition of the 
"sh contents of a few Indian coals as compared with some typical 
English coals: - • 

TABLE XXII. 

Coml'0sitio,.. of Coal ash-. 

- 810. Fe,.O,. AJ..O •• Tto •• Cao. HsO. N.,O. 
1<00. SO,. P,O,_ 

-- I- --
Dllberzurh .. ·co .... 1S·1f ao 7'go J'85 0· .. .... 8'78 

PoIIIatl ..... 13·82 ii-TO 1'10 ,.go 1· .. 1'" "3& .... 
lit. CIuI Jbarla 00·05 .... ..... .... 0 ... 0'" .... .. .. 0'10 

bt. a.. B.anlgaQJ ... ", .... 26017 1·'" .... .... 1·17 .... 1-5" 
5clcctod Jbarla • .0'16 .... II·" 1'1. l-10 1-88 8'" &86 .... 

I 
..... l104i8 1'0'02 . 0·88 9·89 .... .... 7·85 . . ..... 18'10 11'. 1'" . ... 0·8& .... 1'" .. _b ..... 1'·70 ..... 7 1'19 1'" 1'18 • IH8 .. '" .. 
"' ... .... at ... .·77 1'" 2'11 .... 1'50 ..... 2·10 18'77 1'18 .... ... , '/I'U 2·14, .. 

It is dear that .the Indian. coals do not suffer. by this comparison.' 
As regards coklllg propel'hes, glass furnaces 1Il general require lit 

• The figures for the Indian coals WE're supplied by the Indian Coal Grad
l!lg B~ard whilst tbose for Enp:l~ coals were selected from a Dumber pub
hshod m the. Fuel R .... reh TechnIcal Paper No. 23, Department of Scientific 
and Industrlal Research, London, 192U. 
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coal which cokes partially, not one which gives a powdery coke. 
nOr one which forms dense hard coke. l'he majorIty of Indian 
coals are of this medium variety, and therefore suitable in this. 
respect for use in glass furnaces. When coal is used for direct 
firin/?, or in furnaces with internal gas producers, it should be of 
the long-flame' variety and burn readily. Indian coal gene
raJly is of this description and is therefore suitable for use in Buch 
conditions. , 

56. Our conclusion is that the, availability of supplies of co,.l 
in India constitutes an advantage for the glass industry. In its 

lower calorific value and higher ash content 
Coal and oil f.el com- Indian coal sWl'ers by comparison with 

pared, English coal; but so far as most of the glass 
works in India are concerned these dis~dvantages are outweighed 
by the lower cost and the lower moisture content of Indian coal. 
Factories situated in the Bombay Presidency do not share in this 
adyuntage; and it might be worth their while tp investigate the 
possibility of adopting the use of oil fuel instead' of coal in their 
turnaces. The calorific power of oil is about 50 per cent. higher 
than that of coal and it is more uniform in composition; it requires 
less labour and storage room; it is cleaner, handier, more adaptable 
and easier to control. But itB greatest advantage over coal is that 
a much higher proportion of its heating value can actually be used 
to melt the glass than is the case with coal; even in the best gas 
fired furnace not more than 15 per cent. of the heating value of 
the fuel is actually used in melting the glass, whereas with oil 
the efficiency may reach 30 per cent. On the other hand the 
relative cost of oil is higher, and in an oil fired furnace the wear 
and tear of refractories is somewhat greater than in one fired by 
coal or gas. Moreover. oil is not so suitable for a pot furnace a8 
for tank furnace firing. At current prices the calorific value of 
coal per anna of cost at Bombay is 83,250 B. T. U. as compared 
with 82,222 for oil; and when the greater efficiency of oil firing 
is considered, it is evident that the question of adopting oil fuel 
deserves investigation by manufacturers in the Bombay Presidency. 

57. The glass industry may be said to enjoy two special advan
tages in regard to labour. The first is that most of the factories 

L b ar. situated in the United Provinces where 
a oor. . In bour is available in abundonce at far 

lower rates than those which obtain in such large industrial centres 
.ls,Calcutta and Bombay. While factories in the United Proyinces 
ea'n get ns much unskilled labour as tlley need at rates which vary 
from 4t annas a day at Bahjoi to 6 annas a day at N aini, the 
current rate of wnges,,'in Bombay and Calcutta is nearly double. 
~'he second advantage is t.he existence at Firozabad of a specilll 
IIlass of Muslims known as ' Shishgars' (glass-makers) who have 
been engag'ed in the bang'le industry for centuries, the art having 
been handed down from fat.her to son for many Irenerations. Not 
only do these people cnrry on the manufacture of bangles by the 
primitive method in which they have hereditary skill: but they 
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Ii.ve sbown tbemselves capable of adopting moder,! methods with 
a considerable measure of success. 

58. The Indian Industrial Commission in laragraph 7 of its 
note on the Manufacture of Glass in India ( ppendix E to the 

Report) commented on certain defects which 
Former def~ts of were then apparent in the labour employed 

}a~:ries ID Indian glu. in glass factories in India. And Sir 
a. ,Alfred Chatterton in his Chapter on the 
manufacture of glass in India in the. Indian Munitions Board 
Handbook repeats these rriticisms in the following terms; "It 
i. true that a considerable number of men have been trained in the 
last few years by the Austrians and Japanese who were brought 
out to India in connection with the pioneer efforts to which 
reference has already been made. Useful work has been done by 
the Paisa Fund at the Talegaon Glass Works in training glaas 
blowers, and the expansion of the indllstry under war conditions is 
chiefly due to the supply of men who have come from this place; 
but the men ar .. not well trained and the inferior quality of Indian 
glassware is partly due to this fact. There are however signs of 
progress under the pressure of war demands, and this is satisfac-

. tory as furnishing evidence that a well devised scheme for the 
traming of glass workers will meet with success. During the war 
it was e\lsier to find capital than labour, and the managers of every 
factory have complained of the shortage of ,skilled men and the 
difficulty in trainin~ fresh hands. At present the glass blower 
domina.t •• the situatIOn and though he earns very high wages there 
i. much friction between the manager and the men. The !rlass 
industry has come to stay; but without aid from the State It is 
likely to make very slow progress in the future. Adequate 
urrangements are necessary to provide for the thorough training 
of glass blowers and men to work glass blowing machinery .... 
it seems desirable that the next step in developing the glass 
inlIu.trv should be taken bv Government and should consist i 
e.tablishing a glass factory equipped with an efficient technologica 
I.horatory and provided with a competent staff of experts an 
skilled glass workers." 

59. Thus at the close of tbe war, tbe difficulties facing the glass 
industry in connection with labour were it.. scarcity and its lack 

• , . of technical skill. The position to-day is 
Presenl caodilioo ,of different. In spite" of the increase in the 

labour lo the glasa 111- b' . 
dn.try. num er of factories there are no complamte " 

now of shortage of 'labour, the industry is • 
no lo~!!"~r at the mercy of the glass blower and we have heard '9f 
no fn.chon betwee~l masters and men. Nor does it appear tha.t. 
!he s~i11 of the In'h~u glass blow~r and the artisans i8 80 markedly 
mferlOr as ~ conshtute a han~lcup .to th~ Indian industry. At 
present a sktlled workman has httle mcentlve to keep his work tip 
'to a hi/(h standard. All tbe Indian factories attach far too little 
importa.nce to the quality of thei~ products; and when the manage
ment Will Jlas. work of any quahty, the workman naturally think. 
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that anything will do. Another incentive to good work which w& 
have found in only one factory in India is the payment of wages at 
piece work rates with insistence upon quality before payment; an 
extension of this system would certainly improve the quality of th& 
work turned out. From the work which we have seen in th& 
different factories which we have visited we have formed the opinion 
that the inferior quality of much of the glassware made is due 
not so much to lack of skill on' the part of the workman as to lac.k 
of organising ability on tIle part of the management. The skill 
displayed for example, by the man who in the manufacture of 
bangles manipulates the glass which is being wound on to a 

. r:,ller in the form of a spiral, is of a high order. Most of the 
Austrians and Japanese, from whom in the main the Indian in
dustry acquired a knowledge of its present methods, have now dis
appeared. One of the new hangle factories employs two J apane~& 
artisans; and in the Allahabad Glass Works there is an English 
foreman in charge of the machines, an Austrian glass blower ann 
a ,Japanese .. On the other hand, the Fourcault sh..,t glass machines 
at the United Provinces Glass Works are entirely 'in the charge of 
Indians. For some time after their erection, Belgians were 
retained to supervise their working; but the last of the Belgians 
was sent home ahout 18 months alro; and since then the machines 
have been operated successfully without their assistance. We sell' 
no reason whv- what has been done in this case should not be 
achieved in other factories; it should not be necessary to retain the 
services of European, Japanese or American labour either on the 
machinery or on the manipulation of glass longer than the period: 
required to train Indians to do the work. 

60. The value of the glassware imported 
Market: Imports. into India in each of the last five years is< 

shown in the following table:-

TABLE XXIII. 

V ALUB I!f r..ums OJ' RUPEBS. 

Article!. 

j'.28-2 •. 1928·27 19l!?~28. 1029-30. lO3O-SI. 

Bangta ,. s .... 89'52 74-78 85'23 49·90 

Beads and false pea.r1J 90'OS 26'62 SO·,,! 90',61 ' 15'72 

~ottlel and pblallJ SO·(N 88'01 86'19 99049 29',94: 

Lampware 19·87 22·20 19'58 21·08 12;·28 

8elentl40 glftSSWlll'fI 2~8Z 1-7. ]'66 1·8", 1-43 

Sheet. and plate gltw 91'66 20'86 29·68 80·97 23·88" 

Tabloware 9'15 9'40 10'0-& 18·29 9·46 

Ot.her glaoware 85·5' 86·06 82'26 29·92 22'19 

TOTAL 
. 

252'89 2«HO 237,"0 I 251'08 I 16"78 
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The above table reproduces the values shown in the T.rade Returns 
under glassware. There are, however,. at least two kinds of glass
ware which are not included under this head: electric light bulbs 
are included under Instruments and have onl;r been shown 
separately in Ihe Trade R.,turns since April 19~1; lU the 9 mont~s 
April to December 1931, the value of the unports under this 
head is recorded as Rs. 28 lakhs; but this figure presumably 
includes the value of the metal fittings as wen as the /:ilass in the 
bulbs. Glass tiles are included under Building Materials and are 
not shown separatelv even now. In 1913-14, the year before th~ 
war, the value of t'he glassware imported was Rs. 194·53 lakhs. 
The effects of the outbreak of the war are shown by the fan of the 
value ,of glass imported in 1914-15 to Rs. 96·53 lakhs; and the 
lUcrease in the value of the import. in the later war years repre
tients an increase in price rather than in quantity. Immediately 
after the war there was an enormous increase, the value of the 
Imports in 192U-21 reaehin/!' Rs. 337,(;2 lakhs. And in recent 
years up t" the depression which is reflected in the figures for 
1930·31, the value of the imports has remained on the average 
round about Rs. 2t crores. Xor has there been any marked. varia
tion between the years 1926-27 and 1929-30 in the value of the 
various kiuds of glass imported. Compared with the figures for 
1926-27 the principal variations in those for 1929-30 are increases 
of Rs. 4·14 lal,hs in the case of tableware find Rs. 1'711akhs in the 
case of lampware; and decrease. of Rs. 5'62 lakhs in the case of 
other glassware. Rs. 0·98 lakhs in the case of scientific glassware 
1Ind Rs. O'U9 Inkh in the- case of sheet and plate glass. The Trade 
Returns show the quantity as well as the value of the imports in 
the case of beads and false pearls, bottles. and sheet anel. plate glass 
and all examination of these figures indicates that there has been 
a greater increase in the quantity of goods imported than is 
suggested by a study of the value. alone. Thus in the case of 
beads and false pearls, while the quantity imported in 1929-30 was 
6'4 per cent. in excess of that imported in 1925-26 the value of the 
imports in 1929-30 was 16·1 per cent. less than that of the imports 
in 1925-26; and in the case of bottles, while the quantity imported 
in 1929-30 was 30·9 per cent. in excess of the imports in 1925-26, 
the value of the imports in the later year was only 4'8 per cent. 
in excess. On the other hand the quantity of sheet and plate glass 
imported h •• remained fairly constant, while there has been an 
increase in their value by about 10 pel' e~nt. Of the total value 
of the glass and glassware imported in 1929-30, 29'4' per cent. came 
irom J "pan, 28'4 per cent. from Czechoslovakia, 13'6 per cen~. 
from Germany, 9'5 per cent. from the British Empire and 9'4 
per cent. from Belgium. Since 1925-26 Japan has gained appre
ciably in the Indian market at the expense of Czechoslovakia, 
Germany and the British Empire. The following Table shows for 
~ach class of glassware recognised by the Trade Returns the per
centng. of the tot.nl "nlue of the impnrts which came t() India in 
1929-30 hom ench of the principal exporting countries:-
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TABLE XXIV. 

Perctntage of "altle of each kind of glassware imported into India-
. in 1929-30; . 

• I .; Ii • 
" • 

- ~ ~ s. 
s t 

., <0. 

I 
g Ii ! 

~ 
.. ~i .!i • .: -!l i i s= !l ! • 

~ • • ~-< ! ~ .. ~ " .. ------ ------- --
Banglflll .... .. ·s .. '·0 .. .. •• " 

, .. 
BeMa and false pearll • 37'1 80':; 18'2 .. , . . .. 6-l " ••• 
Bottlea-

Bodawater bottles .. .. .. 46-8 ""S .. " " 
6,9-, 

Other bottlea and phlall .. 55·8 .. ..... 16·1 .. " " N 

Lampware • . ••• ,]02 .. «·8 .. "·S 8" ••• 2·2' 

SeJ.entlllc gl8llllwanl . .. .. , .. .... .. .. .. " .. 8·3-

8beet and pl&te .. , .. , .. .·0 18'2 .. .. 8006 .. , 
Tableware . H ..... .. 8"' ,.. 

" .. 11" '·8 

OUler JdDds' .. .... .. ID'1 18'1 .. .. ••• ti·S 

• 
-::I~ - --I-

~I~ 
--

All aorta . , .. 18·6 , .. ,., ... , 

61. Sir Alfred Chatterton in 1919 estimated the value of th .. · 
glassware made in India at roughly one fourth. of the value of 

imported glassware. The value of 
Indi... manufactures. the imports ,n 1917-18 was Rs •. 162 lakhs; 

and hi.! estimate of the value of the glass 
made in India was approximately Rs. 40 lakhs of which Rs. 20 
lakhs represented the glass bangle trade of Firozabad. We have 
leen that the avera~e value of the imports of glass between 1925-26 
md 1929-30 was about Rs. 250 lakhs a year; so if the proportion 
)f manufactured goods to imported has' remained constant, the 
value of the glass manufactured in India should now be abont 
Rs. 60 lakhs a vear. The Allahabad Glass Works have in fact 
~stimated the vaiue of Indian manufactures to-day at Rs. 60 or 
Rs. 70 lakhs a year, while the Ogale Glass Works indicate R •. 50 
lakhs as the present value of the glassware made in India. On the 
other hand the Glass and Bangles Industrial Association of 
Firozabad estimate the value of the outturn of bangles alone in the· 
various factories at Firozabad at Rs. 115 lakhs a vear. We have· 
already referred to the !!Teat expansion of the bangle industry
which has taken place at Firozabad since 1925; and we consider it. 
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posSible that the annual outturn of bangles there may not be far 
short of the fiaure given bv the Association. But we cannot regard 
these figures ';.therwise than as approximations: no statistics of 
production are compiled or 'published; and the manufacturers have 
not been able to gIve lis precise information regarding their pro
duction. Consequently we are not in a position to frame more than 
a very rough estimate of the quantity or value of the glassware 
manufactured in India to-day. With regard to certain kinds of 
glarisware however we have been able to form more definite 
opinions. Sheet glass is at present made in only one factory and 
we have ascertaineli that the actual outturn of this factory in 1930 
was approximately 30.000 boxes of 100 sq. ft. each or a total' of 
30,00.000 sq. ft. as compared with approximately 2,20,00.000 sq. ft. 
of plate and sheet glass imported of which we may assume that 
about 1,40,00,000 sq. ft. were sheet glass. Similarly in respect 
of bottles and phials we have been informed of the output of five out 
of the twelve factories in which they are made; and making 
allowance for the products of the other small factories from 
which we have not received information we assume a. total output 
of 150,000 gross of bottles and phials, as compared with 703.000 
gross. imported. As regards bangles the value of the imports in 
1929-30 was R... 85 lakh., so that even if the Firo.abad estimate 
of Rs. llS lakhs as the value of the present output of the Indian 
factories i. approximately correct, there i. still a considerable 
market open to capture by the Indian manufacturer. The position 
89 rt"llards lampware and miscellaneous manufactures IS more 
obscure. but the information which we have received su!!,gests that 
the pl'esent output is about 100,000 gross a year which at an 
a"emlre price of Rs. 16 a gross represents about Rs. 16 lakhs; 
ond so long 8. R... 20 lakhs worth of lampware is imported it is 
twident that the Indian manufacturer still has plenty of scope for 
eXl'anding hi. industry. The best estimate we can make of the 
Talue oi the glas.warp now manufactured in India is as shown 
below:-

Bangl .. 

BottI.. and phial. 

Lampware 

Sheet 

Ro. lill •. 
115'00 

6'50 

16"00 

2·50 

140-00 

6::! . We are now in a position to form: an estimate of the Indian" 
r.,arkel as a whole by taking the value of' the goods imported 
V_tO t f 1.0'-' k I together with that of the Indian manufa •• 
lW' Ima ~ 0 "" mar eo . W h . tures. e aTe seen that the Imports of 
1930-:11 reflect the universal trade depression and we therefore use 
the figures of 1929-30 as representing more normal conditions and 
thus affording a more ""rreet view of the relation between the Talue 
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of. the glass manufactured in India and that of imported glass
ware:-

Bangles 
Beads and fabe pear~ 
Bottles and phials 
Lampware 
Scientific glassware 
Sheet and plate 
Tableware . 
Other glassware. 

TABLE XXV.' 

TOTAL 

Value of 
imports 
1929·30. 

Rs.l.kh •• 
85·23 
30'61 
39·49 
21·08 
1·34 

30·97 
13·29 
29·92 

251·93 

V 81u~ of goods 
manufactuted 

in India. 
Rs.l.khs. 
115'00 

6·50 
16'00 

2'50 

140'00 

If our calculations of the products of Indian factories are reasonably 
correct, the Indian industry, which in 1919 supplied one-fourth of 
the Indian market is now supplying about half the market for 
bangles, beads and false pearls and rather less than one-sixth of 
the market for other kinds of glassware. Taking bangles, beads 
and false pearls together, being articles of a similar nature, 
we find that the Indian market still affords ample scope for exten
sion of the Indian industry even if we accept the figure of Rs. lJa 
lakhs as the value of the articles now manufactured in the country. 
We have been informed that India is practically the only market 
in the world for glass bangles; and there is no reason why, with 
improved and mOl·e 'economical methods of manufacture, the 
Indian factories should not produce all the qualities and varieties 
of bangles required to meet the demands of all the markets in the 
country. Of the Rs. 39·49 Iakhs worth of bottles imported 
approximately Rs. 15·5 lakhs .... orth were soda water bottles, with 
which the Indian manufacturer has hardly begun to compete; the 
value of other bottles and phials imported was a bout Rs. 24 lakhs, 
and when .... e consider that the Indian industry now produces only 
Rs. 6·50 lakhs worth of bottles which represent less than a third of 
the capacity of the works now equipped for the manufacture of 
bottles, it is e'l"ident that the market is ample to ahsorb not only 
the whole of the output of the' present glass factories working to 
full capacity, bllt to afford scope for the establishment of new 
works. As .. gards lampware the figllres in the table are not 
strictly comparable; for the figw·e of Rs. 16 Iakhs under Indian 
manufacture incllld~s besides lampware various other kinds of 
blown and pressed ware, and is realI, comparable with a figure 
which includes besides the Rs. 21·08 lakhs shown against lnmpware, 
put of the Rs. 13·29 lakhs shown against Tableware and p,art also' 
of the Rs. 29·92 lakhs shown against •. f)th"r glassware '; there 
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i. no roason why the Indian industry should not capture a consi
derable part of this business. The capacity of the two factories 
now eqUlpped for the production of sheet glass is about Rs. 10'92 
lakh. worth a year; from information received from Collectors of 
Custouis we nnd that in the last three years the value of the sheet 
glass imported was roughly double that of the plate glass. So, if 
Rs. 20 1akhs of the Rs. 30'97 represent sheet grass, it will be seen 
that there is a considerable market open to the Indian industry 
beyond the capacity of the factories now making that kind of ~lass. 
It is perfectly clear that apart altogether from plate glass, sClenti. 
fie glassware, the best tableware and electric bulb., which the Indian 
industry has not yet attempted to make, there is in India a market 
sufficient not only to absorb the whole of the products of the 
factories now in existence, but also to encourage tlie establishment· 
of new factories. Nor are the opportunities of the industry con
fined to the Indian market; there has always been an export of 
glass from India; in 1888-89 the value of this export trade 
(chiefly bangles) was Rs. 0'42 lakhs. In the years before and 
during the war, it varied from Rs. 3 to Rs. 7·5 lakhs, about Rs. 1'5 
[akhs representing Indian 'manufactures and the balance re
export of imported wares, Immediately after the war there was 
a sudden increase in exports which reached Rs. 19·5 lakhs in 
1919-20, since when they have fallen steadily to Rs. 5 lokhs in 
1929-30' and Rs. 3 lakhs in 1930-31. Most of this trade is with 
countries to which Indians emigrate', e.g., Ceylon, the Straits 
Settlements, Iraq, Aden and Arabia, East and South Africa, the 
Fiji Islands; and there is no doubt that it represents largely glass 
bangles which are required just as much abroad as at home. We 
have also been informed of exports by land to Persia, Af~hanistan 
Bnd Tibet though we have not seen any figures indicating the exten~ 
of this trade. Another consideration which favours the develop. 
ment of the glass industry in India is that at present much less 
glass is used in India than in other cOllntries, and that a much 
more rapid increase in the demand for glassware may reasonably 
be expected. But even without anticipating the future in this 

I way a consideration of the present imports into the country ipdi. 
/ cates that t~ere is a~ready a market waiting to absorb as much 

glass as the mdustry m India can produce. 

63. Our examination of the various factors which constitute 
the natural advantages postulated by the Fiscal Commission in 

Summary an industry which advances a claim for 
. . . protection 'has satisned us' that the glass 
mdu.t:ry substantially complies with this condition. Of the raw 
-materIals, .sand is the blllkie8~ and this is present in abundance, 
and there IS good reason to tlunk that bv suitable treatment much 
of the Indian sand might he rendered fit for the manufacture of 
the hest gluss. Soda ash is not at present obtainable in the country 
but this disadvan.tBIN is balanced by the other natural advantages 
pos~essed by the mdustry. The manufBcture of soda ash has been -
!lchleyed sllccessfully !n Indi!,; and there i. good reason for expect
lng an early resumptIon of Its manufacture when supplies will at 
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once become available in the country. Lime is available in un
limited quantity. Of other raw materials such small quantities 
are required that in their case the question of advantage hardly 
.arises; but BOme of them, e.g., saltpetr<l, borax and manganese 
dioxide are readily obtainable. The presence of suitable refrac
tory materials and the quality of the coal available in the country 
constitute definite advantages. The disadvantages ascribed to 
Indian labour at early surveys of the industry have now largely 

.'<iisappeared and certainly do not outweigh the advantages of its 
..abun!iance and its adaptability. And finally the existence of a 
:$reat market throughout the country, which may be expected to 
expand even more rapidly' than in other countries, and the oppor
tunities for export both by sea and land constitute a further 
advantage. We are therefore'satisfied that on the balance the glass 
industry does possess such natural advantages as to jnstify its 
daim for protection. 
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caUTER III. 

"l'he Case for Protection and Proposals for Assistanoe. 

64. Under our terms of reference we are required to examine 
.all representations received by the Government of India frollr 

, manufacturers ofgl .. s claiming protection 
Kinds of glassware for the glass industry along with any oth~rs 

,coD.,~er.d, f' 'I h' h b b t • 0 a SimI ar nature W Ie may e -rough 
,to our notice in the course of the enquiry. The original repreee .... 
'tation from the All-India Glass Manufacturers' Assooiation to the 
Government of India was dated 4th July, 1926, and in it they 
..,Iaimed that protection should be granted to the manufacture of 
,all classes of blown and pressed glassware and of bangles. Sub_ 
quently in 1929 the United Provinces Glass Works applied for 
protection also for the sheet glass industry. In addition to these, 
the Allahabad Glass Works, N aini, in their representation have 
.asked for protection for figured and ribbed glass. The principal 
.classes of articles may for the purpose of our enquiry be Claasi1ied 
.as follows: - ' • 

(1) Sheet glass, plain Ill/.d figured.' '~, 

(2) Blown ware, •. g., bottles and phials, globes, chimneys, 
jars, etc., and pressed wal·e,B.g., glass tiles, inkstands, 
bowls, dishes, etc. 

(3) Bangles, beads and false pearls. 

In discussing the applicability of the second and third conditions 
,laid down by the Fiscal Commission and in determining the 
.measure of frotection required, if any, we propose to deal with 
-each class 0 glassware separately. . 

(1) She.t glass, plain and figured. 

65. Plain sheet glass is manufactured at present only by one 
-factory-the United Provinces Glass Worlis at Bahjoi. We 

, estimate that takin'f sheet glass at an "..!'.:: p:d":.t:iy i! average thic~ess 0 1/16" the maximum 
;0.0 faclory. annual capaCIty of the factory is 116,240 

. boxes of 100 sq. ft. each. At 'current prices" 
·,th, .. represents a total value of over Rs. 7 lakhs. The Trade 
Returns do not show the quantity or value of imported sheet and 

. plate !l'lass separately. But on the information supplied/to us by 
'Collectors of Customs in replv to our enquiries we understand that 
jud""d by value the imports of sheet gener~lIv exceed those of 
plate. <. The total imports of sheet and plate in 1930-31 was Rs. 23'87 
lakhs ,and we are inclined to think that about Rs. 15 lakhs out 
-of ~'8, represent the value of sheet imported. tht annua]., 
~Rpac,ty, of the sheet glass factory at Bahjoi iIr thus nearly half 

( 63 ) 
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'the market for sheet glass in India. A large proportion of the
existing market f.'r sheet glass is necessarily to be found in Bombay 
and Ca1cutta. A factory having a -"'''pacity equivalent to nearly 
half the Indian market should be in a position to command a· 
substantial pottion of the market existing in the ports. It is
therefore necessary to consider whether a factory situated at an 
upcountry centre such as Bahj,oi is suitably located with reference 
to the market. In tlils respect a factory situated in Calcutta has, 
an apparent advantage. Moreover, Calcutta is much nearer the· 
principal coalfields in India and since coal is a very important item 
of expenditure in the manufacture of glass, this constitutes .an 
additional advantage for a factory located in Calcutta. Further r 
so long as the Indian glass industry is dependent on imported sad ... 
ash, a, factory in Calcutta will save the cost of transporting .its 
I!I>da inland. Before, therefore, we can assume that the locatIon. 
of a factory at Bahjoi is not uneconomical as compared with on ... 
at Calcutta it is necessary to consider the relative costs. 

66 .. The sand required by the Bahjoi factory 'is obtained partly 
from Bargltrh ..... hich is at a distance of 363 miles from Bahjoi and 

partly from Swami Madhopur at a distance-

P
Sitoation of United of 241 miles; sand is obtained in Calcutta 
rovinces Glass Works . If"" h h d· b . not uneconomical mam Y rom Dargar , t e lstance elng-

over 500 miles. The present rates for sand' 
delivered at works are approximately 10 annas 6 pies per maund' 
at. Calcutta and 7 annas 3 pies at Bahjoi aud the quantity required 
per ton of sheet I!lass is ] ,623 lb. On these figures the cost of 
sand per ton of glass may be estimated at Rs. 4 less at Bahjoi 
than at Calcutta. ''rhe railway freight on soda from Howrah to
Bahjoi is 14 annas per cwt. The.. price of soda ash for delivery 
in the lTnit.ed Provinces is however less by 4 annas per cm. f.o.r. 
Calcutta. The nett disadvantage is therefore 10 annas which on' 
the quantity consumed (519 lb.) amounts to about Rs. 3 per ton. 
01 glass~ Lime is obtained at Bahjoi in the form of limestone 
from a distance of 459 to 486 miles, while in the largest glass-

"'factory in Calcutta it is obtained from Katni about 650 miles from 
Calcutta and is bought in the form of burnt lime and employed as 
a mixture of burnt and slaked lime. The price of limest<>ne at 
Bahjoi is 9 annas 6 pies per maund while the price of burnt lime
at Calcutt.a is Rs. 2 per maund. Before the burnt lime is used it 
is slaked. Assuming a loss on ignition of 15 per cent. 300 lb. of 

• ,slaked lime (equivalent to .255 lb. of burnt lime) may be substi
tuted for 471 lb. of limestone. Accordingly the cost of lime per ton 
of glass may be estimated at Rs. 3 less at Bahjoi than at Calcutta. 
~ut we- bave no information regarding the cost of burning the
~Imes!one to lime, and since this !'ccounts in part for the difference
III prl~es, we propose to neglect any advantage which Bahjoi may' 
have III the case of this material. The freight on salt cake from 
Calcutta to Bahjo; is Rs. 1-1-10 per cm. and on a consumption of 
122 lb. represents a disadvantage of Rs. 1-3-5. Other raw mater

'ials are 'uSl!d in pegli~ible quantities in the manufacture of sheet" 
glass and may be disregarded in discussing this question. As. 
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regards coal, the rates are Rs. Sper ton delivered at Calcutta and 
Rs. 13 per ton at Bahjoi. The present consumption may be taken 
.approximately at 3 tons of !lOal per ton of sheet glass. But some 
allowance must be made for wastage in transit and the presence of 
slack which the factories are at present unable to utilise. Accord
ingly it may be estimated that the cost ?f. coal per ton of glass
is Rs. 2S at Calcutta and Rs. 45 at BahJol. Rates of wages are 
considerably lower at Bahjoi as may be expected. If we take the 
l'ate of wages paid for unskilled labour as our standard the Calcutta 
Tate is more than double that in force at Bahjoi. The present cost 
()f labour per ton of glass at Bahjoi is approximately Rs. 19 and 
<>n the ratio suggested, the cost at Calcutta may be fixed at not les8 
than Rs. 38. As regards freight advantage on finished goods it 
is difficult to arrive at any reliable estimate. But an approximate 
idea. may be obtained by assuming that on full output the sales 
'will be divided in equal proportion between port and upcounhy 
and that a place like Allahabad situated midway between Bahjoi 
and Calcutta represents a typical upcountry market. On this basis 
the freight advantage for the Bahjoi factory per maund of sheet 
glnss induding packing in upcountry markets is Rs. 1-3-0 and the 
freight disadvantage in Calcutta is Rs. 0-14-0 representing on the 
whole output a nett advantage of Rs. 0-2-6 per maund or Rs. 4-4-0 
per ton. of sheet glass. The position may be summarised as 
Jollows:-' . 

TABLE XXVI. 

Advantage for Babjoi aa compan'd with Calcutta 
Diitldvantage ditto ditto 

Sand 
Soda 
Saltcake 
Coal 
Labour 
Freight on gl ... 

• 
plua per t-on of glass. 
minus .. 

RB. A. P. 

+4 0 0 
-8 0 0 
-1 4 0 

-17 0 " +19 0 0 
+4 4 0 

+6 0 0 

With a gradual increase in the output of glass ~t Bahjo}. the 
increased demand for labour may result in some morease m the 
rate of wages. On the other hand, there is considero ble room for 
... conomy in the use of coal as compared with the present consump
tion of 3 tons per ton of glass and every reduction in coal consump
tion will reduce tbe disadvantage of Bahjoi under that head. It 
is necessary to explain that the figures arrived at should not he 
regar~ed as p'~s8"8ing exact validity hut rather as illustrating the 
relative pOSItIon of port and upcountry centres of production. 
'They appear to us to justify the cOBclusion that the situation of 
Bahioi a8 a centre for the sheet glaes industry is not uneconomical 
"'B compared with Calcutt •. 

02 
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67. We proceed noW to examine the cost of· manufacturing

sheet glass at the Bahjoi factory. The works expendi~e per 
Works expenditure at 100 cases of 100 sq. ft. each dunng the 

Bahjoi in the last three three years of its working as submitted by 
rO&ra· the Company is as follows:-

TABLE XXVII. 
1929 1930 1931 
Ra. Rs. Rs. 

Raw materials-
(a) Sand 46'9 46'6 46'6 
(b) Soda ash and saltcake . 220'1 215'3 212'1 
(0) Limestone 11'4 11'8 16'1 
(d) Refractori .. (including re-

pairs) 22'0 18'9 :u!'3 
Works labour 119'4 110'0 104-(} 
Power and fuel 850'9 298'8 251'4 
Supervision and office establish-

ment 44,2 41-1 81-5 
Packing 111'2 110-1 90'(} 
Selling expensea 28'2 30'9 30'5 
Miscellaneous (including depre-

ciation 88'0 11-0 54'0 

TOTAL • 1,059'8 966'1 850'1 

The percentage of breakage in the factory is at present 19 per cent •. 
as against 34 per cent. in 1929. Practically the whole of the
broken glass is re-melted and used for manufacture. No credit, 
however, is taken for the value of the broken glaes in the cost. 
statements. This is in accordance ·with the general practice ol 
~lass faotories both in India and elsewhere under which no account· 
1S taken of the cost of broken glass either on the debit or the' 
credit side, the expenditure under this head being set off against;. 
the credit l'ealised. 

68. The total output in cases of 100 square feet was 34,980 in, 
1929, 35,200 in 1930 and 29,817 in 1931. In judging the effect of 

variations in output on the works expendi-· 
Differences in works .. t k" he expenditure during the ture 1t 1S necessary 0 t~ -e mto account t . 

last three years e"ploined, number of days for wh lCh the factory W6S· 
in operation in each year. The total 

number of working days in 1929 was 308, in 1930, 271 and in 1931, 
159, giving a daily output of 113·5 cases in 1929, 130 cases in 1930· 
and 187,5 in 1931 against a maximum daily capacity ~of 350 cases
per day. The increase in the daily output since 1929 explains to a. 
large extent the reduction in the expenditure on power and fuel,. 
since both the furnace and the machiues were worked to greater
capacity during the period of working. A lm:gel' daily output
also accounts for the reduction in the expenditure on works labour, 
the bulk of unski.lled labour being employed at daily 1·ates. Th .. 
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reduction under 8upervision~.I'nd office establishment in I9a1 is 
entirely due to the retrenchment in the salaries of the staff IIJld the 
reduction in 1930 as compared with 1929 was due to the larger out
put in 1930. The miscellaneous items which consist of stationery 
charges, rent, taxe§ and depreciation show avery considerable 
reduction in 1931 as compared with J.929. The reduction is . mainly 
under depreciation which is calculated only for the actual period~ 
for which the factory worked, the period of working in 1931 being 
little more than half of that in 1929. The reduction in the expendi
ture on materials reflects to a large extent changes in prices. Thllt 
under ref .. actory materials is due to the fact that the Company are 
now able to make a considerable proportion of the refractories they 
require in the works. The only refractories now imported are a 
few clay block. used in ·the tank furnace where wear and tear are 
most severe. These blocks made of Grossalmerode clay are imported 
from Germany. Furnace and drawing blocks (debiteuses) are ·now 
made locally out of Indian fireclay from J ubbulpore whilst silica. 
bricks are obtained from Kumardhubi. The reduction under pack
ing is due to the increasing use of packing material. available locally 
in close proximity to the works. The only item which .hows .. n 
increase III 1931 as compared with 1929 is selling expenses and this 
is to be traced to the keener competition with imported sheet glass. 

69. ·We shall now attempt to estimate the.extent to which these 
(Costs may be ,.educed in future. It is .. ery ·doubtful whether any 

;. •. to f • t ped uction. can be made in the cost of 
~',Im. 0 ,u ure t· 1 Rd· . h d· WOII'U COlt. ma ena 8. e uctlon,ln t e expen Iture on 

materials is possible. in two ways-by 
economy in the consumption of materials and by reduction in theIr 
prioos. The latter depends on several uncertain fado~a, especially 
18 the case of soda ash, which for the time being is imported, and 
.. ince Boda ash is the moot exp<>nsive item among the main raw 
onaterials it is impossible to make any estimate of future costs. As 
regards the quantities of matepials consumed, the .level of .consump
tion already attained is such that it is hardly likely that any further 
economy may be achievea. According to the present practice of 
the works, assuming that only pure dry materials are used, the total 
weight of the m8terial~ used per ton of melted glass is 2,735 lb. 
made up as follows:-

.Lh. 
Sand .. 1,623 
So<l& aah 519 
Limestone 471 
S.ltoak. 122 .. 

2,7115 

This giv~ ... loss in melting of 18·0 per cent. of the total weight of 
lIlat~rials aud i. the minimum which can be expected, for if the 
material. coutain moisture, the quantities of materials used per 
10n of jt"lass will re'lIDre to be increased in proportion to-the ·moistlll'e . 
coutent. 'In addihon loss of material ·by volatilisation in the fur-
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nace, say 3 to 5 per cent., must be taJ;:en into account. It is obvious 
that neither the cost oJ''i'aw materials nor that of packing can be 
reduced by reason of increase in output eKcept to the extent that 
purchaRes in bulk may eecure more favourable quotations from 
dealers. This, however, in the circumstances, is a negligible factor. 
The most important item under which reduction in cost may be 
"easonably expected is power and fuel. The consumption of coal 
per ton of sheet Il'lass in 1931 was 3·1 tons. It is admitted by the 
Company that this figure is too high and that with improved prac
tice and lar,/\"er production it can be brought down to 2 tons. Ac
cording to our information the consumption of coal in Belgian sheet 
glass works employing the same machinery as at Bahjoi does not 
exceed 1·33 tons. This is coal of considerably superior calorific 
efficiency to Indian coal, and making allowance for this and other 
factors we think that a consumption of 2 tons may be regarded as 
being withill the reach of an Indian factory. On this basis the cost 
of coal per 100 cases should come down to .!.. of the cvst in 1931 or 

3'1 
Rs. 162. Some allowance, however, should be made for tbe 15 per 
cent. increase in the freight on coal since January 15th. Inc!udmg 
this, the future cost of coal per 100 cases may be taken as Rs. 175.' 
As regards other items of expenditure, it ie reasonable to assume 
that if output is increased some reduction will be possible under 
each of them. Works labour includes a considerable, complement 
of skilled and trained labour which must be kept in employment 
even in times of reduced output, the cost of which when production 
is increased is spread over a larger output. For the same reason, 
a greater redllction should occur under supervision and office estab. 
Iishment. An increase of output mi~ht necessitate the employment 
of a few additional hands for supervision and clerical work; but the 
extra cost of this establishment would certainly be le8s than the 
cost of the additional 18 bour required and consequently there should 
be a greater reduction of cost per unit of output under this head 
than under the head of labour. We think that if production is 
increased to the maximum capacity of the works or more than three 
times the annual output of 1931 the following reductions on thA 
1931 costs should be possible:-

Rs. 
Works labour at 20 per cent. 20-8 
Supervision and office establishment at 30 per cent. . 9·4 

The only other item under which cost may be reduced is • Mis
cellaneous' which includes rent, taxes, stationery and postage, 
and depreciation. Accordinl!" to the usual practice of the Board we 
propose to consider depreciatIon separately under overhead charges. 
The audited figures for 1931 have not vet been published. but we 
find from the profit and 1088 statement for 1930 that miscellaneous 
expenses including postage and stationerv but excludi11!! deprecia
tion amounted to approximately Rs. 8.000 which on the output of 
1931 amounts to Rs. 27 ner 100 cases. We assume the same ex
penditure for 1931. An increase of output will involve no increase 
of rent or taxeR, though there will be some increase in the cost of 
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postage and stationery. On the whole we.consider it probable thai 
on increased J;lroduction there will be a Saving of expenditure p~r 
unit under this head of 40 per cent. or Rs; !U·8. The total worko 
expenditure on full output per 100 cases may be estimat.ert ... 
follow.:- ~ 

. TABLE XXVIII. 

Works Ex.penditure, 1931 

Veduct-

• 
Power and fuel . 

Works labour 

Supervision and office establishment 

Miscellaneous, rent, taxes and postage 

Future expenditure 

as. 
850·1 

Rs • 

16·4 

20·8 

9·4 

10-8 
111·4 

733·3 

The Company have includert depreciation in their statement of 
works expenditure under the head 'Miscellaneous'. The total 
charge. undel' miscellaneous in 19:U amount to Rs. 54 per 100 cases. 
We have taken Rs. 27 as the miscellaneous expenditure in 1931· if. 
depreciation is omitted. Hence the future works expenditure ex-' 
eluding depreciation becomes Rs. 733·3 less Rs. 27 or Rs. 706·3 p91 
100 cases. We regard a figure of Rs. 7 per case of 100 sq. ft. 
as a reasonable estimate of the works cost which mal' he attained 
on full output. 

70. In estimating the overhead charges of the factory, we pro
pose to take the present ~loc~ a~count of the C~mpany as a fair 

E,t.im.te 0' overhe.d capl1,:-lisatlOn. The capacity of the Como. 
ohorgeo ond profit. pany s works represents a reasonably 

economical unit for a sheet glass factory. A. 
sheet glass works employing four Fourcault machines fed by a 
regenerative tank furnace lind having a combine,d capacity of 350 
cases of 100 square feet per day may he re~arded as a factory of 
normal e(luipment and capacity. The blOCk value of the Com
pany'. sheet glass plant Including land, buildings, plant and 
machinerv stood at Rs. 6·95 lakhs on Dec.ember 31, 1930. Th .. 
plant and machinery were bought and erected as receutly as 1928. 
We do not believe that a factory of the same equipmeut aud capa
city could uow b. instolled at a lower cost. The Income Tax rate~ 
of depreciatiou are stated to be 2t per cent. ou buildings and 10 
per oent. on machinery and furnace. We think that a higher ·rate 
of depreciation should be allowed on the furnace, which we propose 
to fix at 20 per cent. Calculating at these rates We get a total 
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depreciation of Re. 66,060· which on a full capacity of 116,240 
cases a year w<?rks ou~ at Re .. 0·57 pel' case of 100 sq.' ft. The 
amount of workmg capItal reqUIred may be taken as the equivalent 
of half .the year's works expenditure on which interest at n per 
cent. will amount to Re. 0·26 per 100 sq. ft. The works naYe 
a managing agent but all charges on this account are included 
under supervision and office establishment in the works expendi
ture. Profit at 10 per cent. on the capital divided by the maxi
mum output will work out at Rs. 0·60 per 100 sq. ft. Th~ 
fair selling price on full output will then stand as follows: ~ 

Works cost 

Depreciation 

Interest on· working capit.!. 

Profit . 

Per 100 oq. ft. 

Rs. 

7'00 

0·57 

0·26 

1l-60 

8·43 

71. It is now necessary to examine how far on these figures the 
industry will be able eventually to dispense with protection. The 

All gat' th t curr.ent price sA; Calcutta of sheet glass cor-
e 100 • pre· d' . l' . h d 

.... t price of imported· r~spon mg approxunate y m wel.g t. ':'11: 
. mee' glaa., i. uneconomi- "lZe to the glass maillufactured at lIahJoI 18 
MI. Re. 6-4 c.i.£. per 100 sq. ft. At this 
price it is obvious that· even on ruIl production and with a revenue 
iluty 86 high as 25 per cent. and the present advanta§e on exchange, 
Indian sheet. glass will be unable to compete with. imported glass. 
It would appear, therefore, that no case for protectiollJ could. be 
established in the light of the third condition laid down by the 
Fiscal Commission. It is however contended by the Company that 
the price charged for sheet glass imported into India from Belgium, 
which is the principal country of supply, does not COver aU manu
facturing charges and that the goods should therefore be regarded. 
as being dumped. Belgian sheet glass imported into India is 
described by the trade as being !If fourth quality, representing tbe 
cheapest variety of sheet glass exported. This, it is argued, is 
generally sold at a price which covers only material and labou,. 
and other direct charges. We have been at some pains to examine 

*Machinery-Re. 5,32,435 at 10 per cent. 
Furnace-.:.Rs. 50,000 at 20 per cent. 
Ruildin_Rs. 1,12,480 at 2t per ... nt .. 

. Rs. 

53,248 
10,000 
2,812 

66,060 -
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>this statement since in our opinion the third conditio.n of:t~eFiscal , 
'Commission cannot be 'held to cover cases where the Inability f!I. tb:e 
Indian industry to meet foreign e?mp~tition .without Er?tectIon IS 
due to the 'fact that such competition IS unfair competition. 

72. The 'following figures relating to the manufacturing costs 
of Belgian factories employing the Fourcanlt process have been 

Cost of manufacturing given for the year 1926·. The figures are 
,h •• t glass in B.lgiu",·u in German currency (Rpf) per sq. metre. 
U'126 ,", 

lH.aw ma.terials 

'Fuel 

Other materials 

TABLE XXIX. 

'Wages and salaries 

Amortisation and other expenses 

~erbead charg\18 

16·7 

20-1 

20-9 

25'0 

17-5 

3-8 

104'0 

The firot ·four items ,whioh cover material. of all kinds, wages and 
,&aiaries, ,and fuel amount to Rpf. 82,7 per sq. metre which at 
gold parity of exchange is eqUIvalent to '7·85 shillings per 100 
sq. ft. The total cost 8S given above, namely, Rp£. 104 per 
sq. metre is equivalent at par of ,exchange to 9·87 shillings per 
100 sq. ft. This coyers all charges including depreciatlOn 
and transport to Antw .. p. It does not however cover interest on 
capital or. profit and it is doubtful if it includes selling expenses. 
The figure. are for sheet glass of average thickness corresponding 
approxmately'to Indh.n sheet glass. The wholesale market I'rice 
in ,Calcutta in 1927 wasR.. 7-12-0 per 100 sq. ft. Exclud-' 
ing dealer's commission this gives a landed duty paid price of 
Rs. 7-8-0 or taking duty at 15 per cent., a c.i.f. price of Rs. 6·52 
equivaleBt to 9'78 'shilliJlg6; .his is .lower than ,the works cost plug 
depreciation as given above. The freight on sheet glass from Ant
.werp to In,dian ports in Beptember last was 25 shillings per 1015 
kilos on the usual Conference terms. Allowing for primage and 
deferred rebate and assuming the weight of packing to be about 
1/7th the gross weight, we arrive at a figure of 1·23 shillings per 
100 sq. ft. of 16 oz. glass. Assuming that freight rates hsve not 
changed since 1927, we I\'et a price of 8·55 shillings f.o.b. Antwerp. 
This is 0·70 shillings . above the cost of materials, fuel an~ labour 
but 1·32 shillings less than works cost plu.depreciation excluding 
interest and profit. 

--,* "Die Deutsche Glasinduatri'e" Verlegt bei G. 8. Mitter und ·Sohn,. 
Berlin, 1931, Table «, p. 63. 
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73. We have been placed in possession of more recept informa
tion regarding Belgian costs w hlCh we have good reason to regard 

as fairly representing the present level of 
R.c.n~ cost .of manu· costs in a Belgian factory employing the 

facture In BelgIum. . . 
Fourcault process. The figures are gIven lD 

sterling (shillings) at par of exchange per 100 sq. ft. 

TABLE XXX .. 

Raw materials 
Refractoriea 
Labour 
Fuel and ,Power 
Management

1 
and Office 

Packing • . 
Repairs and depreciation . 

...... -.... 
Shillings. 

1'50 
0·06 

"1-90 
1-39 
0'16 
1-63 
1-17 

7-71 

The wholesale market price in Calcutta early·in 1931 was Rs. 6-4-0 
per ease of 100 sq. ft .. Excluding dealer's commission, this corres
ponds to a duty paid I?rice of 9 shillings. Taking duty at 15 per 
cent., this gives a c.l.f. price of 7·82 shillings. If we assume 
freight at 1·23 shillings, we get a price f.o.b. Antwerp of 6·59 
shillings. It will be seen that as in 1927 thef.o.b. I?rice IS slightly 
higher than the cost of materials, fuel and labour Including pack
ing but considerably less than the total works expenditure pi .... 
<iepreciation excluding interest and profit. . 

74. Although we claim no finality for the figures on which this 
.examination of Belgian costs is based, we are convinced that the 

. figures justify the conclusion that the sheet 
m~e~':.\~a.: j°!.tifiu:no. glass imported into India is sold at a price 

with which it would be unfair to compare 
Indian costs for the purpose of determining the claim to protection. 
We propose therefore to base our examination of the case for I?ro
-tection on a comparison of the Indian costs with those of Belgmm 
.... far a. these can be approximately determined. If we take the 
Delgian costs of 1926 as the basi. of comparison, we get a c.i.f. 
,price at Indian ports for Belgian sheet of 9'87 pi .... 1'23 shUlings= 
11·10 shillings equivalent to Rs. 7·40 per 100 sq. ft. The future 
costs we l,ave estimated for the Indian factory excluding interest 
on working rapital antl profit is Rs. 7·57. This includes selling 
expenses at Rs. O·:lO for which it is doubtful if provision is matle in 
the Belgian Cl,sts for 1926. On these figures the Indian costs ap· 
proximate so closely to the Belgian that it is clear that the industry 
would he able eventually to dispense wit.h protection. The position 
,of the Indian industry appears less favourable if we take t.he Bel. 
/!,ian costs for 19:11 for the purpose of comparison. On these costs 
the c.i.f. price of Bel/!,ian sheet is 7·71 pi". 1·23=8·94 shillings or 
Rs. 5:96 RQ:ainst R corresponding Indian price of Rs. 7'57. The 
Indilln price is, therefore, higher by Rs. 1'61 a case so that the 
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Indian manufacturer will not be able to compete without a 27 per 
cent. duty. It does not therefore appear at first Bight that the 
Indian industry will eventually be able to dispense with protection. 
But the ~ap is not really so wide as it appears. In the fust place, 
the, Belgian price d~es not include any allowance for landillg. or 
selhng charges. 'fbls allowance at Re. 0·05 per case' for landlllg 
charges and Re. 0·30 for selling charges would bring the Belgian 
price up to Ro. 6'31 a case. Secondly, the sheet glass manu
factured at Bahjoi is sliShtly heavier than the average size for which 
the Belgian costs hav« Q~en calculated. The Belgian Slass weighs 
16 oz. a sq. ft. while"the average weight of the Indian glass is 
about 17 i oz. but the price obtained by the Indian manufacturer is 
determined by the price of imported glass weighin/!, 16 oz. The 
greater weight of the Indian sheet glass represents additional 
mllterial. costing about 4 annas per 100 sq. ft. This disability 
should disappear as skill in production at Bahioi increas.s. Thus 
for the purpose of strict comparison, the Indian costs should be 
reduced by Re. 0·25 to Rs~. 7 ·32 a case. There is still another 
factor for which allowance sbould be made in the Indian cost before 
a comparison is made with Belgian. The import duty at 25 per 
cent. ou soda ash and other materials add. about Re. 0·50 a cas'" 
to the J odian cost. l'he import duty on soda ash in Belgium 
generally amounts at par of exchange to Ie •• than 4 pies per cwt.· 
whereas the Indian duty is nearly Rs. 1-8-0 per cwt. This is 
obviously an unfair handicap on the Indian llldustry. If the 
Indian and Belgian costs are adjusted with reference to the •• 
factors, the resul ting position will be as follows:-· 

TABLE XXXI. 
Rs. 

Indian Fair Selling Price 7-51 

Deduot-
RI. 

Additional cost of material 0-26 
Duty On soda ash, ore. 0·50 

0·75 

Nett 11·82 

RI. 
Bolgian o.i.f. price 5·96 

Add--
lb. 

Landing charges O·o.s 
Bolling oxpo_ 0-80 

0·35 

NoU II 81 

• The Belgian tariff contaiu a maximum duty eq:llwalea. to 16 piea per 
Clwt. and a minimum equivalent to less than 4. pies, the latter king generallv 
t.be e1fectiY8 rate. . 



On these figures the Indian industry will be able to ho~d ite own 
with a revenue duty of 8 per cent. 

o 75. The results of the foregoing examination may be summarised 
as follows. At the current prices at which sheet glass is imported 

fl'Om Belgium, it is doubtful if th .. Indian 
Conditions of the Fiscal industry will be able eventually to dispense 

Commission satisfied. th with protection. But as we have seen, ese 
price!> do not include' certain charg9l> for which we have made 
allowance in the future fair selling price estimated for the Indian 
industry. The -two prices, therefore, are ,llot strictly comparable, 
and no pl'Oper judgment regarding the claim to pl'Otectioll! can be 
based on them'. If provision is made in the import price' for all 
charges included in the Indian fair !'<llling' price, it appears prob
able that the landed. duty free price will enable the Indian sheet 
glass industry to compete ultimately with little or no protection. 
The sheet glass industry" in Europe depends on a. large exporL 
market for the bulk of its sales; -and this enables the manufacturer 
to charge different prices in differenl; "market", according to local 
conditions. In glass as in other commodities, India i!> pre-eminently 
a cheap market in which it is often worth while for the European 
manufacturer to sell such of his goods as are not of standard quality 
at prices which cover little more than his direct charges. For the 
realisation of overhead charges and the return on capital, he depends 
largely on sales of good ').uality ware in other markets where there 
is a ,.steady demand for It. On the other hand, the Indian sheet 
glass industry at the present stage is confined to the home market 
for its .ales and is obliged to sell all its output at the low prices 
at which imported .sheet glass is sold. In judging the permanent 
prospects of the Indian industry, it would be hardly reasonable to 
base our conclusions on prices determined by sporadic competition 
of this character. It is for this reason that ""e have preferred to 
examine the claim to protection on a comparison of Indian costs 
with those of Belgium. Judged by this standard, there appears to 
be a reasonable probability of the Indian industry bein/l" able ulti
mately" to face forei~ competition without the aid of pl'Otection. 
W' e therefore hold that, the conditions laid down bv the Fiscal 
Commission are substantiallv satisfied in this case. . 

76. The progre •• made by the factory during the three years of 
Progre .. of I.he Indian ~ts working may be judged from the follow

~heet glass industry satie- Ing figures:-
,. factory. 

TABLE XXXII. 

n.". No. of Bo."Ct'S Boxes I Bo~es - _ked. IQ8.Chtnes. prodnced. per day. peor day per 
machine. 

1020 808 8 84,980 118·8 37·9 

1930 . ," 9n' ,. 35,200 139·0 'S·3 

1981 .' 109 4 29,880 IS'N' fe',11 
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'The percentage of efficiency based on the· output per machine> 811 
-compared with its maximUm capacity is as fo11ow8 :._ 

1929 43.0 ' 
1930 43.3 
1931 53.3 

It is interesting to co."'pare these figur~s with tbose attained by the 
-German sheet glass mdustry· employmg the same process in the 
.first three years since the commencement of manufacture--

lit year 
2nd year 
3rd ;year 

28·8 
59-2 
76'5 

-Considering the unfair competition to which the Indian ind~stry 
,has been exposed and the difficulties experienced in training skilled 
.labour in India, we think that the beginning made by the sh~et 
,glass industry in India should' on the whole be regarded as satIS-
factory. ......" 

77. In calculating the measure of protection required 'by the 
.industry, we consider that a reasonable estimate of the average 

'. , annual output which may be attainable dUl"-
Average. fa,,' selhng ing the period of protection is 75 000 boxes 

·prlce durmg the period ' 
of protection. of 100 sq. ft. ThIs amounts to about two-

thirds of the maximum capacity of the plant 
.and represents an anrage daily output of 225 boxes. We tbink 
that if protection is ~ranted, a daily production on this scale shoold 
be attamed throughout the year excluding holidays. Towards the 
end "f the period tllere is no reason, assuming !;,rotection to be 
·effective, why the factory should not be in a pOSItion to produce 
upwards of 90 per cent. of t.he maximum capacity. There is enough 
'market in the country for the whole output and the labour will by 
,tben have acquired sufficient skill and experience to approach full 
,efficiency. If. at the be~inning. the Rnnual output approximates 
to that of 1931, an average output representing two thirds of the 
total capacity during the period of protection is obviously a fair 
estimate on which to base the seheme of protection. It may be 
assumed thM; the works expenditure during the period will be ap
proximately the averagoe of the cost attained in 1931 and of the 
~st.imated cost on full output. The works cost in 1931 was 
lh. 8·23 per 100 sq. ft. excluding" depreciation alld the cost esti
mnted on full output is Rs. 7. Accordingly we assume an average 
works cost of R •. 7·62 during t.he period of protection. On this 
-expenditure intere.t at 7t per cent. on working capital estimated 
at 6 months expenditure 1. R •. 0·29. We think that depreciation 
and profit should be calculated at rates coiresponding to full out
put. Tbis would leave the Company a smaller profit than 10 per 
cent. at the beginning unl ... special ell'orts were made to accelerate 
production. A higoh~r rate of depreciation and profit would not 
oll'er the same inducement for extending output and reoucing cost •. 

• Die DeutBeh. Gl .. industrie, table 28, p. 40. 
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The fair selling price which we estimate for the period of protec-
. tion is as follows: - . . 

Works costs 
Depreciation 

TAllLE XXXIII. 

Interest on wo.rking capital 
Profit 

Por 100 sq. ft. 

Rs. 
7·62 
0·5. 
0·29 
0·60 

9'0& 

78. The current price of imported Belgian sheet glass corres
ponding to Indian glass is Rs. 6-4-0 c.i.£. Calcutta. 1'his price 
Measure of rotection. reflects the temporary rise in prices which 

P has been brought about by the recent depre-
ciation in rupee exchange and doe". not afford a suitable basis £01' . 

deterniining the protection required in the long run by the Indian 
industry. We propose therefore to base our estimate ou the prices 
""hieh prevailed earlier in 1931. The wholesale market priee then 
was- Rs. 6-4-0 which less 15 per cent. revenue duty and oealel"s 
commission represents a c.i.£. price of Rs. 5·22. 'The diffel"encp 
between this price and t.he fair selling price estimated by us is 
Rs. 3·86. We have est.imated in paragraph 66 that as COlllparer! 
with Calcutta, the Bahjoi factory has a freight auxantage on 
finished glassware of Rs. 4-4-0 per ton of !\,lass which amounts to 
Rs. 0·23 per 100 sq. ft. We do not t.hlllk that. any deduct.ion 
should he made from the measure of assistance on this ae·count. 
In the first place, the figure represents only an approximate esti
mate and is based on assumptions which eannot be regarded as 
entirely accnrate. Moreover, the freight from Bahjoi to Calcutta 
on which this estimate is based is Rs. 0-12-0 per malllld. Bombay 
is however a larger distributing centre for sheet glass thall Calcutta 
md the freight from Bahjoi to Bombay is 15 annas per maund. 
!l.nyadvantage obtained on sales in Calcutta will therefore be 
leutralised by saleo in Bombay. Making some allowance for the 
lrejudice in the market against Indian glassware generallv. we 
lropose that t.he measure of assistance should be fixed at Rs.· 4 per 
100 oq. ft. On the c.i.£. price we have assumed namely Rs. 5·22 
notertion at this rate is equivalent to a duty of 75 per cent. It 
[nay be pointed out however that a considerable proportion of this 
" really in the nature of an anti-dumpin!\" duty. If due allowance 
were made for interest on working capital aud profit and for other 
legitimate char/!,es in the import price, a duty at the rate proposed 
would not exceed 50 to 55 per cent. of the c.i.f. price. 

79. The Allahabad Glass Works, N aini, have applied for pro
t.ction for the manufacture of figured and ribbed !\"lass for which 

and ribbed they have installed the necessary plant and' 
i'igured machinery. The total capacity of the-,I.... figured glass plant at the Allahabad Works, 
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i. estimated to be 15,000 to 20;000 sq. ft. per day. Thel'e has 
:been no production of figured and ribiled glass at the wOl'ks smce 
1927. The total output so far has been about 2,00,000 sq. ft. manu
factured in 1927, representing a fortnight's capacity. It is clear 
that no reliable estim,,!e of the cost of manufacturing this class of 
.glassware can be formed' on the results of a fortnight's !,!,oduction 
four years ·ago. Figured glass is classified for Customs l?urposes 
'lInder " Sheet and Plate", and any duty frop'osed for plam sheet 
,glass will apply therefore to figured an rrbbed glass. If the 
Allahabad Glass Works are encouraged by the duty which we have 
proposed to undertake pl'oduction on a more economical scale and 
for a continuous period, it will be open to them to apply for a 
reconsideration of the duty if the rate now suggested is found to be 
'inadequate. 

SO. Plate glass is not at present mallufactur~d inlndia. There 
ls therefore no case for protecting it, nor is there any information 

PI to I regarding the probable cost of manufactur-
• g .... ing it ilI..India on which if there were a case, 

-our proposals could be based. We understand that it wauld be 
difficult for Customs purposes to distinguish first dass thick sheet. 
or polished sheet, from plate glass. For this reason we propose 
that protection for sheet glass should be granted in the form of a 
specific duty of Rs. 4 per 100 sq. ft. and that the same duty should 
-appl~ to plate as well ao sheet. This duty in many caseo will be 
-consIderably lower than the revenue duty on plate and in hardly 
-any caoe will be higher. In order to prevent the 1000 of revenue 
-which may result in cases where the revenue duty is higher than 
-the specific duty, we recommead that the tariff relating to sheet 
'and plate should be fixed at Rs. 4 per 100 sq. ft. or the revenue 
-duty, whichever io higher. 

Sl. Since there i. only one factory producing sheet glass Iii 
India at present, we have considered ille advisability of granting 
Ob' \. to b t.i protection for sheet glass in t.he form oi .. 

I"" lons oun... bounty. We think howe'l'er that the grant 
'Of II bounty is open to oeveral objections. In the first place, it is 
important in the case of the ~la.s industry. for reasons we have 
·explilined elsewhere, that protection should be guaranteed for a 
'sufficiently long period to enable the industry to undertake the 
necessary improvements. If protection takes the form of 1\ l>ounty. 
1.~islative and administ.rative considerations will ""nder it impoo
,sible to grant protection for so long a period as we h"ve in view. 
Secondly, it i. eQullllv important that protection should be granted 
in " forll\ which will induce the manufactur~r to improve the 
quality of his product. II consideration which io of special urgency 
in the c"se of Indian gl~s.ware. " If protection tnke. the form of II 
bounty. it will be almost iinpossihle to provide. by inspection or 
'Oth~Twi.e. for the nec~ssarv improvement in qualitv: On 'the other 
hund. if prot.ection take. the form of an import dutv and the manu, 
'fR~t.urer i. oblilt"d to •• 11 in competition with the better ~las.es of 
'imported glnssware, it will provide a stimulus for implovement in 
-quality since no protection can be realised except by ",,1M in the 
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. ordinary course of business. An import duty gives the manufac
turer no more than a good~start in the race. But a .bountv, even' 
where it is granted on production of invoices, by assuring' a safe' 
minimum return reduces the incentive to proO'ress. Thlrdlv. it 
should be mentioned that although there is only one sheet glas. 
·factory at present, the Indian market is large enough for th,,· 
erection of at least another factory. It is probable that this ma, 
happen almost immediately and in that case an indeterminate nddI-' 
tional burden will be placed on the public revenues. -

(2) Blownware and Pre .. ed Wllre. 

82. Blown glassware consisting chiefly of phials, bottles, globes,. 
and chimne,ys is the commonest class of glassware mallufactured 

by Indian factories. Pressed glassware is· 
Examination based on also made in small but increasing quantities. 

the costs of the Calcutta 
Glasa and Silicate Works. The ·principal manufacturers who have given,' 

. evidence before us in support of the claim. 
for protecting the blownware industry are the Bengal Glass Works, 
the Calcutta Glass and Silicate Works, the Upper India Glass 
'Works, Ambala, the Allahabad .Glass Works and the Ogale Gla." 
Works. The last mentioned works have also apI'lied for the pro-· 
tection of pressed ware. In all these works the "arieties of ·articles 
produced are so numerous that it has been ·a matter of no little· 
difficulty to determine the cast of manufacture per unit of each 
class ot glassware. Some of the factories, being under individual 
proprietorship and therefore free Jromany obIigation to publish 
audited statements of expenditure and receipts, maintain accounts· 
in a form which makes the investigation of their costs for our' 
purpose exceedingly difficult, if not impossible. An additional' 
difficulty in the case of certain factories is that their location from 
the point of .view of supply of raw materials and power or aCCeS·· 
sibility to the market is so unf .. "ourable as to render their costs 
totally unrepresentative. In other cases the output is too small and' 
the process of manufacture followed is uneconomieaL In view of 
these difficulties we propose to base our examination of the blown
ware industry on the costs of the Calcutta Glass and Silicate lVorks, 
which we regard in many respects as the most suitable for our pur
pose. '~Their avera!!e output during the past five "ears has been 
('onsidel'8bly above 1,000 tons a year, varying from 1,150 tons in 
1930 to 1,725 tons in 1926. The glass is melted in the works in a 
regenerative tank furnace instead of in crucible.. And iu 1930, 
the last year for which they have supplied us with statements of 
expenditure, the output has been almost entirely confined to one 
class of J!'lassware, namely medicine ph}als varvinl!' in capaeity from 
1 oz. to 8 oz. The works belong to a public limited liability com
pany and publish audited statements of accounts. The location of 
the works i. in Calcutta which, while not 80 advant!\g8ous in some 
respects as certain part.s of Upper India, possesses very considerable 
advanta",es in other respeets and is !!enerallv more favourable than 
the loeation of factories in W .. stern India .. 
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83. The Company IIBve f."rnished us with statements of their
expenditure at the works durlI.l~ the past five yeal·s. The lll~t ye~r 

Works expenditure in for whIch figures have been supphed IS-
1930. 1930. These are shown below:-

Raw materials
(a) Sand 
(b) Soda aah 
(e) Lime , 

TAlILE XXXIV. 

(d) Other maierials including cullet . 

Work labour 
Power and fuel 
Supervision aod office establishment 
Repairs 
Packing 
Selling expenses 

. Miscellaneous (stationery, rent, ta:xes, etc., 
and interest on wor~g capital) 

TOTAL 

Total expenditure 
in 1930. 
Ro. A. P. 

8,850 0 0 
23,380 0 0 
3,616 0 0 

17,597 4 0 

53,MS 4 0 
71,401 14 11 
36,650 2 6 
22,417 3 0 
2,813 11 3 
4,291 8 9 
7,427 9 9 

26,034 12 7 

2,24,480 1 10 

The total output of melted ~lass during the year was 1.150 tons. 
Since the loss by breakage in tha works i. approximately 20 per
cent., the corresponding output of finished glass may be'taken as 
920 tons. On this output the average expenditure per ton of' 
finished glass is as follows:-

Raw materials-
Cal Sand 
(b) Soda ash 
(el Lim" 

TAlILE XXXV. 

(d) Other materials including cullet . 

Works labour 
Power and fuel 
Supe-rvision and office establishment 
Repairs 
l)ack.iog· 
HeUing expenses 
Miscellaneous including interest 

Per too. of 
finished gl .... 

Ra. 

9'62 
25'41 
3'93 

19"i3 

. 58'09 

77'61 
39'84 
24'31 
3'06 
4'66 
8'01 

98'30 

. 244-00 
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From an examination of the Company's works expenditure 
,during the past five year •• we find that the average works cost per 
"1lnit of glass has remained more or less stationary during the 
f.eriod in spite of a suhstantial.reduction in output. This is very 
.nrgely the result of drastic economies effected by the management 
in view of the severe competition from imported glassware. 
Re~uction i~ works ex· 84. The output in terms of melted glass 

r;:~~~e durmg the last durin~ the period has been as follows:-

1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

..... 

'rAllLE XXXVI. 
Tons. 
1,725 
1,650 
1,800 
1,325 
1,150 

In spite of a decline in the total output of 33 per cent. there has 
'hen a substantial saving in several items of expenditure. The 
-reductions per ton of glass in 1930 as compared with 1926 are 
.shown below:- . 

Ma.terials 
Works labour 
Power and fuel 

TAlILE XXXVII. 

.. 

Supervision and office establishment 
Repairs 
Packing 
Selling expenaes 
Miscellaneous 

Gain + 
Loss -

Per cent. 
+ 4 
- 9 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

+40 
+60 
-30 

It will be seen that the Company have substantially reduced their 
-expenditure on packing and sellin~ mainly as the result of adopt
ing more economical methods of packing and distribution. They 
have aVJlided incnrring any increase in expenditure on superVl
~ion, r~p~irs and power and fu,:!. The .reduction under .mate;ials 
'\S negltg,ble and '8. to be explamed mamly by changes ill prICes. 
'The cost of works labour although hi(l'her than in 1926 was slightly 
lower than in 1927. The principal illcrease, as is to be expected, 
occurs under 'Miscellaneous' which includes standing charges 
ihat necessarily do not admit of, ~eduction. 

85. The works possess three tank furnaces in working coudition. 
rhere is also a fourth furnace which has however been left un· 

finished and cannot be operated at present. 
Equipment and normal The rombined capacitv of the three furnaces 

..,opacity of the worke. is stated by the Company to be 12 tons of 
melted glass per day which. assuming 330 working days in the 
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rear gives a maximum capacity of approximately 4,000 tons. At 
present the whole process of manufacture is performed by mean .. 
c,I manual labour. The Company purchased a few years ago and 
still pOBsess a bottle Dlaking machine' of the O'Neill type and 
engaged the services of a few skilled workmen from America to 
operate it. But on account of difficulties iR connection with the 
retention of these men in the employment of the Company' and 
also the lack of working finance, the machine" was never brought 
mto operation. So long as the manufacture of gla!lS is based 
eutirely on manual labour, it ia reasonable to take the capacity 
of the works as being equivalent to the capacity for production 
of the tank furnaces provided a sufficient supply of skilled laboUl 
is forthcoming and the labour can be accommodated in the works'. 
regard being had to the layout of the, fnl"l;'-aces. T~e output, in 
J9:30 was less than a third of the totnl meltmg capaCIty. Taking 
into consideration the difficulty of increasing the skilled Ilabour t() • 
the extent necessary for the full capacity of the tanks, we consider 
that normally the total ca'pacity of the works should be fixed at 
2,500 tons a year. In estImating the future costs which lllay be 
attained by the works, we propose to take 2,500 tons as the maxi
mum outplft which may reasonably be expected on the preseut 
equipment and layout. 

86. The worl" cost pe, ton of finished g'lass in 1930 has been 
bet out in detail in paragraph 83. The expenditure on mat.rials 

C ~! t' 1 ill tbis statement is based on the proper-
.os 0 lila (!l'Ia s. tions actua.lly employed by the works in the-

composition of their batch. 'Ve'have been unable to obtain from' 
the repre"entatives of the Company who, !l'ave evidence before u" 
the precise proportions of the various matenals used by them. Nor 
are we satisfied that the proportions ordinarily employed ~n ~')ass 
works in India manufacturing blownware are the most suitable" 
having regard to economy in working and to the quality of glass 
produced. We propose, therefore, to base our estimate ou the 
following proportions which we consider generally reasonable for 
hlownware-

Sand 
Soda 
Lime (burnt) 

Other materials-

TADLE XXXVIII. 

Saltpetre 
Manganese dioxide 
Arsenious oxide . 

Per ton of 
melted glasa. 

<-"wt. 
16 
5! 
21 

'I'his statement represents the quantities of the various materials 
, that W()uld be required per ton of glass if no cullet obtained in th .. 
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works we~e used. As a matter of fact the total pe!"centage of 
breakage. In the facto~ at present a~ounts to nearly 20 per cent.. 
W.e consIder that WIth more exp .... ,ence and better organisation 

-th,S should, be reduced to 10 per cent., which would still be in 
l'J5.cess of the normal percentage in European factories. Thiw 
broken glai18 finds its way book into the furnace and therefore allow
&n~ sho~d be made ~n estimating c09l;s for the saving in materials 
whICh th,S represents. If no eullet were used, the cost of materials 

~per ton of 'glass would be as.. followst :-

Sand 
Soda ash 
Lime 

Other materia!&
Saltpetre 
Manganese dioxide 
Arsenious oxide 

TULlI XXXIX. 
• 

-
, 

TOTAL 

Rs . 
1U9 
40-98 
6'13 

• 65-24 

If it is assumed -that the breakage will be 10 per cent. the cost 
per ton of melted glass should he raised by 10 per cent. in order 
to get the cost per ton of finished glass. This increase may he 
set oil' against the corresponding reduction in cost on account of the 
use of broken glass. On this basis Rs. 65-24 may be taken as 
the cost of materials per ton of finisbed glass.t 

87. With regard to the other items in works expenditure it is 
necessary to consider how far an increase in output to 2,500 tons 

e t b to . 1 will reduce costs. In the case of sheet glass 
osaovema"'. d d' f d we assume a re uction 0 20 per cent. un er 

works labour on an increase corresponding to more than three times 
the existing output. We assume here in view of a smaller proper
tionate increase a reduction of 15 per cent., i.e., from Rs. 7/·61 
to Re. 65·97. Under power and fuel we consider as in the case 
"f sheet glass that with reasonable economies in consumption and 

• This refers to breakage which may be recovered 8S cullet and excludes 
the small proportion of wastage which cannot be recovered. 

t The costs ~hown in this Table are not comparable with the costs of 
materials 88 given in paragraph 83. The latter does not include the 
espe-nditure on materials 'obtained in the form. of cuUet in the works. A 
considerable quantity of broken glass was also purchased by the works 
from outside. The ma.teria.ls thus obtained, if bought as such. would ('ost a 
great deal more. In respect of supplies of broken glass, Calcutta. is favour
ably .itunted but i. not typical of tho position of tho Indian glass industry 
c.s a whole. \ ' 

l The question of cullet was not raised in this form. in our discussion 
of sheet glass. This is because the costs in that case were based on the 
actual costs at Babjoi in which allowance had been made for the use of 
Clulle-t. Here we are proceeding Dot on aetual costs but the costs based on & 

sample composition. 
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-with fuller and mote·continuoua production,. tanI. tumace operation 
.. hould not ultimately ",quire more than' 2 tona of coal per ton of 
nnished· ware; Allowing for wastage in transit and the l?resence 
.of unusable materia!' and the recent inor.ease' in the' freIghl\ on 
coal, we may take a price of JI,s,. 9-4-0 pel' ton of cot.l' which yields 
.a fuel cost of Rtt. 18'00. Under superri9ion and est9blishment we 
think a ",duction of 20, pel' cent. should be possible, i .•. , from 

.Rs. 24'36 in 1930 to Rs. 19'49. WndeI' repairll, packin~ and selling 
expens .. we do not think that,the figures would admIt of' further 
reduction .• But we think a reduction of 30' per cent. under mis
.cellaneous sbould be easy to attain, i .•. , from Rs. 28'30 to Rs. 19'80. 
With these reductions the coste above material will be as follows:-

• ~ 

TAJILE xt. 
Rs. 

Works labour 65-97 
Power and fuel 1S·50 
Supeniaion and ollioe establishment 19'49 
Rt"pairs 3·06 
Packing, 4'66 
Selling espenses 8·07 
MIscellaneous· 19·5O 

• 139'55 
""""--

'The cost per ton of finished glass in 1930 was based on a breakage 
of 20 per cent. If breakage is reduced to 10 per cent. a correspond
in~ I'ecluetion should be made in the cost above materials except 

'parking which will hring it down to Rs. 124'56- The necessary 
adjustment in the cost of materials has been already made. Hence 
the total e"penditure on full output will be--

Cost of materials 
Cost above materials 

Per ton of 
finished gla ... 

Rs. 
65·24 

124'56 

189'SO 

. 88. Tbrou~hout these calculations we are assulll-ing that while 
the meltin~ will b. done in a regenerative tank furnace, the manu

facture of finished ware will be carried on 
. Fair .olling price o} bv hand. What adjustments should be made 
hand·m.~. glassware. ··f a! I bIb I manu a our were rep aced V auto-
matie maohinerv is a question which we reserve for. lat.er consi
deration. Meanwbile we shall attempt to determine what the 
future fair .elliulr prioe would be if manufar.ture were based entirdy 
on manual labour. The block aecount of the Companv at the 31st 
of D.o.ember 1930 was Rs. 1,73.104-10-3. The totai amount of 
depreciation set aside was Ro. 2,14,498-10-0. The original block 

• This fi!!I1'" i. arrived at hy taking S/9th. of Rs. 139'55 less packing 
·and thon adding the east of packing to the resultan~ figu .... 
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was thus Re. 3,87,603-4-3. The plant and buildings were mainly
erected during the war and a very considerable reduction therefore 
should be made in the block value in arriving at the present re
placement cost. The Company suggest <a reduction of 50 per cent. 
which we consider reasonable. The replacement cost is therefore 
Rs. 1,93,801-10-1. This however includes the cost of the O'Neill 
machine which has never been worked and also the cost of the 
,mfinished furna<l'e. Deducting the value of these two items, the 
nett replacement value may be estimated in round figures at 
Re. 1,50,000 distributed as follows:~ 

Buildings 
Furnaces, kilns, etc .. 
Tools, implements and other accessories . 

•• 

, Ro. 
30,000 

1,00,000 
0, 20,000 

1,50,000 . , 

The total productive capacity of the furnaces at present is 4,000 
tans of melted glass. Smce we ha"8. assumed a smaller maximum 
capacity, some ·reduction should be made in the capital cost of 
furnaces, say, to Rs. 75,000 representing the cost of two furnaces 
with a combined capacity Of 9 tons a day, which will reduce the 
(otal replacement value to Rs. 1,25,000. The land on which the 
buildings are erected is l~as~d land ,and its value is th~refore 
omitted. 'Wle total depreCIation on the block may be estimated 
as follows:-

Buildings Rs. 80,000 @ 21 per cent. 
Furnaces Rs. 75,000 @ 20 per cent. 
Tools, implements and other accessories B.s. 20,000 @ 

10 per cent. 

Rs. 
750 

15,000 

2,000 

17,750 

We have assumed .. total output of 2.500 tons of melted glass 
or taking breakage at 10 per cent. 2,2J)0 tons of finished ware, 
Depreciation per ton of· finished ware i. therefore Re. 7'89, 
Interest on working capital has already been included in the works 
expenditure under the head 'Miscellaneous' . The managing 
agents receive no commission but are allowed Rs. 750 a month 
tor office establishment charges which are included in the works 
expenditure and no further allowance therefore need be made 
under this head. Profit at 10 per cent. amounts to Rs. 12,500 
f'r per ton of finished ware Rs. 5·55. The fair selling price is 
thus:-

Works cost 
Depreciation 
Profit 

'Per t.on of 
IDiahed gl ..... 

Rs. 
189'SO 

7'89 
5'55 

lI08'24 
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89. We .hall now proceed to estimate what the fair selling 
price would be if hand labour were replaced by automatic 

machinery. We have a.sumed an output 
Fair oelling price of of 2,250 tons of fini.hed glassware if hand 

machlDe·made glasoware. 'lahour is employed. There would be II con
siderable increase in output if hand labour were replaced by 
l!1achinery because it does not appear to be possible to accommodate 
sufficient hand workers around the furnaces to work out their full 
(!apacity. Employing machines, a total production of 2,800 tona 
of finished glassware would be a reasonable estimate. Two O'Neill 
bottIe mllking machines working three shifts a day would be 
sufficient for this output. The total labour cost. per 'year on thia 
equipment and output may be roughly eatimated aa followa:-

TABLE XLI. 

8 skilled 'Operators at B.s. 750 a month 
6 Helpe .. at B.s. 50 a month • 
6 Attendants for compreSsors, etc.) at Re. 50 a month 
8 Men on furnaces at RI. 50 & month .-' 
Extra labour 

t' .... 

B.s. 
27,000 
3,600 
8,600 
4,800 
8,000 

42,000 

Taking the total output at 2,800 tons of finished war:' the labour 
coat works out at Re. 15 per ton, which i. about one-fourth of 
the labour cost on hand manufacture. * Although a smaller pro
portion of labour cost on machine production as compared witb 
hand production of bottles is in fact attained in other countries, 
we fOr!sider the proportion we have taken to be a reasonably 8afe 
figure under Indian conditions. As regards the cost of power 
and fuel, we think that the same cost as in hand labour should 
be taken. The increase in output will mean a considerable reduc
tion in tbe fuel cost per unit of output which however should be 
Ret off a/1ainst the increased cost of power on machine production. 
There will also be some reduction as the result of increased pro
duc,tion under ' Supervision' and more particularly under 'Mis
cellaneous ' . This again should be set off a/1ainst the hi/1her cost 
of repairs in machine production. The total works expe'lditure 
on machine production per ton of finished ware wiU then be--

On hand production 
U&S reduction in tabourt 

• Works labour per ton of finished ware (hand labour)-

B.s. 
189'80 
43'64 

146'16 

R •. 

At 20 por oont. brenkage 65'97 
At 10 per cent. breakage (at 8/9ths) . 58'64 

t R.. 58'64 lu. Rs. 10'00= Ro. 43'64. 
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We consider that at CUlTent prices an O'Neill machine with feeder,_ 
conveyor, compressor -and motor delivered and erected will cost 
approximately Re. 40,000 at Calcutta. The capital expenditure 
011 two machmes will be Re. 80,000. In addition, provision must 
b .. made for tools, feeder replacements and for moulds. Feeder 
parts wear rapidly and moulds tend to become obsolete. Under 
this heading we suggest a figure of Rs. 30,000 with a depreciation 
of 20 per cent. We therefore fix the addition to the capital ex
penditure on aecount of machines at Rs. 1,10,000 and including
Rs. 15,000 for additional building at Rs. 1,25,000. The total 
amount of depreciation on these figures will be-

TABLE XLII. 

Buildin_Rs. 30,000 pI .... Rs. 15,000 at 2l per cent. 
Fnrnaces-Rs. 75,000 @ 20 per cent. . 
Machinery-Rs. 80,000 @ 10 per cent. and Rs. 30,000 

@ 20 per cent. 

Total block 
Deprdbiation 

Hand Labour. 
Rs. 

• 1,25,000 
17,750 

Rs. 
1,125 

15,000 

14,000 

80,125 

Machine. 

Rs. 
2,30,000 

30,125 

Taking output on machine production at 2,800 tous of finished 
ware, depreciation per ton is Rs. 10'76.· Profit at 10 per cent. Olb 

the whole block is Rs. 23,000 which per ton of fiuished glass
amounts to Rs. 8'21. The fair selling price therefore is- • 

Works cost 
Depreciation 
Profit 

TOTAL 

Per toD of 
finisbed glass. 

as. 
146'16 

10-76 
8'21-

90. It is now necessary to examine how far in accordance with
the figures we have estimated the Indian industry will be able' 

Conditions of the Fiscal to. disp~nse ,!ithprotection. The futu~e 
Commission •• tisfied if fall" sellmg prICe per ton on full output If 
m.nufacture i. based on hand. labour is employed is Rs. 203·24. 
m.chlDery. The Calclltta Glass and Silicate Works 
have con:fined their production in recent years mainly to dispensing
phials of smaller sizes ranging from 1 oz. to 8 oz. in capacity. In 
the year 1930, on the costs of _ which our examination is based, 

• Depreciation on sheet glass per 100 sq. ft. estimated by us on fulf 
output I.Rs. '67. Taking about 18 ..... to a ton this works out to
Rs. 10'26 per ton of glaas. 
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·the production consisted almost entirely of these small size phials. 
1 he average weight of the phials manufactured in 1930 was 1 
tpn per 40 gross. The future fair selling price based on hand 
labour is therefore R •. 0·08 per gross of "phials. If machinery is 
employed we have estimated a fair price of Ra. 165·13 a ton which 
per gross of phials amounts to Rs. 4·13. The Company have 
$upplied us WIth the wholesale market prices of Japanese phials 
-current in Calcutta in October 1931. They were as followo, - . 

TARLE XLIII. 

1 01. dispensing phials 

Per grou. 
Rs. A. P. 

300 
312 0 
4, 6 0 
600 
600 
780 

2 " u 

8 " " 
" u, u 

6 " " 
8 " " 

"'.l.'he 4 oz. l'hial may be taken as typical of the whole class. 'The 
.price of th18 size was Rs. Ii per gros •• whioh almost exactly corr.,. 
sponds to. the arithmetical average .of the prices of the various 

.81Zett 86 given in the statement. T.&ing dllalers' commission at 
·4 annas per gross and the duty at 20 per cent. we get a price 
'without duty of Rs. 3·96. It will' be seen that at this price 
:r .. achine maae phial.· will eventually 1\0' able to comp~te witnout 
pro~ection. As we p,?int out later, the price reshsed by the .. 
IndIan manufacturer IS often consIderably less than the Import 
price. To the extent that this diiference is due to inferior quality, 

·the employment of up-to-date mechanical methods of production 
will go a long way towards removing it. Hand made phials, even 
.at a cost corresponding fu full output, 'O!'ill still re'l,uire a duty 
·of nearly 30 per cent. Actually tlie protection reqUIred will bEl 
higher than this because with h8lld production the difference in 
. quality and finish between Indian and imported' glassware will be 
nlore difficult to remove. It appears, therefore, that the ability of 
·the industry to dispense with protection will depend on the extent 
to which hand labour is replaced hy automatic machinery. Unless 
costs are reduced on a much larger scale than we are able to foresee, 
the future of the hand industry in face of foreign competition 
must remain precarious. f 

91. In estimating the measure of protection required, we must 
"eressarily assume that during the perIod of protection the industry 
'loft t' would make every effort to extend produo-
.... ure pro ee Ion. t' b h' Th h f .lon y ma.c tDSrv. e se erne 0 protec-

tion should, t.herefore, be so framed that the full benefit of pro
tOt·tion will not be realised unles. machinery is emllloyed, and 
t.hot uneronomical methods of production are discontmued. We 
-propose therefore to base our recommendations on the assumption 
that at the end of the period of protection manufacture will be 
<,arried On entirel" bv means of automatic machines for whirh we 
l1aT. made full allowance in our estimated costs, and that full 
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output will be attained. At the beginning of the period we shalI 
assume a works cost corresponding to the actpal cost incurred in 
193.0 and calculate. depreciation and profit on the full output 
whlCh .may be attamed on hand labour so as to encourage a rapid 
extensIOn of production. On this basis the initial fair sellIng 
pice will be:-

Works cost 
Deprecia.tion 
Profit 

" 

TOTAL 

Pe-r ton of 
finished gl .... 

Rs. 
244'00 

7'89 
5'55 

257°44 

A t the end, of the period the fair selling price would correspond 
to that estImated on full output based on machine production, 
namely, Rs. 165·13. The average of these two prices-Rs. 211'29 
-may be taken as the basis of the scheme of protection. At 4() 
gross of phials to a ton, this corresponds to Rs. 5·28 a g~oss. We 
have seen that the price of J:apanese phials of this class without 
duty is Rs. 3'9/i. Since th.r- principal competitor in this line of 
glassware ,is Japan, we shall be justified in basing our proposal!> 
on the pnce of Japanese ware. We have, however, received a 
great deal of evidence during this enquiry that the prices realised 
bJ Indian manufacturers are considerably below the prices of 
corresponding classes of imported glassware. This is partly to be 
accounted for by the general prejudice against Indian goods based 
on their assumed inferiority. ,But it is partly due also to the 
almost universat practice among Indian dealers, apart from any 
consideration of quality, of offering lower prices for Indian made 
articles on the ground that they do not bear sea freight and other 
incidental charges borne by im!;,orted articles. We find from an 
examination of the prices rea,hsed by Indian manufacturers of 
phials that they are (l'enerall:y lower than import prices by about a 
rupee per gross. WIth the mtroduction of more efficient and up
to-date methods of production and with better or~anisation among 
manufacturers, such as has been undertaken, for example, by the 
Ogale Glass Works, we have no doubt that a great deal of the 
existing prej udice against Indian glassware is bound to disappear r 

although some of it may still persist. If we assume that the 
present difference of a rupee per gross will be reduced eventually 
to a quarter of it, a figure of about 10 annas per gross will represent 
the average difference between Indian and import prices during 
the period of protection. It is necessary that allowance should 
be made for tliis difference in' fixing the measure of protection. 
Otherwise the assistance granted to the industry will fall short of 
what it requires. Where the price realised by the Indian industry 
is lower than the import price, it is the fonner on which protecticu 
should be based, unless the difference is due entirely to inferior 
quality and inefficient methods of production. In the cas~ of the 
glass industry it is clear from the evidence tliat a conSiderable-
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:part of the difference is due to circumstaD.ces.for which the industry 
,. not responsible, such as the inftuence of importing interests 
and the general prejudice against IndilUl made goods. Although 
at present there i. a dillerence of "ea~ly a rupee between the 
import price of phia,ls and the price realiSed hy the Indian manu
fucturer, we propose to take into account only 10 annas in deter
mining the measure of protection. The balance represents the 
extent to which on the average we think that the prejudice 
resulting from inefficiJut methods and inferior quality should 
disappear during the period of protection.· Deducting this we 
get an " .. erage realised price of Rs. 3·34 per gross against a c.i.f. 
price of Rs. 3'96. On this basis the measure of protection required 
for phials is:-

Average fair selling price 
Average realised price 

Ro. 
6'28 
3'84 

Difference 1'94 

This corresponds to 49,0 per cent. of the c.i.f'jrice. We consider 
that the measure of assistance required shoul be fixed at 50 per 
cent. of the import price. Since the process of manufacture of 
large~ bottI~ is identical with tha't;'gf phials, it is unnecessary to 
oxamme the,. costs separately. We propose that the same rate 
of protection should apply to bottIes of all classes as well as phials. 

92. The other principal class of blownware which i. manu
fnct.ured in India is lampware. We have however been unable 

. 10 ascertain with any approach to accuracy 
. Cost of manuf.~turmg I he cost of manufacture in Indian factories. 

glob.. and chimneys Th d' fib d h' . higher than bottles. e pro uchon 0 goes an C Imneys 18 
('arl"ied on in conjunction with seve-ral other 

classes of blownware and in some cases with pressed ware. The 
accounts maintained in the factories are such that it is inlpossible to 
distinguish the expenditure on each class of glassware made. We 
have, however, received sufficient evidence in the course of tI.e 
enquiry to justify the general conclusion that globes and chilD.heys 
should be afforded the same assistance as bottles and phials. It 
i. more expensive to manufacture globes and chinmeys tran 
hottles. The most important dillerence consists in the much higher 
percentage of breakage in the factory in the case of globes and 
.chimney.. The quantity of glasa which is wasted. in cracking off 
the ends in the mould constitutes a heavy item of expenditure in 
the manufacture of chimneys as compared with bottles and phials. 
Although in future the dillerence in wasta!te may he considerably 
less than at present, it varies now from 35 to 50 per cent. More
o .. er, chimneys are more liable to he broken in tbe process 01 
handliulr hv workmen in the factory, especiallv where the .... orks 
are not well orlranised and the workmen are inexperienced. There 
is 8lrain a hilrher proportion of breakalre in the case of chimneys 

• The- al1owanC"8 for prejudice is much larger than in the case of sheet 
glaS-"'. This is bel-au. the f'ileet glass fact.ory is better equipped while the 
.quality of imported sheet is generally the lowest. 
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in railway tnansit, ancl'~here efforts are made to reduce this there 
is a corresp.onding: incrllase: in th~ ·costo"f .. p~cking: Additional 
labour cost 18 also Incurred";111 cuttIng and grIndIng chlmneys which 
is not necessary in the 111!ge" of bottles. 0n the other hand, neck 
Dlaking is a process spec'-ial to bottles and adds to the labour cost. 
But this is generally more than counterbalanced by the additional 
cost involved in cutling and grinding chim.neys. There is also a 
:further factor which makes chimneys m~re expensive to manu
facture. Bottles may now be made almost entirely b'l automati" 
.machinery which, as we have seen, reduces the cost 0 production 
very considerably. But globes and chimneys are still made by 
hand and even in America where the use of automatic and semi
automatic machinery is most extensive about half the productiorr 
is still based entirely on manual labour. A large difference in 
the cost of producing the two kinds of articles per weight of glass 
i. therefore to be expected. It is true that tbe freight on chimney,. 
is somewhat higher since weight for weight they represent greater 
bulk and the packing is heavier and therefore to this extent import 
prices tend to be higher. On the other hand, Indian factories' 
situated inland have for the aame reason to bear heavier railway 
:freight to the ,ports wbere the largest markets are to be found. 

93. It is impossible on tIJ8atain our possession to attempt an. 
estimate of the relat .... e 'costs") of manufacturing chim.neys and! 

Measure of protection bottl~. But i~ appears to ,!S probable that 
.for bottl.. applicable to ,the' difference In the costs 18 roughly pro
.other ,kinds of blown·portionate to the difference in the market 
ware and pr .... d ware. prices of the two classes of articles w her .. 
they represent the same weight of glass. The price of globe a and 
,chimneys is generally higher, corresponding to the ,higher cost af" 
·manufacture. We therefore 'recommend that the measure of 
,assistance ,which we ,have ,proposed .for 'phials and ·bottles shouldb.,. 
oapplied to globes .andchimneys and to every other kind of blown' 
,glassware, ca;lcullrled in each case ad 'Valorem. ·On the saine lin ... 
·of reasoning ·we propose that the assistance should be extended also< 
·to pressed glasaware of all kinds. There is, we think, good reason 
rEor 8ugl!"lsting that the manufacture of blownware and of pressed 
'ware, although they .reppesent numerous varieties of articles, should. 
'he regarded essentially as a single branch of 'the glass industry in' 
India. The question of coal consumption which is vital to the 
industry depends on the provision of up to date furnaces of eco
'uomical capacity and on the. possibility of keeping the furnaces 
·fully and continuously at work. It is therefore essentiall that the 
output of the factory should be sufficiently large to admit of the' 
full use of suoh furnaces. Since the cost of glassware depends to 
a large extent on the cost O<f melting, any falling off in the output 
of one class of goods is bound to react on the cost of every other 
class manufactured in the works. The relatively limited dema,nd 
for glassware in India and the long distances which divide the 
,principal markets render specialised production difficult. As far 
as hand made articles are concerned, whether made by blowing or 
pressing, there i. little advantage in factories attempting t<> 
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epecialise in particular lines of p;~du),tion. On the other hand, if 
different lines of production are co*enhated in the same factory, 
the resulting economy in the cost.pf. melting will bring down thE> 
general level -of costs. In the pl~sel1t. circumstances it would be 
an advantage for Indian factories to arrange ·their production in· 
such a manner that small orders for different kinds of glassware 
oould be supplied without the main line of production being inter
rupted. It follows, t~erefore? that if protection is consid~re.d 
desirable for any particular kind of blown or pressed ware, It,& 
necessary to extend it to the whole industry as otherwise .protectiolL 
will prove ineffective. 

94. The assistance we have proposed should be given in tb 
form of an ad '/IaIO'l" .... duty. Specific duties a~ generally a more 

. . . effective form of protection than ad 'Valarem. 
8p~iAc dD~'" unsu,table. duties. But since the articles comprised in 
this group represent many varieties having ditferent values, a 
uniform specific duty will be clearly inapplicable. We recom
mend, therefore, that on all kinds of blown and pressed glassware 
an ad '/Ialorem duty of 50 per cent. should be levied. 

95. We have received a iarge number of representations from 
importers of excise and aerated ,.Ater bottles objecting to the grant 

of protecjum to the manufacture of bottles. 
R.p ..... ntation. from They oolnplain that bottles made in India. 

IIBsra of bott1ea. are unsatisfactory in respect of durability,. 
appearance and uniformity of capacitv and therefore are un
suitable for use in the liquor and aerated" water trades. In some of· 
the representations received by us it was stated by impOl·ters that 
excise departments ir. Inilia objected to the use of Indian mail .. 
bottles on the ground that the capacity of the bottles was not 
sufficiently uniform. We, therefore, addressed the Excise Com_ 
missioners in the various provinaes on the subject and the followillg' 
are extracts from some of the replies receiveu. :-

Bombay._u So far 88 the Bombay Excise Department i.· 
concerned there is no restriction on the use of bottles of 
Japanese or Indian manufacture on the ground of their 
capacity. For excise purposes it is immaterial whether 
Indian ·or imported bottles are used." 

Ctmtfoal PrO'llinceo.-" Uniformity of capacity is generally 
irrelevant for the bulk of bottling. is in respeot of 
country spirit whioh is sold bottled only in quantities· 
of 3 drams or 6 drams (10 and 20 ounces respectively) 
so that the bottles are never filled. and nominally 11 or 
22 ounce botties,even if not uniform, would 'leave a 
sufficient .margin. In practice, the bottling contractors· 
obtain their bottles locally or from Bombay and tbesE> 
are generally used whisky or beer bottles, mostly of 
European manufacture, but Indian made bottles are al9<' 
extensively used." • 

B ... gnl._u Ro far as Benlr"l is con~eTned. the I"presentation .. 
from importers of glass bottles that bottles of J apanes .. 
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or Indian mamifa'Cture are usually condemned by the 
Excise Commissioner is incorrect and no bottles, 
whether Japanese or Indian or of other countries have 
been condemned py. this Department in Bengal." 

These replies· apparently represent the practice obtaining in- most 
.of the provinces in India. 

96. We have however received a letter from the Government of 
the Punjab which suggests that the practice in that province is 

-- , different. With effect from April 1st, 1931, 
Representation from a system has been introduced in the Pun-

the Government of the 'b b h' h II I d' d ' Pnnj.b. - J8 Y w lC a n lan ma e foreign 
. spirit and country spirit distilted - in the 

_PunJa~ and sold for consumption in the province are to be bottled 
.only. ill bi:>ttles bearing the words "Punjab Excise", figures 
.showmg the contents of the bottle, the name or mark of the manu
facturer of the bottle, and a line on the neck up to which the bottle 
has to be filled in order to contain the proper quantity., It is stated 
that " these bottles are machine made in Europe, and although the 
contents of each bottle cannot be guaranteed by the manufacturers 
to be absolutely accurate in each case, the process of manufacture 
is so efficient that on the avera$.e these bottles contain almost 
exactly the quantity of spirit wliich they purport to contain". 
-The Government further observe that" in India there is no factory 
-capable of producing bottles with sufficient accuracy to meet the 
requirements of the Ptmjab Excise Depal·tment". It would 
JlPpear that the innovation in the Punjab was adopted from the 
practice iIi force in the United Provinces with the addition of the 
requirement that a line should be moulded on the neck of the 
bottle. The Punjab Government have proposed, in view of these 
-circumstances that bottles required for excise purposes should be 
exempted from any protective tariff which may be imposed until 
such time as accurate standardised bottles manufactured in India 
are on the market. Although the practice in the United Provinces 
is apparently the slime as in the Punjab, we have received no 
-communication from the United Provinces Government on the sub
J ect except an _ endorsement by the Exdse Commissioner of the 
Province on a representation from Messrs. Carew & Co., distillers, 
to the effect that any increase in the price of liquor to the consum
'ers is likely to lead to illicit distillation and 109. of Government 
-revenue.- .- -

97. The representations referred to in the preceding paragraphs 
Taise two questions regarding the grant of protection to the manu

fa<'ture of bottles. The first is whether the 
Objection. to protection contention that, there is no Indian 'factory 

-for bottle. not v.ltd. rapable of producing bottles required for ex-
-cise purposes is correct, and the second whether the duty proposed 

* Since writing the ahove. we have been informed that the Government 
of the United Provinces II nre not in favour of the exclusion of liquor bottles 
from any recommendntion nffecting protection of bottle-making (~lass) 

industry in India, which the Indian Tar-iff Board may have under consider
.ation n. 
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by us will increase the price of liquor to such an extent as to lead 
to illicit distillation. With regard to the first question, it may 
be pointed o1l,.t that the possibility of manufacturing bottles with. 
8uffiri.ent accuracy in respect of capacity depends partly on the use 
of automatic machinery and partly on the provision of experIenced 
and skilled supervision in the works. There are in India at presed 
factories such as the Allahabad Glass Works, Naini, which possess, 
bottle making machines of reasonable capacity and efficiency. If 
sufficient assistance is granted to the industry to make increased 
production possible and for engaging adequate staff for supervision, 
we think it reasonable to assume that bottles suitable for excise 
purposes can be manufactured in India. We have carefully consi. 
dered the proposal made by the Punjab Government to exempt 
this class of bottles from the protective duty. We are, however, 
unable to accept it on the ground that such exemption will deprive 
the Indian industry of any incentive to manufacture high elas .. 
bottles and will definitely confine it to the production of inferior 
classes of bottles. We think that if the trlass industry as a whole 
is considered deserving of protection, it ,s unfair to the industry 
and incons~.tent with the objects of protection to confine it to the' 
manufacture of inferior goods. So far as the difficulty in making 
superior glassware is due to the lack of adequate equipment and 
staff, protection will help to remove it. The position would be 
different if it were true, as some importers have suggested, that the 
row materials avaHable in India are unsuitable for the production 
of superior kinds of glassware. We have discussed the question 
of raw mat"ri.ls in detail in Chapter II and we do not consider 
that tbe defects of Indian materials are sucb as may not be removed 
by suitable treatment. As regards tbe effect of an increased duty 
on prices, it is only necessary to point out tbat at the current price 
of Rs. 13-2-9 per gross of pint bottles in India an increase in the 
dut. from 25 to 50 per cent. will raise tbe price by little more 
tban a qUllrter of an anna per bottle. The effect of this on the 
price of liquor will be negligible. Tbe case for exemp1Rng 
aerated water bottles was a"gned before us by Mr. Meyer Nissin! of 
Bombay who gave evidence on bebalf of importers. The consider
ations which we have urged in the case of excise bottles -apply 
equally to aerated water bottles. Mr. Nissim in explaining bi .. 
point of view before the Board made it clear that if suitable mat",
rials could be found in India, he personaHy would not object t()o 
the grant of protection. We propose that tbe rate of duty which
we have recommended sbould apply to all classes of bottle .. inclnd~ 

.. ing soda water bottles. 

98. We bave . also received representations from two Dairy 
Companies and from Messrs. C. & E. Morton (India), Limited, 

. manufacturers of confectionery, objecting 
R.p ...... t.tlOn. from to the grant of protection to the manufac-

other •• e .. o 01 bottles. t f b ttl Th f b th . ure 0 a es. e ormer ase ell'" 
objection _ on the ground that natural advantages are lacking iD 
In.dia for the establisbment of the glass industry. We have-
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. exa.mined the question of natural advantages in detail in another 
.chapter and we are satisfied that the opposition to the, claim for 
'protection on this ground is not well founded. Messrs. Morton, 
.Limited, compTain that the manufacture ~f confectionery in. India 
has been already burdened by the protective duty on sugar and 
that an increased duty. on glass bottles will therefore seriously' 
.handicap the industry. In view of the fact that there is at present 
,a. duty of 50 per cent. on imported confectionery and that the im
port price 07 confectionery is relatively higb, we do not think that 

-the duty which we have proposed on bottles can be regarded by 
lndian manufacturers of confectionery as an unfair burden. It 
'may a:lso be pointed out that the Managing Agents of Messrs. Mol'
_to~, Limited, are Messrs. Begg Sutherland' and Company, who re
present many of the largest manufacturers of sugar in India and 
were among th., principal applicants for the grant of protection to 
:the sugar industry. ' 

(3) Bangles-, Bead, tJITId False PeaTUt. 

99. The manufacture of bangles is at present carried on princi
pally at Firozabad in the United Provinces. Recently bangle 

factories have been started in other parts of 
Statement. of oasii. the country of which one of the most im

'Supphed by bangle manu- 'portant is the factory in Calcutta belong;''''''' - '. 
:iacturer& .. ' -0 
. to Mr. P. M. N. Mehta. We have been 
·supplied with full particulars regarding the method of manufac
--ture and cost of production of bangles at Firozabaq by the Glass 
. and Bangles Industrial Association who represent !JlOst !If the Jocal 
manufacturers, Mr. Mehta'it factory has betn irl'enstence for little 
'more than a year, and he has therefore been unable to send us a 
full statement of his actual costs for the period. He has however 
·submitted a detailed estimate of his average weekly expenditure and 
output based on the year's. working. There are considerable 
.disc''epancies between his estimate and the statement of costs supplied 
by manufacturers at Firozabad. These partly re:ftect variationR in 
methods of production and in local prices of raw materials and coal, 
-but arll mainly due to differences in the quality and class of bangles 
made, the methods of paoking and the proportions in ...-hich bangl'es • 
of various colours are manufactured. By comparing the two
statements and making the necessary adjustments, it is possible to . 
make a 'fairly close approximation to the normal cost of manu
facturing bangles in India. - " 

100. The bangles made by the Indian industry are of varioult' . 
-classes, of ...-hich the most important are (1) Reshmi or Silky bangles, . 

which are plain bangles made in different· 
Cl ..... · of bangle. colours and, possessing a bright, lustrous 

-manufactured. 1 _ appearance,- (2) Fancy bang es, which are 
also made in different colours and are decorated with widely vary- ,_ 
in!\, artistic designs. (3) Rough bangles, which are heavy bangles of 
-<'rude pattern inc king in finish and appearance and made hy a 
'.Primitive and' uneconomical process. Of these the classes which 
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come into competition with imported bangles are reshmi and fancy 
bangles. The finer kinds of fancy bangles are generally' imported 
from Cy.echoslovakin and command prices which vary enormously 
according to the kind of materials used, . the decorativl designs 
wrought on them' and 'their size and weight. The bulk of 
the Indinn production consists of re"hmi bangles and in this the 
competition is prinripally with bangles imported from Japan. In 

. estimating the costs of the Indian' industry we propose to hase our 
examination on the cost of producing reohmi hangles, partly because'. 
they repre.en I: the hulk of the Indian output and partly also for the 
roason t.hat thoy form a more homogenous product of which it is 
po",.ible to make a more accurate e.timate of standard costs. On the 
other hand variations in the cost of manufacturing fancy bangles 
occur within "m·h wide limits according to their design and quality 
that it would be completely misleading to estimate an average cost. 

101. The Gla88 and Bungles Industrial Association, Firozabad. 
have suppliod us with a statement of cost,s incurred by a represent

ative factory in 1930 on an output of 7.500 
Ful,nre oulput of \ypi, maund. or approximately 275 tons of finished 

cal factMY, h 'b I d' h . res rul ang es correapon mg on a roug 
e.timat ... to :lr,0 tODS of melted glass. In t-he caBe of sheet glass or 
blown ware this output would generall.v be nonsidered too small. 
:r)te'd~lf.ren,'e between bangles and those other kinds of glassware 
is that in the case ~£. the Iftter the glass is melted most economically' 
in a tank furllaee which redu,",s ,'.oal consumption and increases the 
output, In the case ot bangles however the necessity of making 
them in.a. ",ide'. assortment· of colours make. a tank furnace un
suit-abl... The':IQ.elt.irlg· qf diffe .. ent hatches for the production of 
dillerent colours mnkes it necessary to employ a. pot furnace in which 
eaoh bat-ch can he melted in 8 separate crucible. The factory at 
Firozabad for which ['"sts have heen given has a seven pot furnace, 
each pot. having a capacity of 7 maunds. Making a 'reasonable 
allowance for broak'lge of pots and for the delay in refilling a pot 
after pmptying and taking the average life of a pot as six weeks, 
,a fumaee of this capacity should produce 'from 10,000 to 12,000 
mUIUld •. 0£. melted gl"" in 8 year or approximately 370 to 440 tons. 
Th. factory in question produced in 1930 bangles corresponding to 
350ton8 'of melted glass. But of this, 75 tons were block ,glass 
pm'chased from ott.r factories so that the output of glass melted 
from raw mat,erials in the fnotory was only 275 tons \luring the year. 
Although in view of the employment of pot furnaces in bangle fac
tories .. smaller out,put may be tsken as Ii reasonable basis for an 
examination of costs U,an we have assumed in the case of other 
I;inds of glassware, yet we think that the actual output attained by 
the factory mi!!ht have h •• n som.what lar!!er. In estimating the 
cost. which the indust.ry may be,easonah. expected to aUain. we 
propose to take an output of 400 tons of meIt..d Il'l .... per annum. 
The proportion of hre.kage in the fadory i. now' approximately 25 
per ... nt. in the ease of l't'shmi bangles. With hetter organisation 
and more careful handling, this Dlay be reduoed to 15 per cent. 

GLASS Q 
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On this proportion of breakage 400 tons of melted glass would 
correspond to 340 tons of bangles . 

• {OZ. The largest item of expenditure in th.e manufacture of 
reshmi tangles is the cost of materials. . The total cost of materials 

. . excluding crucibles, refractories and fuel as 
D"f~renc .. m costa of given in the Firozabad statement is Us 31,000 

marer.'a1s.. for an output of 350 tons of melted glass, in
clu~mg the materia!!s used in making the block glass purchased 

'durmg the year. On the estimate of weekly expenditure submitted 
by Mr. Mehta. the corresponding cost of materials for the same 
output works out at over a lakh and half of rupees. Some part of 
the difference is due .to the different rates at which sand, soda and 
lime werll purchased. But the largest difference is in the propor
tion of colouring materials used especially selenium and cadmium 
sulphide. These are expensive materials and are used chiefly in 
the manufacture of red bangles. The quantities are determined 
not merely by the degree of brilliancy and depth of colour to which 
the bangles are made but also by the proportion of red bangles to 
the total output. The representatives of the GIaBS and Bangles 
Industrial Association admitted in their evidence that their bangles 
are inferior i" appearance to imported bangles. while Mr. Mehta 
is endeavouring to manufacture banlfles equal. in quality and 
appearance to imported bangles for whICh he requires larger quan
tities of selenium and cadmium sulphide. We llave also received 
some evidence that in certain markets such as Madras and the larger 
cities generally there is a greater demand for red bangles than in 
other markets. A manufacturer producing bangles. for these 
markets would therefore have to use bigger quaIttitie~ of .selenium 
and cadmium sulphide. In view of these variationS',in practice. we 
propose to frame our estimate of the cost of materials on what we 
regard as a suitable composition for bangles of each colour and 
then to a:verage the costs according to the proportions in which 
bangles' of various colours Qre generally sold in the country. 

103. The three coloura which may be regarded as typical are 
Red. Yellow or Amber and Green. For hangles of good qualit,y. 
. . comparable with imported reshmi bangles. 

Costa of compositions the following compositions stated in quan-
for different colours. tities per ton of glass may be considered 

suitable: - , 

Sand ., Soda ash . 
Slaked lime 
Selenium. ..: 
Cadmium sulphide 
ArseniQu~1 o'l;id, 

TABLE XLIV. 
Red (1). 

Ib, 
1,764 

582 
247 
26'5 
17'5 
IN 

Rs. 
IHl1' 
38'71 

6·(1() 
205'38 
48'12 
3'26 

315·57 
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, 
Red (2). 

lb. Hs. 
Saml -

, 1,660 13-24 
Sod. ash 664 44'17 
Borax (cryst) 133 13-06 
Zinc oxide 116 2(}-97-
Slaked lime 83 2-00 
Selenium ' . 25 193-75 
Cadmium sulphide , 25 68'15 
Arsenious oxide 25 4-69 

360-68 
-,--

A.mber. 
Ib, U •• 

:iland ' 1,764. 14'08 
Soda ash 682 38'71 
Slaked lime 247 6'00 
Sulphur 25'5 1-42 
AJ'senious oxide 17-5 3'28 

63'49 

(}ree3. 

Ib, R._ 
S&"d 1,764. 14'08 
Soda ash 582 33-71 
Slaked 'Iime 247· 6'00 
Potassium' chromate 9 9,00 

Copper oxide 9 4-50 
AnenioUB oxide 17'5 3'28 

, , 75'57 
" 

At current price. the costs work out 8S follows:- • 
PeT loll of gIau. 

Ra. 
Red (1) 315'5 
Red (2) 360,5 

Ra, 
Avernge Red 338'0 
Amber 63'6 
Green 75'6 

011 the evi,lence we have received we find that the proportions 
in whi .. h these ,"olollrs are p:enerally Rold in the country may be 
tllken approxillmtely a8 50: 30: 20, On the .. figures the weighted 
IIvemp:e eost of materials per ton of melted glass works out at 
U •. 203'20. W 0 have assumed that in future the breakage in the 
work. will not exceed 15 por cent. This then will represent- the 
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prop~rtion of culiei which will be available for use. The cost per 
ton of glass may therefore be reduced in this pl'oportio\l which will 
bring it down to Rs. 172'70. 

, 104. In o~der to get the complete collt of materials in a pot fur
nace it is necessary to add the cost of crucibies. At Firozabad the, 

• f 'bl total expenditure in 1930 amounted to 
vost 0 cruel", Rs. 600 to which must. be added about 

Rs. 150 as the cost of crucibles on the block glass purchased. This 
, gives a cost of Rs. 2'14 per ton of melted glass. On Mr. Mehta's 

estimates it amounts to Rs. 5'92 pet ton of glass. The main differ
ences are:-(1) Mr. Mehta uses imported crucibles which cost 
Rs. 45 each, while at Firozabad the crucibles are made locally and 
they cost generally Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 each, and (2) Mr. Mehta esti
mates the average ~ife of a crucible as 1 month whereas at 
Firozabadthey claim two months and in some cases more. We 
think the cost should be estimated on the assumption that crucibles 
are locally made and that they have an average life of one and a 
half months. On these assumptions we arrive at a cost of Rs. 3'24 
per ton of melted glass. 

105. The cost of, works labour at l!'irozabad on the whole 
production in 1930 was Rs, 25,000, to which must be added about 

C f k I b
· Us. 500 as the cost of ~abour on the block glass 

ost 0 WOI', • Ollr, h d Th" 'I t t R 72'85 . pure ase . IS ]S equlva en 0 S. 
per ton· of melted glass.· Mr. Mehta's estimate of expenditure on 
labour for 60,000 dozen pairs which represents his output for 6 days 
is Us. 1,406-4-0. He calculates that the quantity of glass required 
for a dozen pairs is 4 oz. On this ratio, the cost of labour per ton 

. of glass is Hs, 210. The rates of wages in Calcutta, as we have 
pointed out in the section on sheet glass, are at least double those 
prevailing in upcountry towns in the United Pt:ovinces. Apart 
from this, two J apunese operutors are employe,l by Mr. Mehta at 
a monthly salary of Rs. 300 per mensem exclusive of' board and 
lodging which on the present output amounts approximately to 
Rs, 35 per ton of glass, 'l.'here are no imported labourers at 
Firozabad where all the skilled work is done by hereditary classes 
of bangle makers. The exist.ence of these hereditary skilled work
ers is one of the pri,wipa!l advantages which Firozabad possesses as 
a bangle making l'.entre. COllsiderillg the fact that the bulk of 
the r ndian p1'Olll",tioli is centred at Firozuba,l and that it possesses 
a large supply of relatively skille,l labnur, we propo~e to base our 
estimate 00 the Fil'Oz"llIul costs. Sill". t.he labour is ,'emUllerated 
almost ellltU'ely by piecework, it is duuhtful if an increase in output 
will reduce t.he cost per unit of glnss. On the ot.her hand, we found 
during our visit to }'irozaha<l that rondit.ions of labour are far from 
satisfactory and we th.ink that if prot.ection is grant.ed to the bangle 
industry, efforts should be ma.!e hy the Glass and Bangles Indus
trial Association ·to improve them in resred of rates of wages and 
the provisiom made for suit.a!)le r.on<lit.iolls of work in the factories 
and for. the comfort nn,l welfare of workmen. The attention of the 

• 
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Association whose representatives appeared to be alive to this fact 
'should be directed immediately to this aspect of the industry. 
Taking this into consideration we propose to fix the future cost of 
labour at Ro. 100 per ton of glass . 

• 
106. The total cost of power and fuel at Firozabad on, an output 

of 350 tons of melted glass is given as Rs. 10,WO. Taking t;,e price 
of coal at Rs. 12 a ton delivered at works or 

Coat of power and loel. Ro. 13-8 including wastage and other losses, 
the average consumption of coal in the whole process of manufacture 
calculated per ton of melted glass is 2'11 tons. As has been pointed 
out, 70 tons out of the 350 tons used in the factory 1"ere bought in 
the form of block glass. The fuel con~umed in originally melting 
this glass should strictly speaking be regarded as part of tbe coal 
consumption during the year. Taking this at a minimum of 1 ton 
of coal per ton of .mE'lted glass, we get an average consumption over 
the whole output of 2';\2 tons of coal. Mr. Mehta gives a consump
tion of 2J tons of cool pe .. 5,400 lb. of melted glass and in addition 
an expenditure of Rs. 30 for gas "",I eledridly on the same quantity 
of glass. Taking coal at Us. 9-4 a toll, the expenditure on gas and 
electricity represents a coal !:'JIlSlllHption of 3'U tons of coal giving 
a total of ·[,.74 tons for 5,400 Ih. of glass or 2'31'1 tOilS of coal per ton 
of glasR whirh cor .. espond~ dost>ly tu tilt" avprage figure at Firozabad. 
The Fil'or.ahaJ figure hnwevt:'J' includes the ('oal exppnded on the 
block gla ... purchased. Exduding this, we get 2! tons of coal which 
may be re!-"Ilrded U8 pl'ohably til" bpsl, figuft· attaillable on a pot 
fnfu8N'. 'l'he rph\tively tomall {~nnsUlnption of coal at Firo.r.8bad 
which this figure indi(·at.t'1't iii partly due to t.he high proport.ion of 
sod .. ash nsed in the "omposition of the batcb. UI ... s containing a 
high proportion of soda i. 1II0re qui('kly melted and therefol'll con
sumes Ie .. coa!' But tbe quality of the glass suffers thereby; it is 
mechanically wenker and leos durable. In the compositions which 
we bave odoptetl, we hove nllowed a smaller pl'OJ>ortion of soda ash 
than is customary at Firozabnd. 'rhe proportion usually adoptoo at 
}<'iro.abad is nearly [)O per ,·ent. of the weight of sand, whereas it 
will be noticed that we Imve proposed about one-thin!' Conse
quently, it io necessary t.u pl'O'I'ide for a hll'ger fuel consumption. 
We propose, therefore, to lix t.he elln"ulllption of ''0,,1 at 3 tons per 
t.on of glu.qs. Making 311ClwalU~e fUI" wastng~ etc., ill transit and 
for the reePllt iuel·('l).. ... e in railway rl"Pight, we estin}ate the (,"OSt at 
Ro'!4 pel' toll of melted I!'lnss. It "Pl'"ars to b. the gen"!'al pl'acti':e.: 
at F lI"ozalmtl to sell the (·lIItlt>l"s fr'Om the furlHlI'e ful' whwh tht'!l'e is 
suffident loeal denulI"!. A detlul'liun (If Us. 3 per tun of gla. ... may 
be m.i.ule on t.his 8{'('Oltnt, .It'avillg n Iwtt ('ost uf Us. 41. 

1UT. K'pen.~s of 8l1pen'isioll all,1 offire p,blhlishmpnt at Firoza
bud amullnt to UR. 6'[11 }IN' h.m of g'ln~l'ol. lIr. ~Ut'-hta's pstimat.e is 

Rs. 3:1 which is far too bigh and cannot he 
Cost of aupervisioll o.ud t I ,,,. h . 

I't'pa.irs. al~l'E'p .f:>( , 1'1t. some 11l('rt'Use in output the 
snpPl'vision (·hal'ges at Fil'nv.ah~Hl sllOUld come 

dOl\'D to Ro. 6 .. Th~ c,,,,t lIf repair. ·,,)\(I llIaint"llUn"e including 
refractory mnt.rmls ,. Rs. 6'28 l,er too of glnss at Firwsahad and 
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miscellaneous expenses Us. 5'71. Of these miscellaneous expense. 
may be reduced to !ts. 4'tJ with lllcrease In output. , 

lOll. The cost shown ill' the j<'iruzavad statement under ''pack
ing' i. only Us. ii'7 per ton 01 gluss. The usual practice of 

C t f k' llULuufuctw'el's tit J!'ll'ozabad is to string 
, os 0 pac 'wg. bangles together and sell them unpackeu 
In bunches. Imported bangle. al'e invariably packed in 
Wl'appillg paper and cardboard boxes bearing attl'activelY designed 
lubels and consequently fetch better prices ill the mal'ket. In esti
muting the costs of the Indian industq as compared with the cost of 
imported bangles, it is nec .. sary to make allowance fO!' packing. 
M.r. Mehta estunates the cost of packing including cardboard boxes, 
wrapping paper and labels and incidental charges at 4* pies per 
dozen pall'S of bangles. 'l'his figure ~., we think, too high. We 
found ill the cour ... of the Maten enquiry that in a medium sized 
factory at Bomba:!, the cost of packmg, including wooden cases, 
wrapplllg paper, label. and all labour Charges amounted to about 
2 pi" per dozen boxes of half size matches, only hand labour being 
employed. l'his does not include the cost of cal'dooard but on the 
other hand, includes more labels and corresponding labelling 
charges. We consider that an allowance of 2* pies per box of dozen 
pairs of bangles would be ample. Assuming about 900 gross pairs 
of bangles to a ton of melted glass tills would amount to .us. 140'62 
per ton of glass. . 

109., Selling expenses al'e not shown in the }'irozabad statement. 
As the largest cenu'. of bangle manufacture in India it is also the 

muin centre of wholesale trade and manu-
Selling expenses, factmers find little difficulty in disposing of 

their products. The necessity for a selling organisation in connec
tion with the works does not, therefore, appear to arise. But the 
very low prices realised by }'irozabad manufacturers point to the 
conclusion that what is saved on selling arrangements is probably 
lost in the low realisations. 'We think, in accordance with normal 
commercial practice, some allowance should be made On this 
account. A sum of R... 15* per ton of glass may be considered 
reasonable. 

110. We do not consider it nec .. sary to make separate allowance 
for depreciation. It will be seen that we have allowed Ro. 6'28 per 

• ' ton of glass for repairs and maintenance 
,,,,:~t",!,:ead charge. and which oli an output of 400 tons amounts to 
p . t.. . about Ro. 2,500 a year. This represents the 
cost of a furnace and in addition leaves a margin for occasional 
renewal of refractory matsrials. This is sufficient both for ordinary 
current repairs and for depreciation against substantial replace
ments. There are no separate managing agency charges at Firo~ 
bad; these are included under supervision and office establishment. 
'i'he Glass and Bang'les Industl'ial Association have estimated their 

* We have allowed about Ra. 6 per ton for sheet glass and Rs. 8 to 9 for 
blownware. Since there is more handling in bangles, Rs. 15 is not UClerEive 
in proportion. 
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capital requiremen~ inciuding fixed and working capital for a 
reshmi bangle factory equipped with one furnace of the ordinary 
Japanese type as Rs. 21,000 which ,,:e ,!ccept as a reasonable figure. 
Allowing interest at 10 per cent., th,s works out at Rs. 0'25 per ton 
on an output of 400 tODS. ' 

111. The fair selling price of reshmi 
Fair .olling price. bangles calculated per ton of melted glass is 

as fgllows :-

Materials 
Crucibles 
Works labour 
Power and fuel . 

TABLE XLV. 

Supervision and office establishment 
Repairs and maintenance 
Miscellaneous 
Packing 
Selling expenaes 
Profit and interest 

TorAL 

R •. 
172·70 

3·24 
100·00 

41·00 
6·00 
6·28 
4060 

140·62 
15·00 
5·25 

494-59 

J 12. Bangles are sold in the market in dozens of pairs, and it is 
therefore necessary to determine the number of reshmi bangles which 

. . . are ordinarily "epresented by a ton of glass. 
Fa" .~lImg pme per According to the Glass and Bangles Indus-

dozen pa"'. t . I A . t' h . ht f 40 t flll SSOCla lon t e W61g 0 oraB or 
~ros. of pairs is one maund. If breakage in the works is taken at 
IIi per cent., 40 gross of paiTs will represent 1'17 maund. of melt.sd 
~lnss. On this ratio, a ton of melted glass i. equivalent to 930 gross 
of pairs of bangles. Mr. Mehta estimates that it requires 4 oz. of 
glass to make one dozen pairs. This corresponds to a proportion of 
747 ~ross to a ton of glass. It is obviously difficult to reach a 
defimte conclusion on tl,e point since the sizes and therefore the 
weight •• of bangles show a wide range of variation. At our request, 
the Department of Industries, Bombay, arranged for the weighing 
of reshmi bangles of representative sizes in the market and has 
found the weight of It lakhs of pairs of bangles to lie about a ton. 
Allowing for breakag-e at. 15 per cent., this gives a proportion' of. 
885 gross to a ton of melted glass. We propose to take fot lli(r 
purpose 900 gross to a ton whi"h is roughly iI\termediate between 
the Fil'ozabad estimate and that of the Department of Indqstr;es. 
On this proportion, the fair •• Ilin~ price which we have estimated 
per ton of glass works out at 8'79 p.e. per dozen pairs. 

113. From .. erent. 'l,uotations which we have .... c.ived. we find 
that the price of reshull bangles as commonly assorted for shipment 

. f' I db I to India in ~o\'ember last w8S 2'6 to 2'7 sen 
PflC'e 0 lmpor €I ang ea. per dOEPn pairs f.o.b. Japanese port: reshmi 
bangles of this class packed for shipment measure 7'5 cubic feet per 
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504 dozen pall's. According to our information': freight from Japan 
is 10 yen per ton of 40 cubic feet less 10 per cent. deferred rebate. 
Incidental charges including insurance, etc., amount to 1'8 yen per 
ton and landing charges to about 3 per cent. of the c.i.£. price. 
Taking the yen-rupee exchange at gold parity we arrive at a landed, 
duty free price of 8'12 pies per dozen pairs. It will be seen therefore 
that worklllg on full output and assuming reasonable economies, the 
Indian industry would not require assistance except to the extent 
of 8 per cent. of tbe import price. -

114. Altbough in estimating future costs we have allowed for 
such economies as may reasonably be attained under pres~nt "ondi-

. . . tiODS of workipg, we thinktbat there are 
CondItIOns of the Flo- f ·th .. 'bl f h' h cal Commission satisfied UI er economIes POSS} e or W Ie we 

. have made no provision in this estimate. 
The mal)ufacture of banl(les is a branch of the glass industry in 
which there is considerable sc.ope fol' the employment of simpie 
semi-automatic machinery, and the use of such appliances by in
creasing the rate of output will lead to a reduction in the unit C(I.t 
of labour. 'Ve have provided in our estimate for an increase o! 
30 per cent .. in the labour charges incurred at present at Firozahad 
in order to allow for a suhstantial improvement in labour mnditions. 
An improvement in the status and working conditions of labour I,lay 
be expected to lead to a further increase in the rate of output and 
a consequent reduction in the C.08t per unit of glass. We have esti
mated a red uction in the proportion of breakages in the factory to 
15 per cent. But we believe that if su'llicient care is taken, the 
reduction may be still greater. The effect of a smaller percentage 
of hreakal(e will be to bring down expenditure under every item 
except material and packill~. It may also be pointed out that on 
soda ash and colouring .chemicals, wbich represent the bulk of the 
cost of materials, there is at present a . duty of 25 per cent. which 
represents neady half a pie per dozen pairs of bangles. If, there
fore, a reduction occurs in the general rate of import duty it will 
provide another substantial .ource of saving. On these facts there 
can b. no doubt t.hat the industry will eventnally be able to dispense 
with assistance. 

115. We bave hased our estimate of costs on an output of 400 
tons of melted glass. ,The total production· of the factory in 1930 

was approximately 350 tons, of which 275 
M~llr. and form of tons were melted in the fact.ory and the rest 

prot.eet.ion. was purchased in the form of block glass. 
lbe increase in output which we have estinlated is so small in pro
portion to the output. already attained that there should be little 
difficulty in working up to it immediately. We think. therefore, 
that in det.,rmininl( the measure of protection the estimated costs 
should be taken as the criterion. There is one factor. however. for 
which allowance should be made. 'Ve have point-ed out in dis
cussing blownware tbnt there is a very cOllsiderable prejudice in the 
market against most kinds of In,lian glassware. An examinat~on 
of the prioes realised hy Indian banl(le manufacturers shows a WIde 
discrepancy between Indian and import prices. It is always diffi-
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cult to determin~ how far prejudice of this kind i. based on a de
monstrable difl'erence in quality and selling organisation and how 
iar to other circumstances. It is, however, clear in. the case of 
hangles manufactured at Firozabad that the proportion. of soda 
and colouring materials used, on which quality depends to a large' 
extent, are not the most suitable in· comparison with iml?orted 
banll'les and this is part of the reason for the existing prejudice 
agamst them. We have also pointed out that no expenses are in
curred at Firozabad on the provision of adequate sellin" arrange
ments and this is probably an additional reason for the 10w prices 
realised. A third factor is that the bangles are placed on the market 
unpacked while imported bangles are generally sold in attractive 
cardboard boxes. In our estimate of costs we have made due provi
sion for all these factors including" higher consumption of coal in 
v:iew of the smaller proportion of soda ash we have proposed and 
it is to be expected that to this extent Indian prices will show an 
impro.,.ement. The additions we have made to the Firozabad costs 
under these four heads may be summarised as follows:":'" 

Per ton of glass. 

Materials 
Power and fuel 
Selling expenses 
Packing 

TAlILE XLVI. 
Firozabad 

COite. 

lIB. 
88·57 
28-48 

5-71 
-.-
122·76 

Estimated 
, costs. 

R'. 
172·70 

41·00 
15·00 

140·62 . __ . 
869·82 

':The extra expenditure for which :prov;ision i.s made in our es.timate 
IS Rs. 246'06 fer ton of glass whlCh IS eqUlvalent to 4'38 p,es per 
dozen pail'S 0 bangles. In the written replies submitted by the 
Glass and Bangles Industrial Association it was stated that the nett 
price realised for l'eshmi bangles was 5 annas per gross of pairs 
equivalent to 51ies pel dozen pairs. In their oral evidence, how
ever, t.hey state that the price had since fallen by 6 pies per gross 
of pairs and may now be taken as 4t pies per dozen pairs, It may 
be presumed that the fall in price has been due tI> the recent drop 
in the exchange value of the yen, and that 4t pies may be re""rded 
as the Indian realised price equivalent to the current import price. 
The c\lrrent c.i.f. price of reshm; bangles is 8'12 pies which cor
responds to a duty paid price of 12'18 pies. Xhe difference between 
the Indian price and the import price i. therefore 7'68 pies. If 
... e deduct from this the additional provisi()n made for material., 
<:oal, selling expense~ and packing, there is a balance of 3'30 piea 
which may be regarded as the nett disadvantage of the Indian 
in~\I~ry in t~e marke~. Our .estimat." of the Indian f!lir selling 
.prIce IS 8'79 pIes. Addmg to th,S the dlSadvantage of the mdustry in 
the market we I!'et a final price of 12·09 pies. The difference between 
this and the c.d. price IS 3'97 pies which is approximately 50 per 

GLASS 11 
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cent. of the c.i.f. price. We recommend that protection for the
bangle industry should be given in the form of an ad valorem duty 
of 50 per cent. A specific duty is clearly inapplicable in the case
of bangles which are imported ill a large variety of sizes and classes. 
differing widely in value. 

116. We have assumed throughout this discussion that the manu
facture of bangles will be based on the present type of direct fired 
E' . pot furnace. It is generally recognised that 

fromcothno.mules .. f resultmg a recuperative pot furnace' in which fuel is· 
o recupero· l'ed' h f f d tin furnaces. app 1 m t e orm 0 gas an arrangements· 

. . are made for pre-heating the air req uu:ed to· 
burn It, IS more economical and yields glass of much better quality 
and appearance. We have, therefore, tried to estimate on the data· 
available to us to what extent the Indian bangle industry may' 
ex!,ec~ to benefit by the employment of recuperative furnaces. The· 
prmcIpal advantage .will consist in a reduction of fuel consumption. 
A seven pot direct fired furnace of the kind now in operation can be· 
replaced by a six pot recuperative furnace, each pot with a capacity 
of 10 cwts., without substantially altering the layout of the factory. 
The coal consumption in operating the furnace on a reasonable com-· 
putation 'will not exceed 15 tons a week or 800 tons a year. Assum-
ing a working period of 10 months in the year and allowing for 
breakages of pots and other contingencies, the output of melted glass. 
may be estimated at a little over 800 tons a year. If provision is 
made for the additional coal consumed in the pot arch and in the 
conversion of glass into finished bangles, the quantity of coal con-
sumed .per toll of melted glass over the whole production will not 
be more than 2 tons. "Ve have estimated a consumption of 3 tons of 
coal in the case of a direct fired pot furnace. Taking the effective
cost of a ton of cotll at Firozabad at Rs. 13-8, this figure will repre
sent the saving in coal per ton of glass. In the case of the direct 
fired furnace we have assumed Rs. 3 per ton of glass as credit 
realised on account of the sale of cinders. As no cinders will be-
available for sale from a recuperative furnace, the nett saving on 
coal may be estimated at Rs. 10-8 per ton of glass. The total output 
which we have assumed for a direct fired furnace is 400 tons which 
will be exactly doubled if a recuperative furnace is substituted. 
The cost under 'Supervision' and 'Miscellaneous' will on this 
account be reduced by about R ... 3'50. We have allowed a cost of 
Rs. 3'24 per ton of glass for crucibles ill- ,a direct fired furnace. 
We do not think that the cost of crucibles 'per ton of glass in a 
recuperativ'.e furnace will exceed Re. 1. The average life of a 
crucible is much longer in a recuperativlI furnace. More frequent 
fillings are possible and the crucibles have a larger capacity. Under 
"Repairs and Maintenance", including depreciation, .... e have 
allowed R •. 6'28 in the case of a direct fired furnace. The heavier 
outlay required for a recuperative furnace will increase the charges 
under this head. We estunate the cost of building and erecting a 
recuperative six pot furnace at Rs. 30,000 and of a pot arch at 
R •. 10,000. Taking depreciation on the furnace at 15 per cent. 
and on the pot arch at 10 per cent. and assuming 8ID. ontput of 800 
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tons of glass, the depreciation per ton of glass works out at Rs. 6'87. 
Allowing for 6ccasional renewal of refractory materials, the total 
charges under depreciation and CUITent repairs may be taken at 
Rs. 7'50 per ton of glass. Profit and interest will also be higher. 
We estimated a total capital expenditure, including working capital 
of Rs. 21,000 for a factory working with a direct fired pot furnace. 
The corresponding capital expendIture for a factory equipped with 
a recuperative pot furnace will be approximately Rs. 60,000. Profit 
at 10 pel' cent. on this with an output of 800 tons will work out at 
.Rs. 7'50 per ton of glass. The result of these calculations may be 
summarised as follows; -:.. ,. , 

TABLE Xl.VII. 
I 

Per ton or'gl .... 
Direc\ fired. .. Reoupera.t~ve • 

Power and fuel 

Su~ervisiOD and miscellaneous 

Crucibles 

Depreciation and repairs 

Profit and interest 

TOT." 

.. !la. 

41·00 

10·50 

3·24 

6·28 

5'25 

E[6'~7 

Ro. ' .. 
80·50 

7·00 • 

1·00 

7-50 

7'50 

83:&1 

The nett advantage on expenditure is thus about Re. 12'75 per ton 
of glass or Rs. 10,000 on the whole output in a recuperative furnace. 

117. The effect of recuperative pot furnaces in inIproving the 
quality and appearance of the glass is, however, of much greater 

Effect of recuperative impo~nc.e to the bangle. industry than t~e 
fOrno.c811 in improving reductlOn In works expendIture. The durabl
quality and appearanco lity of glass is affected to a large extent by 
of glass. the proportion of soda contained in it. 
A high proportion of soda renders the glass more brittle and consi
derably diminishes its durah.ility. Bangle factories in India use an 
exceSSIve proportion of soda in their compositions. This~. neces
aitated partly by considerations of fuel economy but inainly, by the 
limitations Imposed by a direct fired furnace, The melting effi
cienry of a direct fired furnace is relatively low and the proportions 
in which the various raw mat &rials are mixed have, therefore, to be 
adjusted to the low <rlliciency of the furns"", Since a large pro
portion of soda has the effect of oonsiderably lowering the melting 
point of 'the bat.ch. manufacturers find it convenient to make Bofter 
glass in dil'ect fired furnaces. We have no doubt that the prejudice 
whioh exists in the market against Indian made bangles is partiallv 
explained by the fact that the glass is less durable and breaks more 
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readil~. In th~ case of plain bangles the question of du.rability, per
haps,-ls not so Important as in the case of decorated hanglesof the 
more expensive varieties ... The high prices at which these are sold 
make it essential that the glass should be stronger and more durable. 
Unless there is a decided improV"ement in the durability of the glass, 
the Indian bangle industry will not be in a position to capture the 
market for superior fancy bangles. It is, therefore, important that 
the furnaces operated by Indian bangle makers should have sufficient 
heating capacity to melt glass suitable for bangles of high quality. 
But it is not merely)n improvlng the durability of glass but also in 
improving its "appearance that a recuperative pot furnace will be • 
found useful. Glass made in open pots in a direct fired furnace tends 
to be iirty and spotted. A recup,¥"ative furnace working on gas which 
is a cleaner IU'el than coal produces g'lass of better appearance, suit
able for the proquctiort of superior classes of bangles. The improve
ml;nt in the quality and appearance of bangles which the replace
ment of the existing direct fired f\unaces may be expected to bring 
about, will go a long way in removing the disadvantage against 
which Indian bangles have at present to contend in the marekt. In 
estima,ting the measure of protection we have assumed a nett ais
advantage of 3'30 pies per dozen pairs. Every reduction of a pie 
in this disadvantage will incl'ease the earnings of the manufactmer 
by about Rs. 55 per ton of glass. This represents in a factory with 
an output of 800 tons a total increase in the aggregate receipts of 
R ... 45,000 which is more than equivalent to the cost of a recupera
tivejurnac~ and pot arch. , We have little doubt that for the further 

'development and SU(lC~SS 01 the'bangle. i,ndustry it is essential that 
manufacturers should direct their attention to the adoption of im
prov,ed ~nd II)o~e up-to-date furnaces. 

118. Bangles are at present subject to a revenue duty of 50 per 
c~nt. lad valorem. The same duty is applicable also to beads and 

false pearls. If our recommendation to im-
Duty on bang! •• to be pose a protective duty of 50 per cent. on 

applied to false beads bangles is accepted, we propose that the duty 
aod pearls. should be applied also to beads and false 
pearls. The articles are essentially sim\lar in character and process 
of manufacture and there is no l'ea80n whv Indian manufacturers 
of bangles should not undertake also the manufactme of beads and 
false pearls. As far as we are aware, ,there is at present only one 
factol'Y ~ India which manufactmes beads and false pearls. The 
factory js situated at Bomb~y and, a~parently d~pends on bloc~ gl~ss 
imported from Japan for Its prmclpal material. Bombay IS diS
advantageously situated in respect of sand and coal and the cost ,of 
manufacture will therefore be higher than in other par~s of .Indla. 
\Ve consider that if protection is granted. bangle factorIes Will find 
it, profitable to manufactme beads and false \,earls from glass made 
locally. There is at present a substantial Import in this line of 
glassware amounting to over Rs., 30 lakhs.in 19~9-3~ an~ over R;s. 15 
lakhs' in 1930-31. If a protective duty IS leVIed. It Will proVlde a 
new Dutlet of considel'able dimensions for the Indian glass industry. 
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(4) General Recommendation •. 

119. The proposals for protective -duties 
Summary of propos.l.. embodied in this Chapter may. be summar

ised as follows: ~ 
(i) Sheet and Plate glass including figured and ribbed glass
, Rs. 4 per 100 sq. ft. or 25 per cent. ad valorem whichever 

is higher. _ 
(ii) Bangles, <beads and false peacls-50 per cent. ad valorem. 

(iii) Glass and glassware of the kinds specified below-50 per 
cent. ad'-valorem. " _ • _ ' 

-(a) Containe .. other than those:'cOntainlhg - merchandise 
packed according to grdina'i/ trade usage-bottles and 
phials of all descrillotions Including .soda and. other 
aerated water bottles; jars of all kinds ;acluding stop-
pered jars. .' • 

(b) Illuminating ware-chimneys; globe&t shades; .chaqde
liers; domes; lamps wholly or partly made of glass. 

(c) Table and Mmestic ware-Tumblers and jugs; dishes; 
bowls; plates; decanters j stands ~ vases; wine glasses; 
ink stands; paper weights; ash trays; pepper, salt &nd: 
vinegar bottles. • 

(d) Miscellaneous-Tiles-roofing and floor.-

120. The duties which we have proposed represent in many cases 
a considerable addition to the cost of glassware used in India. The 
B d -extra burden involved in our prol'osals is not, 

ur en on the consumer. howeverJ" so. excessive fiS to .. aonstltute a valid'-
objection to the gl'ant- of protection. We are" satisfied that in the 
great majority of cases it is not heav!er ~han the burden which may. 
normally be expected from the apphc~tlOn of protective proposals. 
In the case of sheet and plate glaos, the quantitles used for. ordinaTY 
building furpose. in India are so>small that the additional cost in 
indi ... idua cases will be hafll1y perceptible. If we assume that in
an ordinary residential building of th~ kind occupied by an a ... el'ag;e 
middle class family, about 500 square feet of sheet glass are used," 
the totlll duty payable will pe Rs. 20. The duty payable at the 
current mte is Ro. 7 t, so that the additional burden in respect of'lhe 
whole building will be not more than Rs. 12!. The glass: used in 
pUblic buildings and by railways is largely p1ate glass or superior 
polished glass on which under our proposals there will be hardly 
any incrense in duty. Bangles, beads and false pearIi are at pre
se';t charged a duty of 50 per cent. and our proposal, therefore, illP 
.. olves no increase a. fal' lIB these articles are concerned. Even if 
we adopt for the purpose of comparison the duty in force before the 
introduction of the recent snrchar~es, the addition in the duty 
payable on ordinary kinds of bungles will not exceed·2 pie. per 
do~en pllirs. In the case of an article which i. used for ornaDlental 

- ~ 

.. Item (iii) (d) would D~itate the insertion of the words" Ie Other tli;& 
glass" after I tiles' in Article 103 of the Statutory Tariff Schedule. 

GLASS F 
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and decorative purposes, this cannot be regarded as e:<cessive. As 
regards other kinds of glassware, the position mav be illustrated by 
the following typical cases:- • 

(1) Ol'dinary sized Dietz lantzl'n globe 
(2) Ol'dinary sized Gla .. Jar (8 lb.) 
(8) Ordinary sized Tumbler 
(4) Pint bottle 
(5) Aerated water bottles-

la) Codd's pattern (10 Oz.) 
(b) Crown cook pattern (7 to 10 

oz.) 
• 

ApproXImate inorease in duty .. 

4 annas per dozen globes. . 
11 anna per jar. 
5 nnas per dozen tumblers. 
i anna per botille. 

t anna per bottle. 

! anna per bottle . 

Wed",' not cqpsider that the iIlrGrease in duty in these cases will 
inflict any special hardship. Some of the articles included above 
such as aerated wl'ter bottles and jars; on which the duty appears to 
be higher, possess .,considerable durability as compared with other 
glass containers. Soda water bottles particularly of Codd's pattern 
ean be refilled many times over and consequently the actual duty 
payable on them by the purchaser of aerated waters is a good deal 
lower than the figures above would indicate. . 

12f. Elsewhere in this Report we have pointed out the principal 
directions in which the Indian glass industry stands in need of 

period of Protection. improvement and the means by which such 
improvement may be effected. An e:<tensive 

reorganisation of the industry as regards methods of production, 
equipment and financial resources is required: Suffioient time must 
be afforded to the industry to mal>e full use of the protection 
granted, so that the reorganisation which we have in view may be 
completed. We think that in the circumstances of the glass indus
try a longer period of protection is required than the Board has 
generally recommended in other cases. We propose that the pro
tective duties should remain in force for a I?eriod of ten years. A 
shorter period than ten years will be insuffiCIent to create the neCes
sary confidence on the part of the investor in the future of the glass 
indllstry. 
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'Supplementary Proposals. 

(1) Organization of Research and Trainiag. 

122. In chapter I we have given 8 brief account of the pmcesses 
<employed in Indian glass factories at present. We have there 

stated that we consider that the Indian" 
Def.cts in ,present industry has made considerable pI'ogress in 

methods of workmg. .. 
certam Important respects. At the same 

time it is evident that there are several matters in respect of 
which the present practice in many factories is susceptible of 
improvement. So far as the selection and treatment of raw 
materials are concerned, we ha\'e made certain suggestions in 
Chapter II, and as regards -methods of manufacture we consider 
that the following points should commend themselves to manufac
turers for their immediate attention. 

123. In, their furnace design and practice most of the Indian 
glass factories are capable of considerable improvement. It is 

F now universally acce&ted that gas-fired 
urn aces. f . t' urnaee. are more e Clen In every way 

than db'eot fired furnaces. For the manufacture of lampware, 
:pressed ware and bottles, tonk furnaces would undoubtedly be more 
.,conomical than pot furnaces. For the manufacture of bangles, 
where glass of various colours is required, pot furnaces will have 
to be retained, but the direct fil'lld furnaces should be replaced by, 
gas-fired recuperative furnaces. The Japanese type of pot furnace 
generally employed in Indian faotories is smaller in size compared 
with the size of the pots than the English type of furnace, whic}; 
consequent.ly had a greater reserve of heat in its .tructure; it 
allowed of the pot. being set further from the firebox; and the flue. 
carried the flame. round the front ()f the pots and maintailled them 
at a more regular temperature. The greater reserve of heat in the 
English furnace permItted brokeR pot. to be removed and new pots 
... t without reducing the temperature of the furnace so low that 
the working of glass had to be stoppea and other pots were cracked 
.nd brok.n. There is at present only one works in India in which 
pots are s.t while the furnace continues in operation; in all the 
ot,h~r works the common pmctice is to run the furnace till about. 
half the pots are broken when it is put out and another starte~ 
the sound pots remaining in the furn.ce being sacrificed. 1'hI& 
bapp.ns in most CRS'S about once a month when certsin repairs 'are 
always ner ... ary. The constant p"tting out lind r.heatitfg· imp.osea 
ex".ssi". "'ear and tear upon the structure of the furnace and 
limit. its working life to six months, after which period .it neQ.d .. 
rebuil,lin!\". In consequence of the need for constant .... p.ir • .and 
rebuilding the structure of these furnaces is far less substantial, 
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than that of .the English furnace, which usually worked for seven 
to ten years without major repairs, and they lose mere heat by 
radiation. Further, the s.etting of pots clos~ to the fire box causes 
excessive heat at the back of the pot, while the arrangement of 
flues between the pots does not produce sufficient heat in front of 
them .. Consequently the pots are subjected to excessive strain, 
and their average life in most of the works is less than a month, 
while nowhere do they last for three months. The rectangular pot 
furnace does not attain any higher degree of efficiency than those 
of circular shape. The gas-fired pot furnace is of an old conti
nental type which is neither designed nor operated in the best 
manner; and it does not operate for more than one or two years 
before major repairs become necessary. The importance of.intro
ducing better furnace design and practice cannot be overestimated. 
More efficient furnaces will enable the manufacturers to impl"Ove
their glass compositions, reduce the proportion of soda ash-which 
as we have seen in the case of bangles particularly is far too high
and at the same time with less cost turn out better, more durable
glass. 

124. The practice which we have noticed of gathering the glass. 
in two portions is generally uneconomical though it may be advan-
M" tageous under special conditions. Improved 

neali~~:u1at,on and an· fu:,"na..ces and glass compositions would render 
thIS unnecessary. The separate manufacture 

and remelting of block glass has nothing to recommend it economi
cally and should be given up. The conditions in which some or 
the labour (especially boy labour) is employed particularly in 
bangle factories are intolerable and a study would be made of 
the possibility of introducing mass production methods in such 
operations as separating tne bangles £1"Q)ll the spiral, welding the 
ends of the circles and the various forms of decoration. There is 
scope also for investigation into possible extensions of this branch 
of the industry such as the manufacture of the more expensive 
kinds of bangles from glass tubing and the manufacture of beads 
and false pearls. The desirability of introducing automatic or 
semi-automatic machinery for th€ manufacture of pressed and 
blownwares needs investigation. It should .be possible to replace 
the ' mould boy , by some mechanical device. It is not healthy 
for a boy to work cramped in B confined space, close to the furnace 
and almost in contact with the hot mould and hot glass. The 
appearance of the glass would be improved by using a carbonaceous 
paste in the mould instead of wet paper and much waste could be 
&'Voided by paying more attention to the design of the moulds. 
The.introduction of cutting wheels, cracking off machinea or cutting 
flames would render unnecessary any over-hlow between one globe 
or chimney and another and would also save the wastage involved 
by the present methods of separating the articles. The manufac
ture of bottles by hand processes should be given up except in 
.speoial oases. Hand made bottles must always vary In capacity, 
weight, thickness and length of neck; and in one factory at least 
these na.tural handicaps al'e increased by the blower manipulating 
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the glass without a stationary marvel'. , Generally, the failure ol 
the management to insist on a reasonable standard of production 
leads to excessive variation in the articles manufactured. With 
a bottle making machine, provided proper attention is paid to the 
composition of the glass batch and to the temperature of the 
furnace, the opportunity for such variations is reduced to a mini
mum, Even when equipped with modern lehrs some Iactories 
prefer to use their old kIlns and we have seen more than one 
annealing lehr standing idle while kilns are being used, Lehrs 
consume less fuel and anneal the glass much more rapidly than 
kilns, the use of which is only justified for heavy and expensive 
ware, The use of kilns for annealing bottles, jars and lampware 
is exceedingly wasteful and should be discontinued. 

125, Many of these suggestions for the improvement of the 
preoent practice in the factories point to the need for an organised 

, , , study of the various problems whIch the 
,Protectlon meffectlVe industry presents. It is generally recog-

Without l'eaea.rch and . .. . I th 
training. nlsed that even In Its SImp est forms e glass 

_ industry is highly technical and requires 
for its development a high degree of skill and of scientific and 
mechanical equipment. 'l'he difficulties experienced by Indian 
manufacturers of glass are to be attributed largely to the lack ol 
adequate provision for the investigation ol scientific problems con
nected with the industry and for the training of managers possessing 
the .requisite knowledge of technology and modern methods of 
manufacture. 'Ve are convinced that unless any tariff assistance 
granted to the industry is SIIpplemented by suimble organisation 
for training and research, the progress of the industry will be 
slow and incommensurate with the burden which our proposals 
will place on the country. The Indian Industrial Commission 
(19111-18) in fheir report expressed the view that tarifis " will prove 
ineffective unless they give rise to scientific enquir:y and expert 
treatment of the many I.'roblems involved". Similar views have 
been expressed by other Industrial experts who have since enquired 
into the subject. Our examination ol the Indian glass industry 
has led us to the same conrlusion. While we hold that the severe 
competition to which the Indian industry is 'exposed renders protec
tion essential, we ronsider that protection by itself will not secure, 
the further de,elopment and ultimate success of the industry. 
Assistance of a more direct kind is indispensable during the period 
of protection, and unless this is' given, protection· will fail to 
arhieve it. object. 'Ve desire, therefore, to state explicitly at the 
outset that the suitgestions whirh are put forward in this chapter 
lIIust he retra1'ded as part and parcel of our proposal. for assisting 
the glass industry. , 

l!?il, There is h.rdly a fenture of the glass inau.try in India 
whil'h does not call for the immediate provision of systematic, 
'[' I' f' . scientific i ...... estitr.tion. Although sand i • 
• aID .. es 0 Invesh· 'I bIe " ffi' t't" I I' gation. aV31 a \-In SU Clent quan 1 lea In D< la, 

we have nlready indirated our view 
that. in order to enable the manufa'cturers ;to produce glass of high' 
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quality it is essential that arrangements .hould be made £01' further 
investIgation of the chemical and physical properties of available, 
sands and for illlproving their quality by washing, ,grading, etc., 
and ensuring constancy of quality in sands supplied to manufac
turers, Similarly, the determination of the best glass compositions
for different kinds of glassware from the point of view of durability, 
appearallce and economy requires closer examination. A subject. 
which is of great importance to manufacturers is the supply of 
suitable refractory materials. A number of manufacturers are' 
already making their own refractory blocks and pots but a good. 
deal is still imported, An investigation of Indian clays with 
reference to the special requirements of glass manufacturers and 
closer co-ordination between them and Indian producers of fire
bricks and clay will lead to useful results, The high ash content 
of Indian coal renders it desirable that the possibility of the em
ployment of mechanical producers or other means of overcoming. 
the disabilities of Indian coal should be determined. Suitable 
provision should also be made for advising manufacturers regarding. 
the type and size of furnace required and the methods of operating 
it, the use of control devices and the employment of annealing. 
lehrs. A question of vital importance to the industry is the intro
duction of automatic and semi-automatic machineq in almost all 
processes of manufacture. Machineq however should not be 
mstalled except on considered recommendation, particular regard. 
being paid to the low cost of Indian labour. Lastly, a great deal 
of attention should be given to remedying the excessive 'wastage 
in the factories with which is bound up the whole question of the 
internal organisation of the works. 

127. These problems which affect the Indian glass industry 
as a whole should be taken up for immediate investigation and 

T .. f P el research. But along with investigation and 
.. OUllng 0 e .. sonn, h f 'l't'" h ld 1 b 'd ' . researc J aCl 1 les· S ou a so e prO,"l eu.. 

for training Indians for the posts of managers and scientific assis
tants in glass factories. The training of skilled workers for such· 
processes as glass blowinlf and spiralling in bangh. manufacture· 
JUay be left to the factones themselves. A great deal of useful 
work in training skilled operators has already been accomplished 
by glass factories in India originally with the assistance of work
men imported from Japan and to some extent from European 
counh'ies and latterly under the guidance of Indian workers. The· 
Paisa Fund Glass Works at Talegaon near Poona have been pri
marily instrumental in providing a trained body of glass blowers· 
fOl' factories in many parts of India which enabled them to cope
WIth the rapid increase in production which occurred during the· 
war. It is now the practice in many of the larger factories to· 
admit boys mider a definite system of apprenticeship for training 
in ~Iass blowing and other skilled processes; and the l'esulte 
aehleved 80 far must on the whole be regarded as satisfactory, 
The Inman workman shews a high degree of aptitude for skilled 
n.anipuiation of the kinq i'equiTed in a glass factory and from our 
observation of the meu. a't work' in the factol'ies we visited, we are-
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satisfied that, under qualified and efficient supervision, a high 
standard of workmanship and output may be expected. The 
urgent need of Indian factories at present is the provision of well 
qualified men for supervision and control. It is to this aspect of 
the '1uestion that manufacturel's should now devote their attention 
and In respect of which their need for assistance is most urgent. 
We consider that if a scheme is instituted for the investigation of 
the scientific problems involved in glass making in India, it should 
be regarded as an essential feature of the scheme that training 
should be provided under it for those who desire to qualify them
.elves for responsibl~ positions in glass factories. The scheme 
ohould be so arranged that the stail' engaged in connection with it 
.hould combine the duties of research and training and thus provide 
the nucleus for a possible school of glass technology. 

128. If our proposal to organise an institution for research and 
trainlDg in gless technology is accepted, we consider that it should 

be located at the Harcourt Butler Techno
Location at Harcourt lo!!ical Institute at Cawnpore. The United 

Butler Technological ..... f I 
Institute. Provinces contain a larger number 0 g ass 

factories than any other province, including 
the biggest and best equipped factories in India. Firozabad in 
the Same province is practically the home of the glass bangle 
industry. The best sand deposits in India are to be found in the 
United Provinces from which the bulk of the Indian factories draw 
their supplies. Cawnpore is within convenient distance of the 
principal factories in the province and is therefore advantageously 
situated for undertaking experimental work in close touch with 
actual working conditions in factories. The Harcourt Butler 
Technolo!l'ical Institute i. already the centre of teaching and 
research In certain branches of industrial tec/mology in the United 
Provinces. In it is also located the department of sugar technology 
recently started by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. 
We have further been informed that proposals are under considera
tion for converting the present oil section of the Institute into an 
all-India Department financed by a Central Oil Cess Conmrittee. 
The Institute thus provides a suitable centre for research in scientific 
problems connected with industries. We have ascertained that 
sufficient accommodation is available in it for the proposed depart
ment of glass techllology and that facilities already exist' for ex
perimental work on many questions connected with the 'manu
facture of glass. The Institute is under the control of the Depart
ment of Industries in the United Provinces and was started with 
~he ,!bject of pr?viding facilities for industrial research and train
lUg 1lI the prOVInce. But we understand that tha Government of 
the United Provinces would be prepared to open an aU-India section 
for glass technology at the Institute if the necessary funds were 
granted by the Government of India. We think that in many 
respects the Institute ail'ords possibilities of developing ultimately 
into a centre of industrial investigation and education for the 
whole of India. EducationalJy as well as financially there is a great 
deal to be said for concentmting such facilities as are available in 
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this respect ,in one institution "as lar as circumstances permit. 
Most modern industries present a common scientific background 
which renders'it possible and indeed desirable, that the resources 
available for the investigation of industrial problems should be 
pooled and that there should be a large meaSUl'e of concerted work 
and organisation. We consider it therefore of the highest im
portance that every effort should be made to utilise the Harcourt 
Butler Technological Institute in connection with our proposals for 
the development of the glass industry. 

129. In the course of our tour to the United Provinces during 
the present enquiry, we took the opportunity of discussing these 

O tl ' f h f proposals with the Director of Industries 
umeo sceme or d 'h h p.' f resear<:h and training, an WIt t e rmClpal 0 the Harcourt 

Butler TechRological Institute. We also 
received subsequently a valuable memorandum from each of theoe 
officers regardillg the lines on which research and instruction in 
glass tec·hnology may hest be undertaken. ,Although in arriving 

,at our conelusions we have heen greatly assisted hy' their ready and 
willing co-operation', we desire to make it plain that for the actual 
proposals which are set out herein, we hold ourselves entirely 
responsi ble. ,'We propose that the staff should consist of one glass 
technologist who will be the head of the department assisted by 
one senior as.istant and three or more junior assistants. Provision 
should be made also for studentships for graduate research work-
11"8 an.1 for laboratory assistants together with the necessary office 
;taff. ,)Iuch of the apparatus required for the work is alrear1y in 
lhe Institute but some provision would be required for special 
'quipment at the beginning and also an annual provision for 
Illaterials and equipment and for the travelling expenses of the 
;taff. We estimate that the total annual expenditure will not 
!xr.eed .. lakh of rupees. The future of tha scheme wi~l depend 
largely on the personnel of the staff, whose work in the initial 
>eriod will determine the ultimate success or failure of the 
Icheme. This applies particularly to the glass techno'l<;>~ist who 
.. ill be required not merely to carrY out the current dutIes of the 
lepftrtment but to lay down at the beginning the, main lin:s. of 
iVOI k and to organise the department. He should In our OpInIOn 
be a man who combines the 'l.ualifications of a fi:rst class research 
~orker in glass techn<;>logy wIth adequat0 eX'perIence of both the 
lfactical and commerOlal aspects of the glass Industry. He should 
it the same time possess, sufficient personality and tact to 
mlist the sympathy and co-op~ration of glass manufacturers 
md to work in barmony wIth the mana~em.nt o~ the 
fechnologiral Institute and with his colleagues. We have pItched 
JUr estimate of the qualifications requirea for the head of the 
Iepartment at a hi~h level because we are assur~d that a scheme 
of this kind would be entirely ineff:cti"e ~nless It was a~l.q~lately 
"mnned., It would probably be ImpossIble at the be~:nllln,g- \0 
;erure the services of an Indian having the necessary quahfirah<;>ns. 
[n that rase we BUglEest that a, suita»le ma~ s~ould be .. crm,ted 
From abroad for a limited penod on the dIstInct unclerstandIng 
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that at the end of the period his place .... ould be taken by hi. 
Indian senior assistant. We therefore consider that the senlor 
assistant should be chosen with special care. He ehould be a person 
of high scientific attainments preferably with industrial experience 
and possessing the personal quaiifications required for administer
ing the department .... hen he i. placed in charge of it. The other 
-fts,istants should be chosen from ~mong young Indian graduates 
who have distinguished themselves in physics, chemistry or 
.tHl~ilJeering and have shown an aptitude for research. 

130. While- the glass technologist would be in independent 
·charge of his department and entirely responsible for its work, 

he should, as far as his external l'elations 
Relations with man... are concerned be subject to the contr.ot of 

facturers of glass. ..' I h the PrmCipal of the Harcourt But er Tee no-
logical Institute. ·We consider it desirable that arrangements 
should be made from the beginning for associating with the work 
of t.he department representatives of the glass industry and of tho 
public generally. This should take the form in the initial stages 
·of a small advisory committee consisting of representstives of the 
industry and of the Central Legislature. We look forward to a 
time when the usefulness of the department will have received 
sufficient recognition at the hands of glass manufacturers to induce 
them to take over its support and management and employ it as 
an organ of the Indian Glass Manufacturers' Association. The. 
Indian glass industry can do a great deal towards' improving its 
position both commercially and technically by better organisation. 
Every glass manufacturer whom we exammed deplored the presen~ 
lack of organisation in the industry and its effects on the level 
-of Indian prices and the prevailing standards of work. We 
.,onsider that the department J)f glass technology, when it comes 
into being, should regard it as part of its duties -to assist Indian 
~Iass manufacturers to organise themselves more effectively both 
ill the matter of sales anll in the enforcement of standards of 
"1uality. These are recognised functions of industrial associations, 
and we hope that the association of Indian manufacturers with 
the department of glass technology will help the evolution of a 
COrpol'ste spirit in the industry and a sense of pride in its standards 
and achievements. 

131. We have estimated the annual expenditure at a figure not 
exceeding a lakh of rupees. We propose that an annual contri-

G C 
bution at thIS .rate should be made by t.he 

.rant by ontral Gov· G t f I d' t th G f ernment overnmen 0 n lQ 0 e ]'"overnment 0 
. the '(' nited Provinces for the maintenance 

..,f the department of Glass Technology at the Harcourt Butler 
Institute. It should be laid down as a condition of the grant that 
the servIces of the stllff should be available for glass manufacturers 
in other provinces also and that the glass technologist and his 
assistant should be permitted bv actual visits and in other 'Ways 
to ~8intain. cont~ct wit~ the !l'lass industry in different pa~ts of 
IUIlIa. It ,s obVIously Impossible to frame even an approxunate 

·estimate of the revenue. likely to be derived from the protective 
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duties which we have proposed. But a rough indication of the 

\ 

position is afforded by the calculations set forth in the Appendix. 
These figures show that the liability of the Government of India 
in respect of our scheme for research and training will be amply 
covered I?y the increased revenue from the protective duties on 
glass. 

• 132. Although the development of industries is strictly a pro-
vincial subject, grants for this pUI-pose by tbe Government of 

India are permitted bv the Devolution 
Devolution Rules exa- Rules under certain conditions. Itelll 2(} mined. 

in Part I of Schedule I to the Devolution 
Rules includes among Central subjects" Development of Industrie!> 
in cases where -such development by c~ntral authority is declared 
by order of the Governor General.in Council, made after consulta-

, tion with the local Government or local Governments concerned. 
expedient in the public interest ". Otherwise the Development of 
Industries is a provincial subject (It,em 25 in Part II of 
Schedule I). On the assumption that it is not permissible to incur 
expenditure from central I'evenues on provincial subjects, our pro
posal that the Government of India should make a contribution for 
the organisation of research and tr'aining in glass technology 
implies the publication by the Government of India 'of a declaration 
that the development of the glass industry by central authority 
is expedient in the public interest. Such a declaration was made 

'regarding the steel rail and rail way waggon industries in N otifica
tion No. 39-T. dated 14th June, 1924, and published at page 481> 

.of the' Gazette of India, Part L To admit a case for protection 
necessarily implies conviction that the development of the industry 
is expedient in the public interest. We are satisfied that the glass 
industry has made good its claim .for protection; it follows that 
the development of the industry is expedient in the public interest. 
and since the additional revenues from the protective duties which 
we profose will place the Central Government in funds, it is on the 
Centra Government that the industry will have to depend for the 
contribution necessary to finance the other measures recommended 
for its development. . 

133. In concluding our discussion of these proposals, we desire 
to emphasise the view expressed earlier in this chapter that no-

N I 
permanent development of the glass indus-

oed for BUPP ament· t . I d' ill b h' d ul ing protective duties. r:Y. In. n la '! 8. ae leve u ess pro-
VISIOn. IS made ImmedIately for research and 

training on the lines we have suggested, and that assistance by 
means of tariffs alone may prove in the long run entirely fruitless. 
We have observed with growing apprehension that when proposals
are made by the Tariff Board to supplement protective duties with 
more constructive methods of assistance, no tangible efiorts appear 

I 
to be made to give effect to 8uch proposals, If this practice is
continued, the policy of protection may yield few results of any 
value' as rel\'ards the development of the industries and may in the 
end prove little more than a convenient means of raising additional 
revenues. In our recent report on the P~per 'industry. we pointe~ 
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out how the rejection of the Board's proposal to grant direct assis
tance to the indus!ry resulted in Jlnduly delaying the development 
of bamboo pulp. We made a similar proposal in our report regard
ing the Sugar industry as .. a condition precedent" to the grant of 
protection, on which also no action has apparently _ heen taken 80 

far. Protecti,·e duties divorced from the constructive measures
proposed in connection with them may represent an immediate 
gain to public revenues but they constitute in reality an expensive 
aud possibly wasteful form of assistance to industries. Weare 
eonstrained to express our views strongly on this question because 
we feel that unless public attention is directed to it, important 
national interests may -be jeopardised. In no case which has come 
under enquiry hy the l'ariff Board has this question been more 
forcihly brought to our notice than that of the glass industry. 
For this reason we trust that the proposals put forward in this 
~hapter will not merely receive sympathetic consideration but will 
he implemented without delay. 

(2) Establishment of Foreign Concems. 

134. It was suggested by some of the manufacturers who gave 
evidence before us that protection for the Indian industry would 

EstabliBhment of foreign prove ineffective. unless steps were taken 
concel'ns not inconsistent to prevent foreIgn manu£a~tureB from 
with tb. policy of pro· establishing factories in llidia behind the 
tochon. tariff wall and thereby taking advantage of 
the protective duty. That the establishment. of factories in India 
by foreign manufacturers is in itself inconsistent with the policy of 
protection is an assllll!ption which finds no support in the Fiscal 
Commission's report nor in any declarations of policy by the Legis
lahue or the Government. On the other hand, in most countries 
which have adopted a system of protective tariffs, it is recognised 
as an incidental advantage of pl·otection that it encourages the 
establishment of factories in the country by foreign manufacturers 
who previously had supplied the market with goods produced in 
their ow .. country'. The increased employment of indigenou .. 
labour and materials and the stimulus to competition provided by 
the erection of such factories are generally accepted as beneficial 
results of a policy of protection. 

135. There are two considerations however which qualify and 
to some e:.:tent limit the application of this pri.nciple. The first 

is that while the establishment of factories 
Condition. tn. be ob· by foreign manufacturers is undouhtedl!: of 

served by foreign cou- . . 
oerns. potential advantage to the country, t ere 

are certain conditions to which they must 
co.nform in order ~hat their ac~ivities may be b.~ught into line 
wlth the derlared 81ms of protechon. As far as Indla is concerned, 
th.ese ronditions are clearly specified in paragraph 292 of the 
F,scal Commission's Report dealing with Indianisation and allied 
matters and have been arrepted by the Government and the Legis
lature as essential ronditi?!s to the grant of protection. If foreign 
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factories are established subject to these c<>nditio~~, there can be 
no objection to their carrying on manufacture in India 'Under a 
protective tariff. But it is obviously necessary that, the Govern
ment should see that new concerns which may come into existence 
·during the p.eriod of protection conform with these conditions. 
The concerns now engaged in the glass industry in India aheadv 
satisfy these conditions. • 

136. The second consideration is one to which little 'attention 
has so far Leen given in public declarations of policy; but jts 

.. importance in situations which may con
,Danger of monopohstlc ceivably arise under a policv of protection 

developments. t' 
cannot .be doubted. Even 1U cases wh"re 

foreign. concerns established in India satisfy the conditions raid 
down in paragraph 292 of the Fiscal Commission's Report, the re
sources at the disposaL of such concerns may be so great as to 
enable them to establish a practical monopoly in the industry con
cerned. With the increasing tenilency to combination and ' rationa-' 
lisation ' the danger of monopolistic concerns being established in 
protected industries is line to be reckoned with. To. the extent 
that these concerns comply with the conditions regarding Indianisa
tion, no objection can be raised against them on the ground that 
their existenee will militate against the employment of Indian 
labour and the participation of Indians in the capital, manage
ment and .!irecilOn of the industry. The danger in the case of 
such undertakings is that the interests of the consumer with which 
the policy of protection is equally concerned may be ignored. The 
central idea of the policy of discriminating protection is that the 
developmeut of the industry will eventually result in the establish
ment of efficient methods of production based on internal competi
tion so that the consumer "mav in the end obtain the goods as 
chenply as if he were to import them. without a duty" ;·Jt i8 
obvious that monopolistic combinations may defeat this end even 
where they arise among Indian manufacturers. But where the 
monopoly arises from the action of foreign manufacturers who have 
been indueed by a protective tariff to establish business in India, 
the danger is doubly great because not merely may th" interests 
<>f the consumer be neglected but when protection is removed the 
industry itself may be transferred to a foreign domicile. When 
protechon i8 granted for a long period at a rate which covers full 
depreciation. it is not improbable that at the end of the period of 
protection capital will have been written down to such an extent 
as to e"ahle the industry to 'be transferred from India with little 
or no capital loss. The danger is not any the less serious because 
the first ~ffects of the creation of a monopoly are geuerally in the 
direction of a lowering of prices. But in this matter it is necessary 
to take long views Bnd to examine every de .... lopment in the light 
of its ultimate effects. Should any tendency to the creation of a 
monopoly, particularly in connection with a foreign concern, arise 
in 8 protected industry, it is the duty of the Government to institute 
prompt l"nquiry anrl take effective action on the lines proposed by 
the Fisca!\ Commission in paragraph 86 .• Qf its Report. 
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. ' 137. We have' thought it necessary' to draw attention to this 
question because we- believe that in the conditions of the glass 

. .' .' industry there is some ground for the appre-
AchoD Decessary ID the h' h' h 'd I f It bId' case of the glass industl'Y. _ enSlons W le are. WI e l' e y n Ian 

manufacturers on this subject. As We have 
already. pointed out, the total production of the Indian glass. 
ind~try at presenjo probably does not exceed 20,000 tons a year 
alid the bulk of the manufacture is carried on by small or medium 
sized concel'llS with relatively small resources. Under these condi-. 
tions the pos.siliility of the industry beinll' captured by powerful 
fOl"eign interests, if adequate .protection IS granted, cannot be 
entirely ignored. In the case of one important branch of the glass 
industry, nalllsly, the manufacture of bangles,. India provides 
probably the sale market 80 that protection for the Indian .industry 
may offer a distinct stimulus for the establishment of foreign con-· 
cerns in India .. The particular methods which may be found most 
suitable for dealing with the problem must necessarily depend on. 
the circumstances n£ each case. But we think that if protection 
is granted to the glass industry, the Government·"hould decllU'e in. 
advance their intention to adopt such methods for meeting the 
situation as may be found necessary from time to time. Such a 
decl .... ahlon "Will, ... we believe, have a deterrent effect sufficient to 
minimise the need for subsequent action . 

March 17, 1932. 

. J. MATTHAl, 
President. 

F AZAL IBRAHIM RAHIMTOOLA, 
Member. 

G. T. BOAG, 
Member. 
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APPENDIX. 

E,timate 'II ,.,.,enue likely ta be yielded by the protective dutie .. 
. on gla ... 

In the follo ... tog .... r.u1atioDS it is assumed that:-
~ 

(1) if there were DO protection} the normal annual value of imports 
wouldo-be the average of the two. years 1929-30 aDd 1930-31, 

• (2) if tbe:e were no protection, the normal dul.ies applicable would 
be 30 per cent. on bangles, beads and false pearls and 15 per 

.. cent. OD every other kind _of glassware, •. . • 

fa) the effect of ih~ pi-oieetive dut"ies would be to reduce the imporia 
by 60 per cent . .at the end of the period of protection exoept in 
the ease of II sheet and plate" and U other glassware" which 
include unprotected. articles,. . 

(4) the price of imported glassware would remain constant during the. 
period of protection, ~ 

(5) there would be DO growth of CC!Dsumption during the period of 
protectlon. 

TADL¥ I. 

<. 

Normal am<>unt 01 .""enue tcithout protection. 

Bangles, beads and false pearls 

Bottles and phials 

Normal ilnports 
ata~of 
19l!9·30 and 
• 1930·31 • 

Ra.lakb&. 

9M2 

34:71 

Funnels. g)oboa ond glass parta of lamps 16116 

Sheet Rod plate 27042 
• 

Tableware 1l-86 

Other glassware 2M)4 

206'91 

( III ). 

Am01ll1t of 
rennueat' 

DOnna! ....... 
'tla. !alli. 

27"22 @ 80 per cent. 

5'21 @ 15 per.cent. 

:'50 @ 15 ph oem. 

4·n @ 15 per c:ent • 

1'70 @ 15 per cent. 

3'91 @ 15 per cent. 

44-65 

'-
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TABLE II. 

Amount of Revenue from 1""otective ~utie8 at the end of the penol 
. 'If protectwn.. . 

V.lue. 
Amount of 

Revenue at pro. 
tectwe duties. 

" Rs. lakhs~"" "r""£s.Jakhs. 
Bangle., bead. and ~alse pearle @ 50 per 

cent. of normal 
BoUle. aud phials @ 50 per cent. of normal 
Funnels, glob.. and glass j1arta of lamps @ 

50 per cent. of normal -, 
Sheet alld pla~ . • 

(Plate at lrd of total) 

(Sheet at frds radnced by 50 per cent.) 

• • 
Tableware @ 50.,per cent. of normal < 
Other glassware @ Ird of normal 

45'36 .,,22·68 
17-35 . J1'67 

8'33 4-16 
• 

9'14 plate 2'28 @ 25 per 
cent. 

9'14 sheet 6'40 @ approxi
mately 70-

5'68 ~'B4 
per oent. 

17'36 3'47 @ average 
duty 01 20 
per cent. 

112'36 1ib·50 .. 

N.B.-'. Scientific Glassware~ is .• ""lu4l.ed from both '£abies. It is wholly 
unprotected and its inclusion would therefore not affect the result of the
calculations. Nff account is taken of glass til .. which are now shown in 
the Trade Returns under ' Building Materials J. The quantity of imports is
however small and will not materially affect the result .• 
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